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PREFACE
THIS book is principally intended for those persons
of Cornish nationality who wish to acquire some knowledge of their ancient tongue, and to read, write, and
perhaps even to speak it. Its aim is to represent in an
intelligible form the Cornish of the later period, and
since it is addressed to the general Cornish public
rather than to the skilled philologist, much has been
left unsaid that might have been of interest to the latter,
old-fashioned phonological and grammatical terms have
heen used, a uniform system of spelling has been
adopted, little notice has been taken of casual variations,
and the arguments upon which the choice of forms
has been based have not often been given.
The spelling has been adapted for the occasion., All
\vriters of Cornish used to spell according to their ow~
taste and fancy, and
\vould sometimes represent the
.
sanle \vord in differ~nt ways even in the Sa111e page,
though certain general principles were observed in each
period. There was a special uncertainty about the
vowels, which will be easily appreciated by those who
are familiar with Cornish English. Modern \vriters of
all languages prefer consistent spelling, and to moderl1
learner~, whose object is linguistic rather than philological, a fairly regular systeln of orthography is almost
\
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a necessity. The present system is n~t the phonetic
ideal <;>f Cl one sound to each symbol, and one symbol
for each sound," but it aims at being fairly consistent
with itself, not too difficult to understand, not too' much
encumbered with diacritical signs, and not too startlingly
different from the spellings of earlier times, especially
from that of Lhuyd, whose system was constructed from
living Cornish speakers. The writer has arrived at his
conclusions by a comparison of the various existing
spellings with one another, with the traditional fragments
collected and recorded by himself in 1875, with the
modern pronunciation of Cornish names, with the
changes which English has undergone in the mouths of
the less educated of Cornishmen, and to some extent
with Breton. The author suggests that this form of
spelling should be generally adopted by Cornish students
of their old speech. The system cannot in the nature
of things be strictly accurate, but it is neaf enough for
practical purposes. Possibly there is much room for controversy, especially as to such details as the distribution
of long and short vowels, the representation of the Middle
Cornish u, ue, eu sometilnes by t, sometimes by I, and
sonletimes by eu or ew, or of the Middle Cornish J' by
;, e, or J', or occasionally by an obscure 11, ~, or tt, and it
is quite likely that others might arrive at different conclusions from the same evidence, though those conclusions might not be allY the nearer to the sounds
which t~e Cornishmen of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries really did make. As for grammatical forms,
it will be seen that the writer is of opinion that the
difference between ·Middle and Modern Cornish was
more apparent than real, and that except in the very
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latest period of all, when the language survived only in
the mouths of the least educated persons, the so-called
le corruptions" were to a great extel1t due to differences
of spelling, to a want of appreciation of almost inaudible
final consonants, and to an intensification of phonetic
tendencies existing in germ at a much earlier period.
Thus it is that inflections which in the late Cornish often
seem to have been almost, if not quite, inaudible, have
been writtel1 in full, for that is the author's notion, founded
on what Middle Cornishn1en actually did write, of what
Modern Cornishlnen were trying to express. For most
things he has precedents, though he has allowed himself
a certain amount of conjecture at times, and in most
cases of difficulty he has trusted, as he would advise his
readers to do, to Breton rather than to Welsh, for the
living Breton of to-day is the nearest thing to Cornish
that exists.
Why should Cornishmen learn Cornish? There is
no money in it, it serves no practical purpose, and the
literature is scanty and of no great originality or value.
The question is a fair one, the answer is simple. Because
they are Cornishmen. At the present day Cornwall, but
for a few survivals of Duchy jurisdictions, is legally and
practically a county of England, with a County Council,
a County Police, and a Lord-Lieutenant all complete, as
if it were no better than a nlere Essex or Herts. l But
every Cornishmall knows well enough, proud as he may
be of belonging to the British Empire, that he is no
more an Englishman than a Caithness man is, that he
has as much right to a separa.te local patriotism to his
1 Cf. c. Ista sunt nomina corrodiorum et pensionunl ill All.g/ia et Corlfu"ia
qure sunt in dono H.egis Anglire. " lIar). ~IS. 433, f. 335, temp. Ric. iii.
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little Motherland, which rightly understood is no bar,
but rather an advantage to the greater' British patriotism,1
, as.has a Scotsman, an Irishman, a Welshman, or even a
Colonial j and that he is as much a Celt and as little of
an "Anglo-Saxon" as any Gael, Cymro, Manxman, or
Breton. Langu~ge is less than ever a final test of race.
Most Cornishmen habitually speak English, and fe,v,
ver.y fe\v, could hold five minutes' conversation in the
old Celtic speech~ Yet the Inemory of it lingers on, and
no one can talk about the country itself, and mention
the places in it, \vithout using a wealth of true Cornish
words. But a similar thing may be said of a very large
proportion of Welshmen, Highlanders, Irishmen, Manx. men, and Bretons.
QUUl1l

sit

~I~rpe

Omnia Grace,
IJlagis Iloslris nescire Latine.

The reason why a Cornishman should learn Cornish,
the outward and audibJe sign of his separate nationality,
is sentimental, and not in the least practical, and if
everything sentimental were banished froln it, the \vorld
would not be as pleasant a place as it is.
Whether anything \vill come of the Cornish part of
the Celtic movelnent remains to be seen, but it is not
without good omen that this book is published at the
U Sign of the Phrenix."
A few words of comprehensive apology for the
shortcomings of this' handbook. When the writer was
1 The Bretons of to-day habitually speak of Brittany as "notre petite
patrie." and France ns "notre grande patrie," and none have fought and
died for France more bravely than these. As soldiers (and still nlore as
sailors) they are to France what the Highlanders are to Britain, and avenge
the atrocities of 1793 in the same noble fashion as that in which the Gaels
have avenged the horrors of Culloden and its sequel. Loyalty is in the blood
of Celts, whether to clan, or to great or little Fatherland.
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asked by the Secretary of the Celtic-Cornish Society to
undertake a Cornish grammar, which was the origin of
this book, it \vas more 'than twenty years since he had
dropped his Cornish studies in favour of other. and
" Inore immediately necessary matters. Much of what he
once kne\v had been forgotten, and had to be learnt
over again, and the ne\v grammar ,was wanted quickly.
There Inust needs be, therefore, inaccuracies and inconsistencies, especially with regard to the spelling, which
had to be constructed, and he is conscious also that
there are at least t\VO living men, if no more, who could
have made a far better book. Of either of these two,
Dr. Whitley Stokes and Prof. Joseph Loth, Doyen of
the Faculty of Letters in Rennes University, who probably know more about Cornish between them than
anyone else ever did, the writer may well say, as John
Boson of Ne\vlyn said of Keigwin two centuries ago,
Markressa an dean dtskes ftar-na gwellaz kemma, ev a
venJlz kavaz fraga e owna en skreefa-co11tposter, etc." ~ For,
jndeed, even in that salne skreifa-co11zposter is there much
U

scope for argument, and Boson's H et cetera" st~nds for
a good deal besides.
It i.s not given to a grammar-writer to strive after
originality. If he did so, he would probably not be the
better grammarian. The writer therefore has no hesitation in ackno\vledging to the full his many obl!gations
to previous workers on the subject. To Lhuyd and
Pryce, to Gwavas, Tonkin, Boson, and Borlase he owes
much (and also, parenthetically, he thanks Mr. John
Enys of Enys for lending him the Borlase MS.). But
1 Cl If that learned wise man should see this, he would find reason to
correct it in orthography, etc."-Nebbaz Gerriatl.
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it is to the workers of the second half of the nineteenth
century, living or departed, that he owes most, and
especially to Dr. Edwin Norris, Dr. Whitley Stokes,
ProE. Loth, Canon Robert Williams, and Dr. Jago. Of the
works of these writers he has made ample use, though he
has not necessarily agreed with them in every detail.
The well-known work of Edwin Norris has been of
the greatest value in every way, and the copious examples
given in his" Sketch of Cornish Grammar" have frequently saved the writer the trouble of searching for
examples himself. Dr. Whitley Stokes's editions of two
dramas and a poem have been of the greatest assistance,
the notes to the St. Meriasei being especially valuable
in collecting and comparing the various forms of
irregular verbs, etc. Without Canon Williams's Lexicon
nothing could have been done, and though some amount
of friendly criticism and correction has been given to it
by Dr. Stokes and Prof. Loth-, neither of whom, of
course, really undervalues the Lexicon in the least, no
one can fail to appreciate that excellent work. Prof.
Loth's articles are mostly on details. A more general
work from his hand is much to be desired, and every
Cornish student must look forward to the forthcoming
volume of his Ckrestomatltie Bretonne, which will contain
the Cornish section. It would have been better for the
present work if its author could have seen that volume
before writing this" But Prof. Loth's articles in the
Revue Ce/tique have been full of suggestions of the
greatest value. Dr. Jago's English-Cornish Dictionary
has also been most useful. In a sOlnewhat uncritical
fashion, he has collected together all the various forms
and spellings of each word that he could find, and this
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rendered it possible to make easily comparisons which
would otherwise have given a good deal of trouble.
Even the somewhat unconventional lexicographical
arrangement of the book has had its uses, but, if one
may venture an adverse criticism, it was a pity to have
followed Borlase in including without notice so many
Welsh and Breton words for which there is no authority
in Cornish. It is on this account that the work needs
to be used with caution, and may at times mislead the
unwary.
The author begs to thank very heartily Mr. E. Whitfield Crofts (It Peter Penn " of the Cornish Telegraph)
for his great service in making this handbook known
among Cornishmen.
Perhaps a subject in connection with Cornish which
may be of greater general interest than anything else
is the interpretation of Cornish names. It is for this
reason that a chapter embodying shortly some general
principles of such a study has been added, and for those
\vho would try their hands at original verse composition
in Cornish a chapter on the principles of Cornish prosody
has also been given. The composition_ of twentiethcentury Cornish verse has already begun. Dr. C. A.
Picquellard of Quimper, well known as a Breton poet
under the title of AI" Bars Me/en, has produced several
excellent specimens, Mr. L. C. R. Duncombe - Jewell
published the first Cornish sonnet in Celtia in 1901,
and the present writer has contributed a sonnet and
translations of the Trelawny Song and the National
Anthem to the Cornish Telegraph, besides writing two
Christmas Carols, one in Celtia and one printed separately, and the dedication of this book, which, he may
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remark, is not meant for a sonnet, though it happens
to run to fourteen lines.
The writer had originally intended to add some
reading lessons, exercises, and vocabularies, but it was
found that the inclusion of these would make the book
too large. He hopes to bring out shortly a quite small
separate book of this character, \vhich may also include
conversations, and he has in preparation a complete
vocabulary, though he has no idea as to when. it. will
be finished.

PART I
THE HISTORY OF THE CORNISH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE

A

.

CHAPTER I
THE STORY OF THE CORNISH LANGUAGE

THERE have been seven Celtic languages-not all at
once, of course-and indeed it is possible that there may
have been more; but seven are known to have existed.
One other may have been a Celtic speech, or it may
have been something pre-Celtic, but of it we know too
little to jud'ge.
The Celtic languages belong to the type known as
Aryan or Indo-European, the language of the higher or
\vhite races whose original habitat was once taken to
have been near or among the Himalayas, but is now
located with much less exactness than heretofore. To
this class belong the Sanscrit, with its multitude of
Indian derivatives; the Persian, ancient and modern; .
the Greek, the Latin with all its descendants, the Lithuanian, the Slavonic, the Teutonic and Scandinavian, the
Albanian and the Celtic. It is not to be supposed that
the possession of an Aryan language is necessarily a
proof of the possession of Aryan blood. In many cases
the conquering white race inlposed its language on the
aborigines \vhom it subjugated and enslaved. This must
have been very much the case in Britain, and it is probable that the lower classes of a great part of England,
though they now speak a language of mixed Teuto'nic
and Latin origin, as they once spoke Celtic, are largely
the descendants, through the slaves successively of
Britons, Romans, and Saxons, and the 11 villains" or
nativi of the Norman manorial system, of the aboriginal
palreolithic 11 cave" man, and' have far less itl common
3
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with the Anglo-Saxon, the Celt, or any other white man
than they have with the Hottentot, the Esquimaux, the
Lapp, or the Australian "blackfellow." This is particularly
the case in what was once the forest-covered district of
middle England. There, no doubt, when there \vas any
fighting to be done, the aboriginal hid in the \voods
until it was all over, and only then came out to share
in the spoil and the glory and the drinks; while the
white man, whether Briton, Saxon, or Norman, went
out to fight, and not infrequently to be killed. A survival, perhaps, of the unfittest was the result, which may
account for some of the peculiar characteristics of the
Midland· lower classes. That the successive changes
of masters were matters of little or no importance to
the enslaved aboriginal, while a life of servitude was
intolerable to the free white man, may account for
the fact that the labouring classes of Devon, Cornwall, Somerset, Wales, and the Welsh border are of a
type infinitely superior in manners, morals, and physique
to the same class in the Midlands, because they now
consist almost entirely of the descendants of the free
Britons who were driven westward rather than submit
to the overwhelming invasion of the Teutonic tribes.
Thus it is that probably, except for a certain Silurian
(or Iberian) element in South Wales, which descends
from the highet:' or fighting sort of pre-Aryan, and a
surviving aboriginal element in parts of Ireland, the
natives of what are known as the Cl Celtic" parts of these
islands are more purely Aryan than any except the
:upper and upper middle classes of the so-called H AngloSaxon" districts of Britain. And of the Celtic parts
of Britain, the Highlanders of Scotland and the Cornish are probably of th~ most unmixed Aryan or
white race.
The Celtic languages are subdivided into two
branches, representing two separate immigrations, about
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which little is known for certain, except, that they
happened a very long time ago. These are :J. The Goidelic (or Gaelic), consisting of the three
languages, .or properly the three dialects, known as
the Gaelic of Ireland, of the Scottish' Highlands, and
of the Isle of Man. It has been said, with some truth,
that these three are as far apart as three .dialects of the
same language can well be, but are not sufficiently
far apart to be counted as three distinct languages.
Until the first half of the eighteenth century the
written Gaelic of the Scottish Highlands differed from
that of Ireland scarcely luore than the written English
of London differs from that of New York. Even 110W,
though the use of the sixth and seventh century Latin
minuscules, which people choose to call I' Irish" letters,
has been dropped in Scotland, anyone who can read
the one dialect will have little difficulty in reading the
other. Manx adopted, in the seventeenth century an
attempted, but not very successful, phonetic spelling,
based partly on Welsh and partly. on English, and
therefore looks ,on paper very different from its sister
languages j but it takes a Gaelic-speaking Highlander
of intelligence a very short time to get to understand
spoken Manx, though spoken Irish (except the Ulster
dialect) is more difficult to him. Possibly Pictish, if
it was Celtic at all, which is uncertain, was of the
Gaelic branch, for we find but l.ittle of any 'language
difficulty when S1. Columba and 'his fellow-missionaries, ,,,hose own speech certainly was Gaelic,' were
evangelising all10ng the Picts. But the absence of
such mention proves very little, for Christian missio~
aries, from Pentecost' onwards, have not infrequently
made light of the linguistic barrier, and we really
kno\v next to nothing about Pictish.
2. 'fhe Brythonic (or British), consisting of:Welsh·,
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Cornish, and Breton. These may be said to be as
near together as three separate languages can well be,
but to have drifted too far apart to be accounted three
dialects of the same language. The place of Cornish,
linguistically as well as geographically, is between
Welsh and Breton, but though in some points in
which Welsh differs from Breton, Cornish resembles
the former, on the whole it approaches more nearly
to the latter. Probably Cornish and Breton are both
derived from the language of the more southern, while
Welsh represents that of the mo~e northern Britons.1
Of course Cornish, like Welsh, has been influenced to
some extent by English, while the foreign influence on
Breton has been French. It is probable that the
"ancient Gaulish, certainly a Celtic language, belongs
to this branch_

The seven Celtic languages, then, are Irish, Albanic
(or Scottish), and Manx Gaelic, Welsh, Cornish, Breton,
and Gaulish, and it is possible that Pictish must be
added to these.
Though a ph~lologist has much to say on the points
of resemblance between the Goidelic and Brythonic
branches, and though no one who studies both can fail
to be struck by their affinity in vocabulary, in grammar,
and even in idio~, the speakers of different branchesa Welshman and a Highlander, for instance-are no
more mutually intelligible than an Englishlnan and a
German would be, if as much so. The three sets of
Gaels, however, can ul1derstand one another with considerable difficulty, and, Irish priests have been known
to preach sermons (with but moderate success) in the
Catholic parts of the Highlands. But though there has
1 The Britons of the Kingdom of the North (Cumberland and Strathclyde)
probably spoke the progenitor of Welsh, which they perhaps brought south
with them, displacing the 'South British in Gwynedd and Powys, and later in
South Wales, when they also drove out the Goidelic intruders.
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. been for some time a Welsh mission of some sort of
Nonconformists in Brittany (with doubtless et very
limited following), it is said that the missionaries, though
they learnt Breton easily, were greatly disappointed
with the extent to which at first they could understand
the Bretons or make themselves understood. Simple
· things of everyday life nlight be asked for in Welsh, and
a Breton might 11 average" what was said, but no sort of
conversation could be held, though anyone who knew
both Welsh and Breton might make himself understood
at some length by a mixed audience, if he very carefully
picked his phrases; it would not, however, be good Welsh
ot good Breton. But the same would only apply in ~ far
less degree to Cornish, for Cornish is very much nearer
to Breton than Welsh is.! The divergence .is increased
by the tendency of all the Celtic languages, or, indeed,
of all languages, to subdivide into local dialects. Thus
the Irish of Munster, of Connaught, and of Ulster must
be mutually intelligible only with great difficulty j the
dialect of Munster, by reason of the difference of the
stress accent, being especially divergent. There is growing up now, with the Irish revival; what nlay be called a
Leinster dialect, founded on the literary language, with
peculiarities of its own. The Scottish Gaelic has at
least four marked dialects: Northern, spoken in Sutherland, part of Caithness, and Ross; Western, spoken in
Inverness-shire and Argyle and in the Islands; and the
rather broken-down dialects of Arran and of Perthshire,
but the speakers of these are not very unintelligible to
one another.. Even Manx has a tendency to a U north
side ". and a If south side" dialect . Welsh has two fairly
well marked dialects, of North Wales and South Wales,
1 In September 1903, at the end of the Congress of the Union RIg'iona/isle Brtlonne at Lesneven in Finistere, the present writer made a speech
in Cornish, perhaps the first that had been made for two hundred years, and
rather to his astonishment he was fairly well understood by the Bretdns. It is
true that all were educated men, but only one of them bad studied Cornish.
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and the Welsh of Glamorgan, once the classical form of
the language, before the Cardiganshire Welsh of the
translation of the Bible superseded it, is now tending to
be a broken-down form of South Welsh. But all these
spoken dialects of Welsh are kept together and their
tendency to divergence is greatly checked by the existence of a very clearly defined spelling, grammar, and
standard of style in the book language of what is far and
away the most cultivated and literary of all the Celtic
tongues. Breton has four well-defined dialects, those of
Leon, Treguier, Cornouailles, and Vannes, besides the
broken-down Breton of the Croisic district, the Vannes
dialect differing from the others as much as Cornish
does, and curiously resembling Cornish in some of its
peculiarities. Here there is no one literary standard,
but each of the four dialects has its own, though it is
generally held, rightly or wrongly, that the Leonais
dialect is the best, and the Vannetais the worst. An
examination of the names of places in West CornwaJl
gives some indication that there was a slight difference
of dialect between the Hundred of Kerrier, or perhaps
one should rather say the peninsula of Meneage, and
the Hundred of Penwith, but it amounted to very little,
and the evidence is very scanty.
The difference between Cornish and its two sisters
is not very easy to define i~ a few words. There are
differences of phonology, vocabulary, and grammatical
forms, In phonology the most marked difference from
both is the substitution of s or 8, with a tendency, intensified in later Cornish, to the sound of)' or elt, for d or t of
Welsh and Breton, Cornish agrees with Breton in not
prefixing a vowel (y'in Welsh) to words beginning with
s followed by a consonant, and its vowel sounds are
~enerally simpler and less diphthongalised than those of
Welsh. It agrees with Welsh in changing what one
may call the French u sound into t (English ee), going
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apparently further than Welsh in that direction, while
Breton stIll retains the u. Like Welsh, it retained the tit
and dlt sounds which Breton, in nearly all its dialects,
has changed into s, though these in Cornish, like the
guttural gk, and v or f, sho\ved a tendency to drop off
and become silent, especially as finals. In vocabulary
Cornish follows Breton more closely that1 Welsh, though
there are cases where in its choice of words it agrees
\vith the latter, and cases in which it is curiously impartial. An instance of the last is the common adjective
good. The ordinary Welsh word is da, though mad
(Gaelic ,natk) does exist. In Bretol1 mad is the regular
word, though da is used as a noun in the sense of sattsfaction or contentment (da eo gant-han, good is with him
=he is pleased). In Cornish cia and 11zas are used about
equally. As an instance of the first, bras, which in Welsh
llleansfat, gross, is the more com,mon Cornish and Breton
\vord for large or great, though 11zer (11zur, 1lteur) ill
Cornish, and 1net~r in Bretoll, the equivalents of the
Welsh' mawr, are also used. In grammatical forms
Cornish almost invariably in cases where Welsh and
Breton differ follows the latter, but, as in vocabulary, it
sometimes has also ways of its own.,
Except for the existence of Cornish names in the
Bodmin Gospels, and in Domesday Book and one or
t\VO early charters, and of the Cornish vocabulary in the
Cottonian Library, the earliest mention of the Cornish
as differentiated from any other British language
that has been as yet discovered occurs in Cott. MS.
Vesp. A. xiv., in the British Museum (the volume in
\vhicll the said vocabulary is included), in a Latin life of
S1. Cadoc. This speaks of S1. Michael's Mount beil1g
called, Cl in the idioln of that province," Dinsot (or the
Mount of the Sun).
Giraldus Cambrensis, \\·riting in the lat~er part of the
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twelfth' century, says: 11 Cornubia vero et Armorica
Britannia lingua utuntur fere persimili, Call1hris tall1en
propter originalem convenientiam in multis adhuc et
fere cunctis intelligibili. Quce, quanto delicata minus et
incomposita magis, tanto antiquo lingure Britannire
idiomati, ut arbitror, est appropriata." 1
In the fifteenth-century cartulary of Glasney College,
belonging to Mr. Jonathan Rashleigh of ~Ienabilly, an
old prophecy is quoted: "In Polsethow ywky/yr anetltow,
in Polsetltow habitaa·ones seu mirabilia videbuntur." This
is supposed to date before the foundation of the college
in 1265.
In a letter of 1328-9 from John de Grandisson,
Bishop of Exeter, 1327-1369, to Pope John XXII., the
writer speaks of Cornwall as looking on the south upon
Vasconia [Gascony] and Minor Britannia [Brittany]!;
It Cujus lingua ipsi utuntur Cornubici."
And in another
letter in the -same year to certain cardinals he says:
"Lingua, eciam, in extremis Cornubie non Anglicis set
Britonibus extat nota." With this comes anotherpassage in the Register of Bishop Grandisson, quoted by
Dr. oliver in his Monasticon Dimcesis Exoniensis (p. 11),
. which, in an account of the submission of the parish of
St. Buryan to the bishop, after a certain quarrel between
them, states that a formal submission was made by the
principal parishioners in French and English (the name-')
are given, thirteen in number), and by the rest in Cornish,
interpreted by Henry Marseley, th~ rector of St. Just,
and that after this the bishop preached a sermon, which
was interpreted by the same priest for the benefit of
those members of the congregation who could only
speak Cornish. These records -are to be found in
Mr. Hingeston Randolph's edition of the Grandisson
1
I

Descnpt. CamIJ,.., vi.
Cf. "Where the great vision of the guarded mount
Looks toward Nanlancos and Bayona's hold."
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Registers, and in these and other fourteenth-cel1tury
Exeter registers there are several allusions to the
obligations of hearing confessions and propounding the
Word of God in Cornish.
But until the time of Henry VIII. we have no trust..
worthy information abC?ut the state or extel1t of the
language. It is highly probable, from the number of
places still retaining undoubtedly Celtic names, and
retaining them in an undoubtedly Cornish form, that
until at least the fifteenth century the Tamar was· the
general boundary of English al1d Cornish; though there
is said to be some evidence that even as late as the reign
of Elizabeth, Cornish was spoken in a few places to
the east of the Tamar, notably in the South Hams.
Polwhele, however,. limits the South Hams use of
Cornish to the tilne of Edward I., and we know from
the English Chronicle that when Athelstan drove the
"Welsh" out of Exeter in 936, he set the Tamar for
their boundary. In the reign of Henry VIII. we have
an account given by Andrew Borde in his Boke of tlte
Introduction of Knowledge, written in 1542. He says,
11 In
Cornwall is two speches, the one is naughty
Englysshe, and the other is Cornysshe speche. And
there be many men and women the which cannot
speake one worde of Englysshe, but all Cornyshe."
He then gives the Cornish numerals and a few sentences of ordinary conversation. These are much
mixed with English~ and were, rio doubt, such as might
have been heard on the borders of Devon, for he
probably did not penetrate very far, being doubtless
deterred by the impossibility of obtaining drinkable
beer-a circumstance which· seems to have much exercised his mind in describing Cornwall. These numerals
and sentences are, as far as is known, the earliest speciInens of printed Corl1ish, earlier by a hundred and
sixty-five years than Lhuyd's Grammar, though Dr. Jago,
I
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quoting from Drew and H utchins, who had evidently
never seen this book, Dr. Davies's Llyfr y Resolusion of
1632, or Gibson's edition of Camden's Bn-tannia of 1695,
says that there is no evidence that anything was ever
printed in Cornish before Lhuyd.
The Reformation did much to kill Cornish. Had
the Book of Common Prayer been translated into
Cornish and used in that tongue, two things might
. have happened which did not-the whole language
might have been preserved to us, and the Cornish as
a body might have been of the Church of England,
instead of remaining (more or less) of the old religion
until the perhaps unavoidable neglect of its authorities
caused them to drift into the outward irreligion froDl
which John Wesley rescued them.! But it is said by
8cawen and by Bishop Gibson in his continuation of
Canlden's Britannia, that they desired that the Prayerbook might not be translated, and, though the statement
is disputed, it is quite possible that the· upper classes,
who spoke English, did make some such representation,
and that the bulk of the population in Cornwall, as
elsewhere, had no wish for the Reformed Service-book
in any language; for there were churches in Cornwall
in which the old Mass according to the Use of Salis..
bury was celebrated as late as the seventeenth century,
notably in the Arundel Chapel in 81. Columb Church, as
1l1ay clearly be inferred from the inscription on the tomb
of John Arundel and his wife, the latter of whom died
in 1602..
It is asserted by Carew, Polv.'hele, D~vies Gilbert,
Borlase, and others, that in the time of Henry VIII.
Dr. John Moreman, the parson of Menheniot, was the
first to teach his parishioners the Creed, Lord's Prayer,
and Commandnlent.s in English, these having been
1 Clarendon's account of the Cornish troops in the Great Rebellion gives
the impression that there was no lack of piety among them at that time_
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"used in Cornish beyond all remembrance:' This
same Dr. Moreman is mentioned in the petition (or
rather demand). presented to Edward VI. by the Cornwall and Devon insurgents, in favour of the old form'
of worship. One paragraph of this is as follows :-" We
\vill not receive the new service, because it is but like
a Christmas game. We will have our old service of
Matins, Mass, Evensong, and Processiol1 as it was before;
a~d we the Cornish, whereof certain of us understand no
ElIglisk, do utterly refuse the new service."
In the early part of the reign of Elizabeth, during
the course of the many discussions on church matters,
a number of articles were drawn up, to judge ·by their
general tone, by the extreme protestant party, and a
copy of these, taken froin a MS. in Corpus Christi
College, Cambridge, occurs in Egerton MS. 2350, f. 54,
in the British IVluseum. They are entitled It Articles
drawn out by some certaine, and were exhibited to be
admitted by authority, but not so admitted," and their
date, to judge by accompanying letters, etc., is about
1560. The last article is" A punishment for such as
cannot say the Catechisme," and in it there occurs the
following sentence: "Item that it may be lawfull for
such Welch or Cornish children as can speake no
English to learne the Prremises in the Welch tongue
or Cornish language:'
In the same reign, but somewhat later, a report on
England, addressed to Philip 11. of Spain by an Italian
agent, speaks thus of Cornwall: tI Li hauitanti sono del
tutto differenti di parlare, di costume et di leggi alii
Inglesi; usano le leggi imperiali cosi como fa ancola
li Walsche loro vicini; quali sono in prospettiva alia·
Irlanda et sono similmente tenuti la maggior parte
Cattolici." However, since the agent insists that tIle
Severn divides Cornwall from England, he can harclly
have known much about the country. The report occurs
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among a number of Spanish state papers in Add. MS.
28,420, in the British Museum.
In Carew's Survey of Cornwall, written about 1600,
we read, however, that the language had been driven
into the uttermost parts of the Duchy, and that very
few were ignorant of English, though many affected
to know only their own tongue. It seems, however,
from what he says further on, that the guaries, or miracle
plays, were then commonly acted in Cornish, and that
the people flocked to them in large numbers, and
evidently understood them. Carew adds that the principal love and knowledge of the language died with one
11 Dr. Kennall,thecivilian," probably John Kennall,D.C.L.,
Archdeacon of Oxford. Carew gives the numerals and
a few other specimens of the language.
In a survey of Cornwall, by John Norden, entitled
Speculum Magnm Bnetannite, pars Cornwall, addressed to
James I., the following account of the language is given.
11 The Cornish people for the moste parte are descended of British stocke, though muche tnixed since
with the Saxon and Norman bloude, but untill of late
years retayned the British speache uncorrupted as theirs
of Wales is. For the South Wales man understandeth
not perfectly the North Wales man, and the North
Wales man little of the Cornish, but the South Wales
man much. The pronunciation of the tongue differs in
all, but the Cornish is far the easier to be 'pronounced."
Here he goes on to compare the sound of it with the
Welsh, to the disadvantage of the latter..•• It But of
late the Cornishmen have much conformed themselves
to the use of the English tongue, and their English is
equal to the best, especially in the Eastern partes;
even from Truro eastward is in a manner wholly Eng..
lishe. In the west parte of the county, as in the
Hundreds of Penwith and Kerrier, the Cornishe tongue
is mostly in use, and yet it is to be marvelled that
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though husband arid wife, parents and children, master
and servauntes, doe mutually communicate in their
native language, yet there is none of them but in
Inanner is able to converse with a stranger in the'
English tongue, unless it be some obscure persons that
seldom converse with the better sort."
In 1630 Sir John Dodridge in his History of the
Ancient and Modern estate of the Pn-ncipalif:JI of Wales,
Duchy of Cornwall, and Earldom of Chester, says: It The
people inhabiting the same [i.e. Cornwall] are call'd
Cornishmen, and are also reputed a remanent of the
Britaines . . . they have a particular language called
Cornish (although now much worn out of use), differing but little from the Welsh and the language of the
Britaines of France."
In 1632, Dr. John Davies, the well-known Welsh
lexicographer, published a Welsh translation of the
Booke of Christian Exercise of Robert Parsons the Jesuit,
under the title of Llyfr J' Resolusion. In it he gives
a Cornish version of the Lord's Prayer and Creed,
the earliest extant, and evidently translated from Latin,
not from English.
In the same year appeared a play called The Northern
Lass, by Richard BrOl1le. In this occurs an opprobrious sentence of Cornish, put into the mouth of a
Corl1ishman bearing the absurd name of U NOllsence,"
and addressed to a Spaniard who had no English, on
the argulnent that Cornwall being the nearest point
of Britain to Spain, Cornish might possibly approach
nearer to Spanish than English did.
The next mention of Cornish we find in a diary of
the Civil War, written by Richard Symonds, one of the
Royalist army.in Cornwall in 1644 (Brit. Mus., Add.
~IS. 17,052). He gives a short vocabulary of common
words, togeth~r with four short sentences_ To these
he appends the following note :--
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. U The language is spoken altogether at Goonhilly,
and, about Pendennis and the Land's End they speak
no English. All beyond Truro they speak the Cornish
language:'
Much about the same time William Jackman, the
vicar of St. Feock, near Falmouth, chaplain of Pendennis Castle during its siege by the rebel troops, \vas
~n the habit of using Cornish for the words of administration of Holy Communion, ~ecause the old people did
not understand English. The Cornish words asserted
to have been used by him were printed in Hals's
History of Cornwall in 1750, though they do not occur
in all copies of that scarce book.
In 1662 and 1667 John Ray, in his Itinerary, mentions one Dickon Gwyn (his real name was Dick Angwin),
of St. Just, as the only man who could write Cornish.
Ray adds that few of the children could speak it, Cl so
that the language is like in a short time to be quite
lost."
This is probably the t4 Sieur Angwin" mentioned in
a valuable little treatise on the Cornish language by John
Boson of Newlyn, of which more later. This little tract,
entitled l-leIJIJas Gernau dro tho Carnoack (or le A fe\v
words about Cornish "), is only known from a copy
which formerly belonged to the late Mr. W. C. Borlase.
It was written about the year 1700, and according to it
the Cornish-speaking district was then tl from the Land's
End to the Mount and' towards S1. Ives and Redruth,
and again from the Lizard to Helston and towards
Falmouth," but the language h,ad decreased very much
within the writer's memory.
It is recorded by Dr. Borlase that Cheston Marchant,
who died at Gwithian in 1676 aged 164 (1), could speak
nothing but Cornish.
Writing in the latter part of the reign .of Char~es 11.,
William Scawen, a Cornish antiquary, gives a long
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account of the state of the language in his time, in a
treatise in which he laments the decline thereof,
accounting for it by no less than sixteen elaborate
reasons. This treatise, Antiquities Cornu-Britannick, was
abridged by Thomas Tonkin, the Cornish historian, and
tIle abridgment was printed in 1777, and again by DaVies
Gilbert at the end of his history. A copy of the full
form of it in "fonkin's beautiful handwriting, a much
l1)ore elaborate work, is in Add. MS. 33,420 in the British
Museum. According to this, the inhabitants of the
western promontories of Meneage and Penwith were in
the habit of speaking the language, so much so that the
parson of Landewednack, Mr. Francis Robinson, used
to preach in Cornish down to the year 1678, that being
the only tongue well understood by his parishioners.
Scawen mentions the MSS. of the aforesaid" Anguin,"
as he spells him, and laments their destruction. He also
speaks of a U Matins" (possibly a Primer, or Hours of
our Lady) in Cornish, which had belonged to Cl Mr.
Maynard." 1
In Bishop Gibson's edition of Camden's Britannia,
published in 1695, there is a short account of the Cornish
Language, and the Lord's Prayer and Creed, the same
versions as those given by Scawen, are given as speciInens. According to Gibson the language was confil1ed
to t\VO or three western parishes, and was likely to last a
very little longer. He mentions the Poem of tlte Passion,
the Ordinalia, and the Creation as the only books existing
in the language.
The next authority is that excellent Celtic scholar,
Dr. Edward Lhuyd, who published his Arcltteologia
Britannica in the year 1707. He gives the following list
of the parishes in which the language was spoken:st. Just, Paul, Buryan, Sennen, St. Levan, Morva,' SanI Probably the well-known Sir John Maynard, whose MSS. are now in
Lincoln's Inn Library. He represented a Devon constituency at one time.
B
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creed, Madron, Zennor, Towednack, St. Ives, Lelant,
Ludgvan, and Gulval, and along the coast from the
Land's End to St. Keverne (this would also include St.
Hillary, Perran Uthno, Breage, Gerlnoe, Mullion, Gunwalloe, .Ruan Major and Minor, Landewednack, Grade,
and St. Keverne), adding that many of the inhabitants of
these parishes, especi~lly the gentry, do not understand
it, It there being no need, as every Cornishman speaks
English:' There is a letter of Lhuyd's to Henry Rowlands, author of Mona A'ltiqua Restaurata (17 2 3), printed
at the end of that work, in which similar information,.
dated 1701, is given. Lhuyd in this letter relates his
adventures in J3rittany, and remarks on the closeness
of Cornish to Breton.
Then the language quickly receded, until, in 1735,
there were left only a few people at Mousehole, Paul,
Newlyn, St. Just, and other parishes along the coast
between Penzance and the ~nd's End who understood
it. It was about this time that Gwavas and Tonkin
finished their collections on the subject, and the language
they found seemed to them a most irregular jargoll-a
peculiarity of which \vas a striking uncertainty of the
speakers as to where one word left off and another
began.
In the early' part of the eighteenth century there was
a little coterie of antiquaries at Penzance and the neighbourhood, who had busied themselves much with the
remains of the old language. The patriarch of these
was old John Keigwin of Mousehole, the translator of
the Poem of tlte Passion and the play of Tlte Creat;otl.
He was born in 1641, and died in 1710, and, according
to Lhuyd and Borlase, his knowledge of Cornish was
"profound and complete."
However, that did not
prevent him from making some extraordinary mistakes
in his translations, which should perhaps be set down
to the archaic form of the language with which he had
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to deal. He seems to have been a considerable if rather
pedantic linguist, being accredited with an acquaintance
with Latin, Greek, French, and even Hebrew, and in a
translation into Cornish of the letter of King Charles to
the people of Cornwall, he nlade use of his. Hebrew
knowledge when he failed to remember the exact Cornish
\vord, writing If milcamath" for "war." Among the
other members of this little party may be mentioned
William Gwavas, John Boson and his brother Thomas,
Thomas Tonkin the historian, Oliver Pender," and last (as
probably the youngest) Dr. William Borlase, the author
of the well-known History of Cornwall. It does not
seem that any of these, except Keigwin, troubled themselves much about Cornish literature, but they did good
service in the way of preserving words, proverbs, colloquial sentences, etc., and seem to have found great
enjoyment in translating various passages of Scripture,
songs, etc., into the Cornish that was current in their
own day. These being spelt more or less phonetically
(as far as the writers knew how to do so), and therefore
varying a good deal in orthography, are now of great
value in determining the sound of the latest Cornish.
When Lhuyd was at work upon his Cornish 'Grammar, he received considerable assistance from Keigwin,
Gwavas, and Tonkin, and a vocabulary and collection
of Cornish fragments compiled by the last two under
the title of Archteologia Cor1tu-Britannica were afterwards
printed by Dr. William Pryce in 1790, with Lhuyd's
Grammar, under his own name, with the same ~itle.l
This fraud, if it really deserves so harsh a name, was
exposed by Prince L. L. Bonaparte, into whose hands
the original MS. of some of it fell; but though it certainly was not right of Pryce to act in this manner, he
1 In Tonkin's notes to Carew's Survey (Lord de Dunstanville's edition)
passages which occur in Pryce are referred to pages of cc my Ar,na%gia •
Cortlu-Brilallnita."
.
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does deserve some credit for having published the vocabulary at ~11, and the service that he did in so doing may
be the better estimated by a knowledge of the fact that
it was very considerably through the medium of Pryce's
publication that Dr. Edwin Norris obtained the acquaintance with Cornish necessary to enable him to bring out
his valuable edition of the early Cornish dramas. It is
strange that so much abuse has been heaped upon
Pryce, while Davies Gilbert has escaped with comparative freedom, in spite of a villainously careless
edition of a number of scraps of Cornish (printed at
the end of his edition of the play of The Creation),
gathered entirely from Tonkin's MS., the Gwavas MS.,
or the Borlase MS., and inserted, with notes and all,
without a word of acknowledgment, and in such a
manner as to lead one to think that the translation and
notes at any rate were his own doing. Pryce certainly
took the trouble to correct his proofs, and Davies Gilbert
could hardly have attempted to do so. Moreover, if
Pryce's preface be read carefully, it ,viII be seen that he
by no means claims the whole credit for himself, but
gives plenty of it, though perhaps not enough, to Gwavas,
Tonkin, Lhuyd, and Borlase. The impression left by
the preface is that Pryce was a more or less intelligent
edftor who added a little of his own, the amount of
which he exaggerated.
In 1746 Captain (afterwards Admiral) the Hon.
Samuel Barrington, brother of Daines .Barrington the
antiquary, took a sailor from Mount's Bay, who spoke
Cornish, to the opposite coast of Brittany, and found
him fairly able to make himself understood. In 1768
;Daines Barrington' himself writes an. account of an
interview with the celebrated Mrs. Dolly Pentreath,
popularly, but erroneously, supposed to have been the
, li;lst person· who spoke the language.. He also contributed to Arcltmologia, in 1779, a letter received in
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1776, written in Cornish and English, from William
Bodenor, a fisherman of Mousehole, who according to
Polwhele died in 1794. The writer states that not
Inore than four or five people in his town, and these
old folk of eighty years of age, could speak Cornish.
But Barrington says that he received information that
John Nancarro\v of Market-Jew, aged only forty in 1779,
could speak it. Dolly Pentreath died in 1777 j but
Pryce, in the preface to his book of 1790, part of which
is his own, though one knows not how much of it to
believe, and Whitaker, vicar of Ruan-Lanihorne, in his
Supplement to Polwhele's History of Cornwall (1799),
mention that two or three people were still living who
were able to speak Cornish, though this was only hearsay
evidence.
In his History of Co"nwall, vol. v. (1806), the Rev. R.
Pol\vhele speaks of one Tompson, an engineer o'f Truro,
whom he met in 1789, the author of the well-known
epitaph 011 Dolly Pentreath, and says that he knew
more Cornish than ever DollyPentreath did. But
Polwhele did not think that at the time he wrote there
were two persons living who could really converse in
Corn ish for any length of time. Some years ago the
present writer came upon a letter in the British Museum
addressed to Sir Joseph Banks, and dated 1791, the
author of which mentions his own father as the only
living man \vho could speak Cornish. Ul1luckily' the
reference to the letter has ,been lost, and there is so
much Banks correspondence in the British Museum that
it is almost impossible to find it again. But the statement
is by no means conclusive, 'and there were probably
several other U last living men" going on at once, and
certainly John Tremethack, who died in 1852 at the age
of eighty-seven, must have known a good deal of Cornish,
some words of which he taught to his daughter, Mrs.
I{elyllack of Newlyn, who was living in '1875. There
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was also George Badcock, the grandfather of Bernard
Victor of MousehQle, who taught a certain amount of
Cornish to his grandson, who was living in 1875, when
the present writer saw, him.
. . Then it is considered that, Cornish, as a spoken
language, died out. The process was gradual, though
perhaps rather rapid at the last, and, as far as is generally' kpown, the old tongue finally disappeared in the
earlier half of the n~neteenth century. Words and
sentences, and even such things as the Creed and
Lord'~ Prayer were handed on, some of them to our
9wn. day. 'The mother-in-law of the present writer,
M(s. W., 1.· Ra'Ylings (nee Hambly) of Hayle, who
died in 1879 at the age of fifty-seven, had learnt to
repeat the Lord's Prayer and Creed in Cornish when
she \vas a child at school at Penzance, but unluckily
had quite forgo'tten them in later life. In 1875 Mr.
and M~s. John Kelynack, Mrs. Soady, Mrs. Tregarthen, and Captain Stephen Richards, all of Newlyn,
and Mr. Bernard Victor of Mousehole handed on to
the Rev. W. S. Lach Szyrma, then vicar of Newlyn,
and to the present writer the tradition. of the numerals
and a few words and sentences, which may be found
in a paper' contributed by the present writer to the
Transactions of the Philological Society in 1876, and a
few years later Dr. Jago received some of the same
tradition. Thus it may be said that ·so long as any
of these three are alive, a faint flicker of living Cornish
remains, even if there is no verity in the weird legends
'of the survival of more as an esoteric language among
the peasantry and the mining and fishing folk of the
West. But even if the spoken Cornish be dead, its
ghost still haunts its old dwelling, for the modern
English speech of West Cornwall is full of Celtic
words, and nine-tenths of the places and people from
the Tamar to the Land's End bear Cornish names.
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Mr. H obson Matthews in his History of ,!)"I. Ives,
Le/ant, TO'lvednack, and Zennor, has an interesting chapter
on Cornish. He gives reasons for supposing that the
language survived in St. Ives, Zennor, and Towednack
even longer than in Mounts Ray, and states that the
families of Stevens and Trewhella were among the last
to keep it up in Towednack.· He also mentions one
John Davy, who was living in 1890 at Boswednack in
Zennor (a hamlet between the Gurnard's Head and
Zet:tnor Churchtown), who had some traditional knowledge of Cornish, knew the meanings of the place-names
in the neighbourhood, and Cl could converse ana few
simple topics in the ancient language." Unless Mr.
~Iatthews, whose judgment one would .trust in such a
matter, actually heard him do so, the last statement
is not easy to believe.

CHAPTER 11
THE LITERATURE AND OTHER REMAINS
OF CORNISH

rUE following is a list, in order of date, of the known
~~J11ains

of Cornish from the earliest times to the end
of 'the eighteenth century. There may 'be others of very
early date, which have been hitherto classified as old
Welsh or Breton, such as the Lament for Geraint,
King of· Devon, generally attributed to Llywarch Hen,
and certain glosses in Latin MSS.
.
I. The Manumissions in tlte Bodmin Gospels (Add. MS.
9381, in the British Museum). The MS. is of the tenth
century, and belonged to St. Petrock's Priory of Black
Canons, originally Benedictine, at Bodmin. At the
beginning and end are manumissions of serfs from
whose names about'twb hundred Cornish words may
be gathered. These have been printed in the Revue
Celiique (vol. i. p. 332), with notes by Dr. Whitley Stokes.
2. The Cottonian Vocabulary (Cott. MS. Vesp. A. xiv.,
in the British Museum). This forms part of a MS. of
the end of the twelfth century, and consists of about
seven pages, preceded by a calendar containing many
Celtic names, and followed by lives of Welsh and Cornish
saints. The words are classified under various headings,
such as' heaven and earth, different parts of the human
body, birds, beasts, fishes, trees, herbs, ecclesiastical and
liturgical terms, and at the end occur a number of
adjectives. It has been printed by Zeuss in his Grammatica Celtica, by Dr. Norris with the Ordinalia, and has
been incorporated intoCanon Williams's Cornish Lexicon.
.
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The writing was very faint, indeed the MS. had passed
through other and by no means incompetent hands
without this precious endorsement being noticed, and
the finder might have missed it too had he not been
deliberately looking for possible Cornish words on the
backs of a number of charters relating to St..Stephenin-Brannel, after he had finished the. necessary revision
of the cataloguing of these documents. The date of the
document is 1340, but the Cornish writing on the back
is somewhat later, perhaps about 1400. The language
and spelling agree with those of the poc", of the Passion
and the Ordinalia, and the exact metre is not found
anywhere else. The speaker (it may be a part in some
play) offers a lady to some other person as a wife, praises
her virtues, and then gives the lady some rather amusing
advice as to her behaviour to her future husband, and
how to acquire the position attributed in Cornish folklore to the influence of the Well of St. Keyne and St.
Michael's Chair. A copy of these verses was printed
in the A thenlEum in 1877, but, as the writer admits, his
readings \vere not at all good, for the writing was very
faint. Dr. Whitley Stokes, who had the advantage of
working on a photograph, which brought out many
letters which were invisible in the original, published an
amended version in the Revue Celtique.
5. Tlte Poe1n of Mount Calvary, or Tlte Passion.-There
are five MSS. of this in existence. One is in the British
Museum (Hart.. 1782), and is probably the original, said
to have been found in the church of Sancreed. It is a
small quarto, on rough vellum, written very badly in a
mid-fifteenth-century hand, and embellished with very
rude pictures. Of the other copies, two are in the
Bodleian, an incomplete and much It amended" one
in the Gwavas collection of Cornish writings in the
British Museum, with an illiterate translation by W~llianl
Hals, the Cornish historian, and one is in private hands.
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It has been twice printed, once with a translation by
John Keig\vin of Mousehole; edited by Davies Gilbe~t in
1826, and by Dr. Whitley Stokes for the Philological
Society in 1862. There is very little in this poem beyond
a versified narrative of the events of the Passion, from
Palm Sunday to Easter morning, taken directly from the
four Gospels, with some legendary additions from the
Gospel of Nicodemus and elsewhere, preceded by an
account of our Lord's fasting and. temptation. The
metre consists of eight-lined stanzas (written· as four
lines) of seven-syllabled lines. There are two hundr~d
and fifty-nine of these stanzas.
6. Tne Ordinalia.-These consist of three dramas
collectively known under this title. The first play, called
Ongo Mundi, begins with the Creation of the World,
the Fall of Man, Cain and Abel," etc.; this being followed by the building of the Ark and the Flood, the
story of the temptation of Abraham clos~ng the first act.
The second act gives us the history of Moses, and the
third represents the story of David and of the building
of Solotnon's Temple, curiously ending with a description of the martyrdom of St. Maximilla as a Christian (I)
by the bishop placed in charge of the temple by Solomon.
The second play, Passio Domini, represents the Temptation of 'Christ, and the events -from the entry into
Jerusalem to the Crucifixion; and this goes on without
interruption into the third play, Resurrectio DonI in;,
which gives an account of the Harrowing of Hell, the
Resurrection, and the Ascension, with the Legend of
St. Veronica and Tiberius, and the death of Pilate. As
in the POt11t of the Passion, the pseudo-Gospel of Nicodemus and other legendary sources are drawn upon.
But running through the whole and interwoven with
the Scriptural narrative comes the beautiful and curious
'Legend of the Cross. The legend, most ~f which ~s in the
dramas, is this. When Adam found himself dying, he
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sent his son Seth to the Gates of Paradise to beg of the
angel that guarded them the oil of mercy, that his father
might live. The angel let him look into Paradise, where
he saw many strange and beautiful foreshadowings of
things that should be upon the earth j and the angel
gave him three seeds from the Tree of Life, and he
departed. When he came to where his father was, he
found that he was already dead, and he laid the three
seeds in his mouth, and buried him therewith on Mount
Moriah; and in process of time the three seeds grew
into three small trees, and Abraham took of the wood
thereof for the sacrifice of Isaac his son i and afterwards Moses' rod, wherewith he smote the rock, was
made from one of their branches. And soon the
three trees grew together into one tree, .whereby was
symbolised the mystery of the Trinity j and under its
'branches sat King David when Nathan the Prophet
came to him, and there he bewailed his sin, and made
the Miserere Psalm. And Solomon, when he would
build the Temple on Mount Sion, cut down the tree,
which was then as one of the chiefest of the cedars
of Lebanon, and bid men make a beam thereof;
but it would in no wise fit into its place, howsoever
much they cut it to its shape. Therefore Solomon
was wroth, and bid them cast it over the brook
Cedron as a bridge, so that all might tread upon
it that went that way. But after a while he buried it,
and over where it lay there came the Pool Bethesda with
its healing powers i and when our Lord came on earth
the beam floated up to the surface of the pool, and the
Jews found it, 'and made thereof the Cross whereon
Christ died on Calvary.
The metres of these plays are various arrangements
of seven and four-syllabled lines, of which more anon in
the chapter on 'prosody. There are three MSS. of this
Ttilogy in existence. I. The Oxford MS. of the fifteenth
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century, from which the others were copied, al1d from
\vhich Dr. Edwin Norris edited the plays in 1859- 2.
Another Oxford MS., presented to the Bodleian by
Edwin Ley of Bosahan about 1859, with a translation
by John ·Keigwin. The copy of the text is older by a
century than the tral1slation. 3. A copy in the library
of Sir John Williams~ Bart., of Llanstephan, Carmarthenshire, with an autograph translation by Keigwin. This
was Lhuyd's copy.
7. TIte Life of St. Menasek.-This play, the MS. of
which was written by It Dominus Hadton" in the year
1504, as appears by the colophon, was discovered by
Dr. Whitley Stokes some thirty-two years· ago among
the MSS. of the Peniarth Library, near Towyn in
Merioneth. It represents the life and death of Meriasek, called in Breton Meriadec, the son of a Duke
of Brittany, and interwoven with it is the legend of
St. Sylvester the Pope and the Emperor Constantine,
quite regardless of the circumstance that St. Sylvester
lived in the fourth century, and St. Meriasek in the
The play contains several references to
seventh.
Camborne, of which St. Meriasek was patron, and to
the Well of St. Meriasek there. It is probable that
it was written for performance at that town. . The
language of the play is later than that of the Ordinalia,
the admixture of English being greater, while a few
of the literal changes, such as the more frequent substitution of g (soft) for s, and in one instance (bednatlt
for hennath) the change of nn to dl', begin to appear.
The gramlnar has not changed much, but the use of
the compound and impersonal forms is more frequent,
and the verb 11tt1ttiy has begun to be more commonly
used as a simple future auxiliary. The metres are much
the same as those of the Ordinalia. The spelling is
rather more grotesque and varied. But, since this
play (or combination of plays) is to a large extent on
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local Cornish and Breton, rather than on conventional
Scriptural lines, it has an interest, full of mad anachronisms as it is, which is not to be found in the
Biblical plays. Some passages are of considerable
literary merit, and a good deal of early Cornish and
Breton history is jumbled up in it, and yet remains
to be worked out, for Dr. Whitley Stokes's excellent
edition of 1872 does not go very much into historical
side questions. It is unlucky that this play was not
discovered until after the publication of Canon Williams's
Lexicon, but his own interleaved copy of the Lexicon,
with words :and quotations from St. Menasek, is in
the possession of Mr. Quaritch of Piccadilly, and Dr.
Stokes has pu blished forty pages of new words and
forms from the same play in Archiv fur Celtisehe
Lezicograpltie.
8. The Cornish conversations in Andrew Borde's
Booke of the Il1troduetion of Knowledge, printed in 1542 . These consist of the numerals and twenty-four sentences
useful to travellers. They were evidently taken down
by ear, and appear in a corrupted form. Restored texts,
agreeing in almost every detail, were published by Dr.
Whitley Stokes in the Revue Celtique, vol. iv., and by
Prof. Loth in the Arcltiv fur Celtisclu Lex;cograpltie in
1898•
9. In Carew's Survey of Cornwall, 1602, are the
numerals up to twenty, with a hundred, a thousand,
and :what is meant for ten thousand, but is really
something else. There are also ten words compared
with Greek, a dozen phrases, some more words, and
the Cornish equivalents· of twelve common Christian
names.
10. The Creation of tlte World, with. Noalt's Flood, by
William Jordan of Helston, A.D. 1611. The construction of this play is very like that of the first act of
the Origo Mundi (the metres are substantially the same),
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and the author has borrowed whole passages from it ;
but as a whole Jordan's play possesses greater literary
nlerit, and there are many additions to the story in it,
and much amplification of the ideas and dialogue.
Occasionally sentences of several lines in English are
introduced, and it is curious to note that whenever
this is the case, they are given to Lucifer or one of
his angels, and" in such a manner as to seem as if the
author meant to imply that English was the natural
language of such beings, and that they only spoke
Cornish when on their good behaviour, relapsing into
their own tongue whenever they became more than
ordinarily excited or vicious. Five complete copies of
this play are known, two of which are in the BodJeian,
one in the British Museum (Hart. MS. 1867), and
two are in private hands (one bound up ,vith the MS.
of The Passion already mentioned).
Besides these
there is a fragment in a sill1ilar hand to that of the
complete MuseUll1 copy (certainly not that of John
Keigwin, who translated the play in 1693 at the
request of Sir Jonathan Trelawny, then Bishop of
Exeter, though it has his translation on the opposite
pages to the text) in the Gwavas collection in the
British Museum. In a list of books published in
We/sit (as it is expressed), given in one of Bagford's
collections for a History of Printing (Lansdowne MS.
808, in the British Museum), mention is Inade of this
play. No date is given, but the names of the books
are arranged chronologically, and this comes between
one of 1642 and one of 1662. The play has been
printed (with !{eigwin's transl~tion) by Davies Gilbert
in 1827, and with a translation by Dr. Whitley Stokes
in the Philological Society's volume for 1864_ Of
William Jordan, the writer, nothing is known whatever. He may have been Inerely the transcriber, and
it is possible that the transcription 111ay be connected
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with that revival of Cornish patriotism \vhich seems to
have happened in the early sev'enteenth century.
11." Nebbas Gerriau dro t!to Carnoack (A few words
about Cornish), by John Boson of Newlyn. The only
known MS. of this little tract in Cornish and English
was formerly among the MSS. of Dr. William Borlase
in the possession of his descendant, Mr. W. C. Borlase.
The present writer had it in his possession for a short
time in 1877 or 1878, and copied about half of i~, but
returned it to Mr. Borlase, who wanted it back, and
it was then printed in the 1879 volume of the JOt~rnal
of the Royal Institution 0/ Cornwall. At the time of
the sale of Mr. Borlase's library, this tract, which
when the present writer last saw it used to live
between the pages of Dr. Borlase's MS. Collections on
Cornish, did not appear, and its present ownership is
unknown. It is in the handwriting of the Rev. Henry
Ustjcke, Vicar of Breage (died 1769), and in the
Gwavas MS. in the British Museum there are several
pieces in the same hand. As a copy of Boson's
original it is rather inaccurate, but Boson .wrote by
no means a clear hand. It is of great interest as the
composition of one who, though he was brought up
to speak English, as he himself says, had acquired a
thorough knowledge of Cornish as it was spoken in
his day, without having even looked at any of the
literary remains of the language. He was also a man
of general education, and in this tract and in his
letters is rather fond of airing his Latin. Very little
is known of him except that he was the son of
Nicholas Boson and was born at Ne\vlyn in 1655
and died some time bet\veen 1720, the date of his last
letter to Gwavas, and 1741, the date of the death of
the latter, who is recorded to have received a copy
of verses in Cornish found among Boson's papers
after his death. The date of the Nebbas Gerriau is
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unknown, but it Inentions a little book called The
Duchess of Comwalfs Progress, which the author says
that he wrote U some years past" for his children,
refers (though not by name) to John Keigwin, who
died .in 1710, as being still alive, and does not mention Lhuyd's Grammar, published in 1707, so that we
may infer that the date is somewhere about 1700.
The Duchess of Cornwall's Progr6ss, which had at least
thirty pages (for he refers to the thirtieth page), was
probably in English, with a few passages in Cornish,
which Dr. Borlase, who had seen two copies of it,
transcribed into his Cornish Collections. Judging from
his letters and from this tract, John BOSOll was a
man of considerable intelligence, and one about whom
one would like to know more, and his Cornish writings are of more value than those of the somewhat
pedantic Keigwin.
12. The Story of John of Chy-an-Hur.-l"his is a
popular tale of some length, of a labouring man WllO
lived at Chy-an-Hur, or the Rain's House, in St.
Levan, and \vent east seeking work, and of what befell
him. .It is the Tale of the Three Advices, found in.
many fQrlDs. It appears first in Lhuyd's Grammar,
printed in 1707, where it has a Welsh translation..
Lhuyd says that it " was written about forty years
sitlce," \vhich dates it circ. 1667. Part of it, undated,
but in the hand of John Boson, occurs wit,h an
English translation in the Gwavas MS. (Brit. Mus.,:
This, as appears by a note
Add. MS. 28,554).
on the back of the first leaf, was written out for
Gwavas's instruction in Cornish. The spelling is altogether different from Lhuyd's.. Another copy in
Cornish of Lhuyd's spelling, with an EngH5h translation, is in the Borlase MS., copied from the lost MS.
of Thomas Tonkin, with some corrections by Dr.·
Borlase. It was printed with Lhuyd's Welsh and an
C
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English version, in Pryce's ArcMologlQ Cornu-Bn·tannica
in 1790, and by Davies Gilbert at the end of his
edition of Jordan's Creation, 1827, in Cornish and
English. The English versions of Borlase, Pryce, and
Davies Gilbert are substantially the same, and are
probably Tonkin's. An English version, translated
from Lhuyd's Welsh, but pretended to be from
Cornish, was printed in Blackwood's Magazille in 1818,
and again in an abridged and expurgated form in Mr. J.
Jacob's collection of Celtic Fairy Tales in 1891. There
is a much amplified version of the story in English in
William Botterell's Traditions and Hearthside Stories
of West Cornwall, published at Penzance in 1870, and
a short and rather foolish one in Hunt's Popular
Romances of tlte West of England, 1865, 1871, 1881.
The language is a good specimen of the latest Cornish.
The same story is given as an Irish folk-tale in an
early volume of Cltambers's Journal.
13. The Preface to the Cornish Grammar in Lhuyd's
Archteologia Bn·tannica. This consists of two and a
quarter folio pages of close print, and is written in
the Cornish of his own day. It is the work of a
foreigner, but is nevertheless very well done. A not
very good translation, probably the work of Tonkin
and Gwavas, is given by Pryce, and reprinted by
Polwhele in the fifth volume of his History.
14. The rest of the remains of Cornish consist of
a few songs, verses, proverbs, epigrams, epitaphs,
maxims, lett~rs, conversations, mottoes, and translations of chapters and passages of Scripture, the Lord's
Prayer, the Creed, the Ten Commandments, King
Charles's Letter, etc. 'They are found in the Gwavas
MS. (Brit. Mus., Add. MS. 28,554), a collection
made by William Gwavasf' barrister-at-Iaw, and ranging in date from 1709 to 1736; in the Borlase l\fS. of
the date of about 1750, in the handwriting of. Dr.
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William Borlase, Rector of Ludgvan, formerly in the
possession of his descendant, the late W. C. Borlase,
F.S.A., M.P., but now belonging to "Mr. J. D. Enys,
of Enys; in Pryce's Arckteoll!gia Cornu-Bn·tannica, 1790,
and in Davies Gilbert's editions of the Poe11t of the
Passion and Jordan's play of The Creation, published
respectively in 1826 and 1827. Those in the Borlase
MS. (except a few from a work of John Boson), and
those printed by Pryce and Davies Gilbert, were pro..
bably taken from the Gwavas MS. and from Tonkin's
MSS. There is also on~ epitaph dated 1709 in Paul
. Church, an epitaph on Dolly Pentreath, which does not
appear ever to have been inscribed on her tomb, and
the letter of William Bodenor itl 1776.
These fragments may be classified as follows : Songs and Poe11ts.
•
1. Lhuyd's Elegy on William of Orange, 1702.
Sixty-three lines of verse in rhyming triplets, in
modern Cornish, with occasional archaic turns. A
copy occurs in the Gwavas MS.; it was printed by
Pryce, with a Latin version, as part of a correspondence between Lhuyd and Tonkin~ and by Polwhele
in his fifth volume, with the same correspondence.
There is a copy with an English version by John
Keigwin in the library of Sir John Williams, Bart.,
of Llanstephan.
2. A song beginning It Ma leeas gwreage, lacka vel
seage," a series of Inoral platitudes on married life
and the bringing up of children, by James Jenkins
of Alverton, near Penzance (died 1710). This consists of five stanzas of five or six lines each. There
is a complete copy in the Gwavas MS., and a copy
wanting one line in the Borlase MS., and this incomplete version, with a translation, has been
printed by Pryce and Davies Gilbert. A note in
Pryce says that Tonkin had it from Lhuyd and
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again from Gwavas, whose is the translation. It is
in idiomatic late Cornish, in rather wild spelling.
3. Song on James 11. and William of Orange, by
John Tonkin of St Just, a tailor, who appears to
have been a solitary Whig in a nation of Jacobites,
as with very few exceptions the Cornish certainly
were. It begins, uMenJlz tis Kemuak bus galowas," and
consists of fourteen four-lined. stanzas of modern
Cornish, probably composed in 1695, to judge by
the historical allusions. It is in the Gwavas MS.
only, and has never been printed.
4. A song of moral advice by the same writer,
beginning U Ni venja pea a 11zunna seer," and consisting
of seven four-lined stanzas, only one of which, beginning "An Prounter ni es en Plew East," has b'een
printed (from the B<?rlase MS.) in the Journal of tke
Royal Institution of Comwall for 1866. The complete song is in the Gwavas MS., and has never
been published.
5. A song beginning "Pe/ea era why 11t0aS, 11108,
ftttow, teag" (Where are you going, fair maid? lIe
said). This consists of six four-lined stanzas, the
second and fourth lines of each stanza being the
burthen : -

Gen agas bedgetk gwin (or according to Borlase,
Tonkin, and Gwavas, pedn Idu) Ita agas bIrd)
mellyn."
(With your white face, or black head, and your
yellow hair)
and
• . 11 Rag delkiow sevi gwra 11lusi teag
(For strawberry leaves make maidens fair).
U

II

The song was sung by -one Edward Chirgwin or
Chygwin, ~(brother-in-Iaw to Mr. John Groze of
Penzance, at Carclew, in 1698," ilS a note by T.
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Tonkin says.
Whether it was translated. from
English or whether the Cornish is the original
does not appear. The story is not quite the same
(or quite so scrupulously U proper It) as the English
nursery version. There is a copy in the handwriting
of Chirg\vin in the G\vavas lVIS., and one copied. from
Tonkin's MS. in the Borlase 1\'IS. It was printed by
Pryce in an amended forln, and by Polwhele.
6. A song on the curing of pilchards (not a very
poetical subject) by John Boson. Twenty-six lines
of rhynling couplets beginning " Me canna ve war
lte1~ gen cock ha ruz" (I will sing, or my song is, of
pilchards with boat and net), and describing the
process of bringing the fish ashore al1d putting them
into bulks and making It fairmaids" of them. There
is a copy with a translation in the Borlase MS.,
which was printed in the Journal of tlte Royal Institution of Cornwall for 1866, and Davies' Gilbert
printed it at the end of his edition of Jordan's
Creatlon in 1827, but without any translation.

Verses and 1£pigra11ts.
I. Nine short sayings in verse, printed in Pryce
and Davies Gilbert, and copied by Borlase from
Tonkin. The first, "An lavar gotlt ewe ~avar gwir,"
etc., occurs also in ·Lhuyd.
2. Epigranl on the verdict in the suit of Gwavas
v. Kelynack, respecting tithes of fish.
Eight lines
by W. Gwavas. It occurs in the Gwavas and Borlase MSS., and in Pryce and Polwhele.
3. "To Neighbour Nicholas Pentreath," by Gwavas.
Six lines. In the Borlase MS., and in Pryce and
Polwhele.
4. It Advice from a friend in the country to his
neighbour who went up to receive £16,000 in London," by John Boson. In the Borlase MS., and in
Pryce and Polwhele. Eight lines.
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5. lIOn a lazy, idle weaver." In the Gwavas and
Borlase MSS., and in Pryce and Polwhele. Six lines.
6. It Verses on the Marazion Bowling-Green:' In
the Gwavas and Borlase MSS., and in Pryce and
Polwhele. Six lines by Gwavas.
7. Cl Advice to Drunkards." Four lines, by Gwavas.
In the Gwavas and Borlase MSS., and in Pryce and
Polwhele.
8. A Cornish riddle. Five lines. In the Gwavas
and Borlase MSS., and in Pryce, Gilbert, and Polwhele.
9. "Advice to all men."
Written by Gwavas to
form part of his own epitaph. Four lines.
10. "Another" [of the same sort], three lines, also
by Gwavas.
1 I. "A concluding one," four lines, also by Gwavas.
These last three, copied from the same page of the
Gwavas MS., all occur also in the Borlase MS., and
in Pryce, Gilbert, and Polwhele.
12. u A Ii'ishcrtnan's Catch," given by Capt. Noel
Cator of S1. Agnes to 1'. 'ronkill, 1698. In the 130rlase MS., and printed in the R. I. C. Jourllal, 1866,
and in Mr. Hobson Matthews's History of St. Ives,
Lelant, Towednack, and Zennor.
13. Six lines of moral advice, found among the
papers of J. Boson after his death, and given to
Gwavas. In the Borlase fvIS., and R. I. C. Journal,
1866.
14. Certificate of Banns from W. Drake, Rector

of St. Just, to Thos. Trethyll, Vicar of Sennen. Two
. versions, one in the Gwavas MS. and one in Pryce,
the latter being also in the Borlase MS. Drake died
in 1636.
15. Verses on a silver hurling ball given to W.
Gwavas. Seven lines by Thos. Boson, 1705.. In the
Gwavas MS. Unpnblished.
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16. Three couplets of verse, and a short piece of
prose from J. Boson's Ducltess of Cornwall's Progress.
In the Borlase MS. Unpublished.
17. Prophecy, attributed to Merlin, of the burning
of Paul, Penzance, and Newlyn. Two lines. In the
Borlase MS., and often printed in Cornish histories
and guide-books.
18. Elegy on the death of James Jenkin of Alverton.
Four verses of three lines each, by John Bosan,
17 Feb. 17l~. In the Gwavas MS. Unpublished.

Proverbs, Mottoes, and Maxillts.
I. From Scawen.
Fourteen proverbs.
In the
Borlase MS.; printed in the edition of Tonkin's
abridgment of Scawen's Antiquities Corntt-Bn·tannick,
1777, and in Davies Gilbert's History, and in his
edition of the POClIl of tlte jJassi011. Also in R. I. C.
jOllr/llll, 1866, with sixteen others frolll the Borlase
MS.
2. Mottoes of the families of Gwavas, Harris of
Hayne,l Glynne, Tonkin, Godolphin, Boscawen, Polwhele, Noye, and Willyams of Carnanton. All except
those of Glynne, Noye, and Willyams are printed
in Pryce. All but Glynne and Willyams occur in
Davies Gilbert's edition of jordan's Creation, and the
Willyams n10tto, though it occurs as a Cornish
phrase in Pryce's preface and in the G'wavas and
Tonkin MSS., is only found as 'a motto in pedigree books and on the sign-board of the inn in
l'tIawgan Churchtown. The Glynne motto, " Dre weres
""t;tl1l De'Zv" ('fhrough the help of our God), is
given, with an incorrect translation, in fvlr. Hobson
l\latthe\vs's. History.
1

in

The motto of Harris of Hayne, cc Car De·ltJ drts jJu~ tra," is mentioned
N elJba3 Gtl·,-iatl, nnd is part of stanza 23 of the Poem· of the

noson'~

jJass;otl.
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3. Mottoes for bowls, occurring in the Gwavas MS.,
and some in Davies Gilbert's edition of The Creation.
4. Maxims, proverbs', etc., about thirty in number,
in the Borlase MS., in Pryce, and in Davies Gilbert's
edition of The Creation, under the title of " Sentences
in vulgar Cornish." Some of them are also in the
Gwavas MS.

Conversations a,id Phrases.
I. About seventy sentences, in the Borlase MS.,
in' Pryce, and in Davies Gilbert's edition of The
Creation, under the title of 11 Things occurring in
common discourse." -There are some aqditional ones
in the Borlase MS.
2. About a hundred and fifty phrases, sentences,
and idioms, copied by Dr. Borlase from IJhuyd's
MSS. Some, but by no means all, are in Lhuyd's
Grammar.
'
3. A considerable number of similar phrases scattered throughout Borlase's Cornish Vocabulary at the
end of his History of Cornwall. These are to be
found, evidently copied from the Vocabulary, in a
manuscript which belonged in 1777 to Henry Brush
of Carnaquidn Stamps (on the road from Penzance
to Zennor), which place belonged to William Veale
of Trevaylor, who married the daughter of Gwavas.
The MS. is now in the' possession of a descendant
of Henry Brush.
4. A few expressions and phrases scattered "through
the Gwavas MS~, in the letters of Boson, and in letters
and notes of Gwavas~
Epitaphs.
I. On James jenkins, by John Boson, 17~~, in the
Gwavas MS. Four lines. The Borlase MS., quoting
the very letter in which it occurs, says that it is on
John Keigwin, which is a mistake.
I
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2. On John Keigwin, by John Boson, 1715. In
the Gwavas MS.. Four lines.
3. On Capt. Stephen' H utchens, in Paul Church,
1709. The only. Cornish inscription in any church.
Probably by John Boson. T\vo iines. Frequently
printed in guide-books, etc.
4. On William Gwav~s, by himself. In the Gwavas
MS., and in Pryce, Polwhele, and Davies Gilbert.
Partly in English.
These four are also in the Borlase MS., and are
printed in the R. I. C. Journal, 1866.
5. On Dolly Pentreath, by - - TOlnpson of Truro,
engineer. Printed' by Polwhele, and later in Blight's
Week at the Land's End, and other guide-books. A
variant occurs in John Skinner's Journal of a Tour
,:n S01nerset, Devon, and Cornwall, 1797, in Add. MS.
28,793, f. 62, in the British Museum.
Letters.

William Gwavas to Oliver Pender, 11th August
Partly in Cornish.
2. Oliver Pender to W. Gwavas, 22nd August
1711. Mostly in Cornish.
3. John Boson to W. Gwavas, 5th April 1710.
N early all in Cornish.
4. An unsigned letter, including a version of the
"Old Hundredth." Partly in rhyme.
s. Note, addressed apparently to one going to
America, by William Gwavas, 1710, on the back of
a copy of the Creed in Cornish.
These five are in the Gwavas MS., and have never
been printed.
6. Letter of William Bo.denor to the Honble. Daines
Barrington, 3rd July 1776. Printed in Archceologia
(vot v., 1779), in It Uncle Jan Treenoodle's" Spect"1lze1ts of COY1zish Provincial Dialects, 1846; in a paper
I.

1711.
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on the Cornish Language by the present writer in
the Transactions of the Pk,:lologicat Society, 1873, and
in Arcltiv flir Celt'sclte Lex;cogra/Jkie, with notes and
emendations by Prof. Loth, in 1898.
Translations.
Passages of Scnpture.
Genes,s i. Two versions, one by John BOSOIl and
one probably by John Keigwin. Both are in the
Gwavas MS. One, Boson's, with his nalDe to it,
is in the Borlase MS. Boson's was printed by
D. Gilbert at the end of his edition of the Poenz
of tlte Passion, and in a much revised form by
Canon Williams at the end of his Lexicon. Keigwin's version was printed by D. Gilbert at the end
of his edition of Jordan's Creation. There are
many verbal variations from the Gwavas copies
in the printed editions.
Genesis iii., translated by William Kerew, in the
Gwavas MS. Published by Prof. Loth in the
Revue Celtique, April 1902.
.
St. Mattkew ii. 1-20, translated by W. I{erew,
in the Gwavas MS. Published in the Revue Celtique,
April 1902.
St. Matthew iv., also by W. Kerew, in the Gwavas
MS. Published in the Revue Celtique, April 1902.
The last three were copied from a MS. of Matthew
Rowe of Hendra'in Sancreed, by H. Usticke.
Proverbs xxx. 5, 6.
Psal1ns H. 1 I; vii. 1 I ; xxxv. I, 2.
These are in the Gwavas MS., probably translated
by W. Gwavas himself. Unpublished.
The Hundredtlt Psal~n, of the Sternhold and
H opkins version, literally translated line for line,
followed by an unsigned letter partly in rhyme. In
the Gwavas MS. Unpublished.
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The Lord's .frayer.
There are ten versions extant besides the modern
one of Canon Williams.
I. In John Davies's Llyfr y Resolusion (a translation of Robert Parsons's Book of Christian Exercise),
printed in 1632, and again in 1684. Translated
from the Latin.
2. In Scawen's Antiquities Cornu-Brittanick, circ.
1680. Printed in Tonkin's abridgment in 1777.
The same version is given in Bishop Gibson's
additions to Camden's Britannia in 1695, and by
Polwhele.
3, 4. Two versions in John Chamberlayne's
Oratio DOl1tinica in diversas l;1tguas versa, 17 15,
one of which is evidently Ineant for the version
in Scawen and Calnden.
5, 6. Two versions by John I{eigwin, one said
to be in Ancient Cornish and the other in Modern.
Both are in the Gwavas and Borlase MSS., and
were printed by Pryce and D. Gilbert.
7, 8. Two versions, one by John and one by
Thomas Boson, in the Gwavas MS. Unpublished.
9, 10. Two versions by W. Gwavas, in the Gwavas
MS. Unpublished. One of these, nearly identical
with Keigwin's lVlodern, is said in a note to have
. beell collected from J. Keigwin, Thomas Boson,
Captain Thomas Tonkin, Oliver Pender, James
Schollar, and T. Tonkin.
The first four are without the E"q,WV1JCT"~ at the
end. All except the first are from the English.

The AjJostles' Creed.
In the Llyfr y Resolusion, 1632, 1684.
In Scawen and in Gibson's Camden.
3. In Hals's .History of Cornwall.
I.

2.
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4, 5. By John Keig\vin, one in the Gwavas MS.
and both in the Borlase MS., and printed by Pryce
and D. Gilbert.
6. By Thomas Boson, in the Gwavas MS. UnpuJ:llished.
7, 8. By William Gwavas, in the Gwavas MS.
Unpublished.
There is a modern revised version in Williams's
Lexicon.

Tlte Ten Coml1tandments~
I, 2. By John Keigwin, one in the Gwavas MS.,
and both in the Borlase 1\'IS., and in Pryce and
D. Gilbert. One of these in a revised form is ill
Williams's Lexicon.
3. In the Gwavas MS., but without name. Unpublished.
4.' By John Boson, in the Gwavas MS. Printed
with notes by Prof. Loth in vol. xxiv. of the RefJ,~e
Celtique.
5. By William Kerew, in the Gwavas MS.
Printed with the preceding.
6. By T. Boson, in the Gwavas MS. Unpublished.
7. By W. Gwavas, in the Gwavas MS. Unpublished.
TIte Words of Administration 0.( Holy COlnmunion.
These are stated to be the words used by William
Jackman, Vicar of St. Feock. They occur in Hals's
History.

King Charles l.'s Letter to the People of Cornwall.
This is a translation by John Keigwin of the
Letter of Thanks from the Martyr King to the
People' of Cornwall for their loyalty in 1643,
still to be seen in many churches in the Duchy.
It occurs in the handwriting Keigwin of in the
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Gwavas MS., and in Dr. Borlase's hand in the
Borlase MS. It has been misprinted, with notes
by the' present writer (who had no opportunity
of revising the proofs), in the Rev. A. Cummings's
History of Cur)' and Gunwalloe, 1875, and Mrs. Dent's
Annals of W,:nchcolnbe and ~·udeley (the place from
which the original Letter is dated), 1877.
. The following grammatical and lexicographical pieces
belong more or less to the living period of Cornish : I. Lhuyd's Cornish Gralntnar, printed in his Arckteologia BnOtannica in 1707, and reprinted by Pryce in

179°·
Lhuyd's Cornish Vocabulary. The unpublished
MS. belongs to Sir John Williatns, Bart., of Llanstephan, Carmarthenshireo Most of the~ words in it
are to be found in Borlase's and Pryce's Vocabularies
(see below). They were collected partly from .the
Dramas, partly from the Cottonian Vocabulary, and
partly from living people.
3. The Gwavas Vocabulary. This is a short vocabulary of the latest Cornish (extending from A to 0) in
the Gwavas MS. The words were incorporated into
Borlase's Vocabulary.
4- The Hals Vocabulary. This is' a fragment (A to C)
in the Gwavas MS. It is fantastic and of little value.
5. The Borlase Vocabulary, compiled from the MSS.
of Lhuyd, Gwavas, and Tonkin, from Lhuyd's Arcnteologia, from oral tradition, and from other sources. The
original MS. is in the Borlase Collection, now belonging to Mr. J. D. Enys, and it was printed at the end of
Dr. Borlase's Antiquities Historical and Monumental
of Cornwall in 1754, and again, revised, in 1769- It is a
copious vocabulary, but is rendered rather less valuable by the inclusion of a large number of Welsh
and Breton words, gathered chiefly from other parts
2.
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of Lhuyd's Arckteologia, or from John Davies's
Welsh Dictionary.
6. Pryce's Vocabulary, or rather that of Gwavas,
Tonkin, and Pryce. Pril1:ted, with Pryce's edition of
Lhuyd's Grammar, at Sherborne in 1790. Some of
this vocabulary was collected from the literary remains
of Cornish, but. a very large part ,vas conlpiled from
living tradition, not much by Pryce himself, but by
Gwavas and Tonkin.
Though some of these have been used by Canon
Williams in his LexiconCornu-BnOtanllicu1n, by Dr. Whitley
Stokes in his Supplementary Cornish Glossary (Transactions of tk., Philological Society, 1868-9), and still more in
Dr. Jago's English-Cornish Dictionary, they have not
been thoroughly exhausted yet, and a good many more
words may be' collected fronl them, as also from the
attempted in~erpretations of place-names in Pryce's
book and in the Gwavas MS.

PART 11
THE GRAMMAR OF THE CORNISH
LANGUAGE

INTRODUCTORY NOTE
THE Cornish language divides very naturally into three
periods, (I) Ancient, (2) Middle, (3) Modern.
I. The Ancient period is only represented by the
Cottonian Vocabulary, which, though a MS. of the
twelfth century, is probably a copy of a much earlier
one, by perhaps a few glosses, and by the names in the
Bodmin Gospels. It has no extant literature.
.
2. The Middle period is that of the Add. Charter
fragment, the Ordinalia, the' Poet/I. of the Passion
(fifteenth century), the Life of St. Meriasek (1504),
and to some extent of the play of The Creation (1611),
though the last is partly transitional. Judging from
the few words preserved in John· of Cornwall's
twelfth-century translation of a prophecy of Merlin,
the lost original of that was perhaps in an early form
of Middle Cornish.
3. The ~Iodern period begins with· the few sentences in Andrew Borde's book (1542), and continues
to the end.
As the whole of the extant literature· of . Middle
Cornish is in verse, it gives us little help as regards
the colloquial Cornish even of its own period, and
judging froln Andrew Borde's sentences, only some
forty years later than the St. Meriasek and seventy
years earlier than Jordan's play, Middle and Modern
Cornish must have overlapped one another a good
deal. It is probable that those who wrote verse would
~ontinue to use archaic forms long after they had been
dropped in prose and in conversation. But the differ49
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ence between Middle and Modern Cornish is not really
very great, and comes to very little more than a difference of spelling, an uncertainty about the final letters
of certain words, and a tendency to contractions,
elisions, and apocopations in words, which, though recognised in their fuller form in the spelling of Middle
Cornish verse, may have been nearly as much contracted,
elided, and apocopated in Middle Cornish conversation.
Dr. Whitley Stokes points out in his edition of jordan's
Creation certain changes, and though the language of
that play is substantially Middle Cornish, the spelling
is largely of the pre-Lhuydian popular Modern Cornish
sort. Among these changes are the following :I. The final e becomes a. (This is perhaps only a
question of spelling, and need not .imply a difference
of sound. Probably a sound as of the German final
e is intended. I ] .
2. In and en have become mute, and are often
interchanged. [In Modern Cornish tit is often omitted,
or represented by It.]
3. m, n, become respectively bm, dn. [Probably
the sounds existed long before they were recognised
in spelling.]
4. s becomes frequently a soft go ().). [This J. sound
also may have existed long before it was written as a
go or J: Th,e s of the earlier MSS. was probably never
intended to represent in these cases a true s. Dr.
Stokes might also have mentioned the similar cases of
site being used \vhere the older MSS. \vrite s)' for the
second person singular.]
The apparent changes of vowel sounds in the still
later Cornish, more fully discussed further on, are
mostly these :
.
I. a long sometimes becolnes aw, especially before
1

The remarks added here in brackets are those of the present writer.
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I, n, or r, and occasionally as a final; a short, under
similar circumstances, becomes 0 short. •
2. u, with (approximately) the French sound of
that letter, becomes et (t), or' else ew, as in the
English word dew.
3. et~, ut, with the French sound of eu, or the
German 0, becomes / (=ay in may).
4. y of Middle Cornish, perhaps pronounced as t,
but sometimes obscurely, like the primary sound of
the Welsh y, often became short t.
5. An open long y, which may have been sounded
ee (I) in Middle Cornish, often later became ei (or
as ,. in mine), though there are inconsistencies in
this respect, showing that the change was not universal.
6. In a considerable number of cases short o'
became the 11 obscure vowel," 0 of London or u of
until.
It does not follow that these were very distinct
changes between Middle and Modern Cornish. Possibly
the change in sound was a good deal less than on
paper, and consisted in intensifying earlier changes.
The Middle Cornish system of spelling looks very like
an inheritance from an earlier time still.
The grammatical changes were few, and, except for
a diminishing use of pronominal suffixes, those, like the
new preterite of gwtl, to do, were chiefly false analogies,
or else imitations of English. But it is to be remembered that a great proportion of the remains of Modern
Cornish consists of translations and a few original
compositions by persons whose own language was
English, who had in some cases learnt Cornish very
imperfectly. This would apply to most of the translations of passages of Scripture, to Lhuyd's Preface
(though, of course, his own language was Welsh), and
to Gwavas's attempts. The really valuable specimens
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are the writings of Boson, Bodenor's Letter to Daines
Barrington, some of the Gwavas MS. letters and
songs, and the story of John of Chy-an-Hur. These,
written by men who spoke Cornish fluently and had
no theories and often no knowledge of philology,
probably represent what people really spoke in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. That faintness
and even silence of final letters, which seems to have
been a characteristic of Cornish as it is of French, was
the cause that, in writing as phonetically as they kne\v
how, these practical speakers of Cornish often omitted the
ends of words, and made it seem as though their verbs
had largely lost their inflections.. Words were spelt alike
which should have been differentiated-it was as though
one should spell avais, avait, avea, and avaiellt all alike,
and words were run together that should have had at least
apostrophes between them; but the grammar was not
always as broken-down as it looks, and by a comparison
with ,the older remains of Cornish it is not difficult to
restore approximately the proper spelling. The Cornish
represented in Lhuyd's writings has tended to confuse
some things. Lhuyd was a Welshman, and is constantly
trying to run off into Welsh, and he had for his teacher
John Keigwin, who thought that he understood the
Cornish of the medireval dramas, but was often mistaken.
Probably had a resuscitated medireval Cornishman read
the dramas aloud to I{eigwin, he would have understood them quite as well as the ordinary English board.
school boy would understand St. Paul's Epistles in the
Authorised Version, read by a revived Jacobean divine;
but the spelling and the medireval handwriting, which he
could not always read, put him out terribly, al1d some
very weird forms and words are the result. . Also Keigwin had, or thought he had, a knowledge of Hebrew
and Greek, which he uses on occasions with dire results.
Far be it from any Cornish student to undervalue the
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usefulness of Keigwin. But for him, and for Gwavas
and Tonkin, the work of reconstruction would have
been much more difficult than it is~ and these writers
undoubtedly preserved a great deal of most valuable
matter that otherwise would have been lost, but their
work needs to be used with great caution, and the
translations and original compositions which they
produced do not always represent quite fairly the late
forms of the language.

CHAPTER I
SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION

§

I. ON THE PRONUNCIATION IN GENERAL.

In simple Cornish words of more than one syllable the
stress accent is generally, though not universally, on
the last but one.! The vowel of this syllable has usually
its plain, clear long or snort sound. The vowels of the
unac~ented syllables are usually obscure in the case of
two of the broad vowels (a, 0), and snort in the case
of the thin vowels (e, i, y) and of u, unless they
are combinations of two vowels, in which case they
are always long; but e in a final unaccented syllable is
also generally obscure. The obscure vowel is the sound
of u in the English word Ulltil, or 0 in Londo~, and there
is very little, if any, difference in sound between the
obscure a, e, 0, and u. When this sound occurs, as it
occasionally does, on an accented syllable, or any\\·here
where it might be mistaken for a plain sound, it is
written, according to the spelling of this book, 4, ~,
or tl.
In words of one syllable ending in a consonant the
vowel is generally to be taken as short, unless it is
marked long (11, I, I, d, a, J), or is a combination of two
vowels. In monosyllables ending in a vowel, that vowel
usually has its long sound, but as Cornish is largely
accented in ordinary conversation by sentences (as is the
case in Gaelic, and to a considerable extent in English),
1 In compound words the accent is always on the qualifying part, and if
that is a monosyllable and comes last, the accent is therefore on the last syllable.
This is comnlon in place-names.
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many monosyllables are slurred over with no accent
(as enclities or proclit,es, according' to whether they
follow or precede the \vord on which they depend),
and with more or less of the obscure vowel. The
modern Cornish intonation of English is probably a
very fair guide to the intonation of Cornish.!
The consonants, especially f, v, dn, tit, are rather
more lightly sounded than in English. Any peculiarities of SOU11d will be given under 'each consonant.
During the period in which the existing remains of
Cornish literature were written, that is, between the
t\velfth and the middle of the eighteenth century, the
spelling was very unsettled. There were at least six
different systems, if no more.
That of the Cotton Vocabulary.
That of the Ordinalia, with a sUb-variety in that
of the Poem of tlte Passion.
3. That of the St. Meriasek.
4. That of Jordan's Creation.
5. That of Boson, Keigwin, and other seventeenth
and eighteenth century writers.
6,. That of Lhuyd.
I.

2.

Not only did different writers differ from one another,
but various ways of representing the same sound were
used by the salne writer. The earlier spelling shows
a certain amount of Welsh, old English, and old French
affinities; the latest is evidently modelled on modern
English, which does not suit it very well, and the
transition from one to the other is 110t very abrupt.
It is the object of the present book to represent the
probable pronunciation of Modern Cornish by a system
fairly consistent in itself, but not too startlingly divergent
I It seems likely that in the very peculiar intonation of Zennor, Mon'ah,
Towednack, and the country part of St. Ives the true intona.tion of Cornish
may be best preserved. But this is mere conjecture.
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from those adopted by previous writers (or from that
of Breton, where coincidence occurs), and not too
much encumbered with diacritical signs. It is to some
extent·a following of Dr. Edward Lhuyd, whose system,
though rather clumsy and unnecessarily puzzling in
places, was on the whole very good and of great value.

§

2. THE VOWELS.

. Simple: ~, 4, e, I, i, I, 0, ~, H, u, 12, 11,)', J.
Compound ': aw, ei, ey, ew, oi, oy, OU, OWe
A. Simple vowels.
I. a, short, as a in man.
Before I and r it is
generally sounded as 0 in not.
2. d, long, the lengthened sound of a short, not
as the English broad a in father, or long a in
mane, but as a' broad a is commonly sounded in
Cornish English. Thus. bd. would have something
between the sound of ~he English \\'ord bare (of course
without the r trilled at all) in the mouth of 'a ,?orrect
speaker, and the actual sound of the bleat of a
sheep.!
.
In some words, and espe~ially before a liquid
followed by a consonant, a tends to be sounded as
aw or short o. Thus dls, cliff, gwander, weakness,
wartlta, upper, are sounded awls, gwonder, wortlta or
won-a, and brds, great, is sounded brawz.
In unaccented syllables a represents nearly the
sound of u in Itntil, or, as a final, the English sound
of a at the end of proper names, such as Vienna,
Maria, etc., which is more or less the final e of German,
meine, deine, etc., or perhaps the e of the French words
le, de, 1ne, etc.
1 The modern Cornish pronunciation of the word c, trade,'· in its local
and rather contemptuous sense of cc ropes· ends, dead mice, and other coma
bustibles" (as a Cornishman once defined it), shows the sound of this vowel
fairly well.
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3. e, short, as e in men, pen, etc.
4. i, long, as ai in 1nain, ay in say.!
5. i, short, as i in in, pin, etc.
6. t, long, as ee in seen, etc.
7. 0, short, as 0 in on.
8. ~, long, as aw in dawn, not as 0 in ·60ne.
9. ~, obscure, as 0 in London, ton, etc.
10. u, short, as u infull.
11. 12, long, as 00 infool.
'.
12. t'l, obscure, as u in until.
13. J, long, as i in mine.
14- y, short, as y in carry, marry, etc. This is used
chiefly as an unaccented final in a word of nlore than
one syllable.
In the case of the letter y, there is a variation of
sound in such monosyllables as nj, wltJ, )J, ItJ under
certain circumstances. In this system of spelling
the circumflex is omitted when these words are
enclitic.
B.

Compound vowels.

Of these, aw, ai, ei, ay, ey, ou, are only repetitions
of the simple vowels ~, 12, and J. The other four
have sounds not otherwise represented.
I. aw has the same sound as~.
It is very rarely
used.
2. ai, ay, ei, ey, have nearly the same sound as J,
rather more diphthongalised.
3. tu, ew have the sound of ew in the Eng1is~ word
dew, the usual English long u. This sound is also
represented in Cornish by y consonant followed by
u, as in the word )'u, is, wllich has exactly the sound
of the English personal pronoun you.
4. 0;, oy have the sound of oy in boy.
1 Care nlust be taken in this case to avoid that
English (I in London twang (e.g. lydy for lady).

1 sound

given to the
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5. Ow has two sounds-(I) as an unaccented final,
as 0 in bone, This is also its sound when it occurs
without any consonant, in the possessive pronoun
ow, my, and the participle particle ow j (2) in other
cases it sounds as DU inyou, and rarely as ow·in now.
6. Ou has the same sound as 12, and as the second
sound of OWe It is the regular symbol for that sound
in Breton, and very commonly in the Cornish dramas,
where, as in Breton, u commonly represented, approximately, the French u, which later became t or ewe
GENERAL REMARKS ON THE VOWELS.

In the Middle Cornish manuscripts the vowels are
represented in various ways, and there is a special
uncertainty about unaccented and obscure vowels.
Vowels were sometimes lengthened by doubling, or
by adding a y, and rarely, until Jordan's Creatlon, by
adding a mute e after the closing consonant; but often
quantity was not indicated at all.
Long t (ee in see) was more often than not represented by y, but, as in Welsh, y not infrequently
represented the obscure vowel (u in unti!), and often a
sound which later became a short e, but in unaccented
syllables was, as is not unusually the case in English,
more of the nature of the obscure vowel, or perhaps
something between' that and a short i. Indeed all
unaccented vowels tend to become obscure, very much
as they do in English, and hence are variously expressed.
The u of the earlier MSS. probably once represented
approximately the French u or the German 'ii:, the u of
Devon and East Cornwall English, or the ao of Scottish
Gaelic, not exactly the same sounds, but very near to
each other. As in Greek and Welsh, this sound approached nearer and nearer to t (ee in seen), until in
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Cornish it ceased to be recognised as having any u
sound in it at all. In Welsh it is still written as u, and
in carefully spoken Welsh is quite distinguishable from
t. In Breton the sound is still approximately that of
t~e French u. In some words in Cornish this sound
became ew (as in the English word few) and rarely ,j
(00 in moon), but generally it became t (English ee).!
What was once the sound of the It"rench and Breton
tu or the German 0, was represented in the MSS. by
u, eu, Ut. Later this became e (ay in 1nay). Thus, duetk
or dutlt, (( came," becanle dltk~· luen, /eun, full," became IIn~· due, comes," became de / 11tUr, Ineur, 11 great,"
became mlr. This change is found occasionally as
early as the Poem of the Passion. The rhythm shows
that ue and elt form only one syllable. In the case of'
lues (,= luas), many, which later became Itas (or /eeas),
the rhythm shows that the It and e did not form a single
vowel. Occasionally, as in the second person plural of
certain tenses, eu of the early 1\1SS. became ew, which
it was probably intended to represent, but was often
confused \vith DU ( = 12 or oo).'},
The sound of ~ or aw, as it certainly became in later
Cornish, was represented bye, 0, 0)', a, oa, ao, au, aWe
The tendency to pronounce a as aw or short 0 before
I, n, r, doubled or followed by a consonant, and 'sometimes single, is very marked in the spelling of late
Cornish, and in the present pronunciation of placenames. There is no evidence of its age in Cornish;
but it is very common in English and Irish, though
unknown in standard Welsh or Breton.
(I

4(

1 The combination ao in Irish is pronounced
c;il in the Highlands and kll in Ireland.

t. Thus caol, narrow, is

I The word IJewnans, life, formed from the root !Jew, was often written
IJownans in late Cornish and probably pronounced IJoonans. Similarly IJow})'

(=IJewg!t-c!ty), cow-house, must have been IJewj'y. This last, which is one of
the surviving Cornish words, has its (JW at present sounded as in 'W-dl. This
change has happened not infrequently in place-names.
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There seems no doubt, by the same evidence, that
a long y of older Cornish often became i, as in the
Engl.ish word 1nine. Vulgarly, as with the English long
;, it sometimes even became 0)1. Boson writes cnD}' for
chy, house, but Lhuyd writes it Ishy; or Islui, which
last is its usual modern sound in place-names. Nj, we,
wh}, you, JJ, they, and h}, she, are written tlei, huei,
uhe;, hei, by Lhuyd, and Jenkins of Alverton, using the
earlier form of the third person plural, written y in
the Dramas, spells it tJ't. Yet there are cases where
the older pronunciation is retained, and probably this
was always the case when the words were enclitic.
Prof. Loth has pointed out a s'imilar change in the
Quiberon 'sub-dialect of Vallnetais Breton, and that in
some of the same words.
In the unscientific spelling of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, that is to say, ill the system of
everyone except Lhuyd, and occasionally of Gwavas
and Tonkin when they followed Lhuyd, the English
values of the period were often given to the letters; but
the following were vowel symbols in general use :For 11 of the present system, a, aa
" a
"'"
a, u, e, 0
" I
""
ea
e
"JJ f
" e,ee i
"

"

"
"

"
"

"
. JJ

"

"
"

i

"
"
"

"

"

i

Lhuyd 4.
"a.
It

I.

"

e.

"

t,Y.

"

i

aw au ao j Lhuyd writes an in, , 1 verted a or 4.
0
""
0
Lhuyd o.
iI, il, it
"
u, a, e
" j.
tl, ou
"
"
'I, 00, ou
"tl, fl.
ow
"
" A , OW, OU, au
"o¥, 0, A•
U
""
U, 00
"
u.
ew, )'U, eu"
"ntJ, )'U, yw
" i l l , )''1, ell•.
.I, ei, ay "
."
y, n', ay
"ei,y,ji.
y
""
y, i, e
" )', i.
4,aw

"

oa

0

"

,,0,

A final emute was often used to lengthen a vowel, as
in English. Many names of places and persons retain
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this e mute at the present day, and when the preceding
vowel is a, educated persons generally give it the sound
of the English long a in mane, but that is a change
analogous' to the modern vulgarism of pronouncing
clerk as c/urk instead of clark. The proper sound of
the Cornish if is still heard in such words in the mouths .
of the peasantry. Compare such a natDe as Polg/aRe
in the two pronunciations.

§ 3.

THE CONSONANTS.

Simple: 6, c, d, f, g, h, J., k, /, m, n, p, q, 1', s, t, v, w,
J', z.
Compound: bm, ch, dll, dn, p, glt, ng, qw, sh, tit,
wk, Rh, gw/, pr, qwr, wl, wr.
Simple consonants.
I. 6 has the same sound as in English.
2. c is always hard, being used only before a, 0, u.
The same sound before e, i, y is represented by k.
3. d before a, 0, u is usually hard, as in English,
but, as in Gaelic, before e, i, y it has a sound approaching to J~ or like di in soldier. In the MSS.
a soft g was often written for d in such cases. It is
a common change in many languages. Cf. th: Italian
oggi, to-day, for the Latin Itodie.
4. f has the same sound as in English. In the
MSS. it is often confused with v. As. a final it is very
lightly sounded.
5. g is always hard, as in get, go. The soft g, as in
gin, is here represented by J., but in the MSS. g was
often' used for it.
6. 'k has two degrees of sound. As an initial it is
rather more lightly sounded than in Englis~, except
when it is a mutation of c (see Chapter 11.), when it
is more strongly sounded. Then, and when it occurs
in the middle of a word, it represents in a lighter

A.
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form the guttural c'k of Breton, the ch of German,
Welsh, and Gaelic, or the guttural gh of older English. At the end of a word this is to be written gn.
It is a smooth guttural, as in Scottish Gaelic, without
the rasping sound which it has in colloquial Welsh
or in German.'
7. J. is sounded as in English. It generally represents what was once written s. Lhuyd writes dslt
for this sound, and the MSS. often represent it by g.
8. k is generally only used before e, ;, J', or as a
final. It has the same sound as in English. It often
happens in grammatical inflections that a broad root
vowel is changed to a thin one. In such cases if the
preceding letter is a c it must be changed to k.
9. I has the ordinary English sound. Sonletimes
a double I of earlier Cornish was written Ih (telhar,
place, for teller). This may perhaps represent the
aspirated II of Welsh, or (as in Portuguese) the / mouilll
(as I; in valiant).
10. m has usually the same sound as in English.
When it follows a short vowel in an accented syllable
or a I1lonosyllable, it has a peculiar sound as though
a b were prefixed to it, or as though the speaker had
a slight .cold in the head. This b was frequently
written in the later .MSS., and in the mouths of less
educated persons the b supplanted the m altogether.
Thus lemmyn, now, became successively lebman and
lebban. The vanishing of the 1n altogether did not
occur in monosyllables, and it is undesirable to
imitate it in other words. In the system of spelling
adopted in this book, the b will be written in cases
where it was habitually \vritten in later Cornish, but
even when it is not written it is always to be sounded
in the case of short vowels in accented syllables or
I

monosyllables.
I I. n is usually sounded as in English.

When it
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follows a short vowel in an accented syllable or in a
l/tonosyllaIJ/e, a d sound (analogous to the lJ. sound
with tit) precedes it. This d is often written in the
later MSS., and will be used in this book in cases
where it is regularly found in, later Cornish, but it is
to be pronounced even where it is not written. In
words of more than one syllable 1 the d often supplanted the n (e.g, henna, that, becanle successively
Itedna and kedda), and monosyllables were sOlnetimes
made into dissyllables by it (e.g. pen, pedn, pedden);
but both of these are vulgarisms not to be imitated.
12. P is sounded as in English.
13. q is sounded as in English, and is always followed by w. It is generally used in an initial mutation (see Chapter 11.) of rdJ, but occurs occasionally,
followed by w, as a radical sound.
14. r has the same sound as in correct English,
that is to say, it is very slightly heard when followed
by a consonant or at the end of a word, unless the
next word begins with a vo\vel, but, as in English, it
, often influences the preceding vowel. Its full sound
is trilled, not guttural.
15. s is the most puzzling of the consonants. It
had probably four or five different values in the
MSS., and might represent s, s, sll, sk,)· according to
circumstances. As an initial, or before c, k, f, I, l1t,
1t, p, q, r, t, w, it was generally s, as in so~· as a final,
and before b, d, g, )., v, it was normally g or as s in
rose. But between two vo\vels in the same \vord,
or coming after another consonant and followed by
a vowel, or as a final followed by a word beginning
with a vowel and closely connected grammatically
with its predecessor, it had commonly the sound of
)., so much so that g soft was often substituted for
1 The word ell, in, in quite late Cornish, was apparently sounded et, which
is a solitary case of the disappearance of n in a Dlonosyllable.
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it, and there are cases where even an initial s must
have. meant sh or Bit. Thus we find cOWStSOW, speeches,
written cowgegyow, ca,ensa, love, ca,enga (for carnifa),
and in place-names, though we find. Nanskeval,
Nanspean, Nanswidn when the epithet begins with
a consonant, ,vhen it begins with a vowel we find
NanJistl (= Nans isal, the lower valley). Sometimes
in late Cornish the definite J. sound so completely
superseded the s or B, that it or its equivalent, g soft
or dBIt, was always written for it, and in s:uch cases
it is written J. in the present system of spelling, but in
other cases the best rules will be to, pronounce s
I. As an initial; before c, k, f, I, 1n, ",P, q, r, I, W
or when doubled, as s in so.
2. As a final, except when the next word, grammatically connected, begins with a vowel; or before
. 6, d, g,J~ v, as B or s in rose.
3. Between two vo\\pels in the same \vard; after
another consonant and followed by a vowel; or
as a final followed by a grammatically connected
word, such as an epithet, beginning with a vowel,
aSJ·.
J.

For the last rule compare Mrs. Gamp's pronunciation
of English (in MarlZ:n CltuBBlewZ:/). There seems to
have been an inherent tendency to the J., sk, or an
sounds in every Cornish s,l but especially in those
which represent a d or I of Welsh and Breton. The
writer is aware that this is a very inadequate discussion of the question, but he does not wish to be
unduly intricate, or to enter into a deep phonetic
explanation. Those who would study the question
more minutely are referred to an article by Prof. J.
Loth in vol. xviii. of the Revue Cellique.
16. I before a, 0, u is haru, as in English, but
1

Cf. the s or _ of a.t~re, treasure, sure, pleasure, rugar, in English.
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before t, i, J' has a sound approaching to that of ch in
ekurek, or to ti in words ending in tion. Sometimes en
is written and fully pronounced where a t was formerly
written. Thus enj, house, was formerly IJ', and in
the eighteenth century tt, thou, was pronounced and
often written clue.
17. v is sounded as in English, but is often nearly
inaudible at the end of a word, unless the next word
begins with a vowel. Thus ev, he, is often written e
in later MSS.
18. w, except in compound vowels, is always a consonant, and has the sanle sound as in English. For
its sound before / and r see Compound consonants.
19. y consonant is sounded as J' consonant in
English, or as J' in German. It is always consonant
when it precedes a vowel, unless it is written j, when
it is a vowel, as in such words as erjes, tjak, etc. .
20. Z is only used as an initial, but it is seldom used
at all. The sound is that of an English 8.
B.

Compound consonants.
I.

bIn, dn represent respectively the sound of

111

and n after a short vowel in an accented syllable or
monosyllable (see In, n). There is no vowel sound
between the two letters.
2. ,It is always sounded as in enuren. It usually
represents a former t, or else occurs in borrowed
English words.
3. dlt is sounded as tn in tny, the, etc., the Welsh
dd, the Old English and Icelandic ~, the Modern
Greek 8. In the MSS. it is represented by tit or i'
Lhuyd writes it b.l
1 Dr. Whitley Stokes, in a paper of additions to Williams's Cornish
Lexicon (Philol. Soc. 1868), gives it as his opinion that the tk of the MSS.
should not be written dlt at the ntd of a word, and that Williams, in
doing so, was wrongly following \Velsh analogy. But there is an evident

~
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4. tn (written c by Lhuyd) is sounded as th in tltin,
thick, etc., the Welsh tk, the Old English and Icelandic p, the Greek 8. At the end of a syllable,
especially after r, the sounds of dIt and th are very
light and tend to become inaudible, and are often re- '
presented by h, or omitted altogether. Thus,gwartha,
portlt, ba,th, lowartlt, gordhya, go'tlteb, ke,dl, often
appear as gwa,lta, guJarra, pO" barh, lowar, lowarh,
gorria, gorreb, kerr. Thus also, Po,tltgwa,tlta (in St.
Levan), is now written Po,tltpa"ak and pronounced
nearly Pergworra.
5. gh is used at the end of words for the strong
or guttural h. Lhuyd writes a Greek X for this sound.
6. ng (written by Lhuyd with an inverted Irish g)
has the sound of ng in singer, not as in finger or
manger.
7.: sk has the same sound as in English. It is only
used in a few words of English derivation.
. 8. In wh the h is always sounded. This combination represents the Welsh CN'lV. I.Jhuyd writes it Nil.
9. zk has the broader sound of sit, or that of the
French}.
10. In pi, gwr, qwr, wt, wr there is a very light but
quite audible sound of w before the I or r. So light
is the w tttat it was often omitted in the MSS. Thus
gwlasketh" kingdom,. gw,tg, did, and the mutation
w,tg were sometimes writte~ glasketh, grlg, rig. But
this was incorrect.
There must have been among Cornish speakers a
tendency to a somewhat blurred sound of certain letters,
as though there were an obstruction of some sort in
their vocal organs, not altogether unlike that attributed
tendency in /ate Cornish to end words in z for s, 'lI for f, K' (or k, and a
considerable nUDlber of words which Williams ends in dll. end in the corresponding _ in Breton, so that one is more inclined to follow Williams in
this matterJ though there is a good deal to be said both ways.

CHAPTER 11
THE INITIAL MUTATIONS

IN all the Celtic languages there are certain partly
grammatical and partly phonetic changes of the first
letters of words, which are called by various names,
'the most convenient of which is initial mutat;olls.
These changes take place in Cornish when words
beginning with the letters P, C or K, T or Clt, B,
G, D or j, and M are preceded by certain adjectives,
prepositions, pronouns, particles, etc., which stand in
some governing or qualifying relation to them. Words·
beginning with other letters, except occasionally F
and S, do not change their initials. Very similar
changes are often made in the case of the second
halves of compound words.
The mutable letters, P, C or K, T or Ch I· B, G,
D or j form two classes, with mutual relations to
one another. A third class, related to the other two,
is formed of F or V, H, Dk, and Th. Of these last
F and H are the only ones that can occur as prinlary
vr unchanged initials. Of these
P, C or K, and T or Clt are called tenues or
t~in (or hard) letters.
B, G, and D or j are called medZ:ce or middle (or soft).
F or V, H, DIt, and Tit are called aspirates.
One set of tenuis, 11zedZ:a, and aspZ:rate is called
labial (or lip letters), a second is called guttural (or
throat letters), a third is called dental (or teeth letters),
from the parts of the mouth most used in forming
them.
68
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The labials are : Tenttis, p,. Media, B / Aspiratt, F or V.
The gutturals are : Tenuis, C or K,· Media, G,· Asplrate, H.
The dentals are : Tenuis, T or Ch,· Media, D or J,. Aspirate,
Tk or DIt.
There is no difficulty in perceiving that the letters,
forming each of these classes are closely related' to
one another; it:l most languages. they are interchangeable under certain conditions, and the changes in
the Celtic languages called initial mutations are based
upon these relations, though the method, rules, and
arrangement of these changes differ in the six languages, as do also the names by which they are
known.
In Cornish (as ill Breton) the general principle is
that (I) the tenuis changes under some circumstances
into the l1tedia, and under others into a form of the
aspirate; and that (2) the 11tedia changes to a form 'of
the aspirate under' some circumstances, and into the
tenuis under others; but that (3) the conditions which
change the tenuis into the media change the media into
the aspirate: while those which change (4) the tenuis
into the aspirate leave the 11zedia unchanged; and
those \vhich change (5) the 11zedia to the tenuis leave
the tent/is unchanged.
In this book we shall call the original or radical
condition of a word its FIRST STATE.,
Thus PCIl, a head, Car, a friend, Tas, a father,
Blew, hair, Gras, grace, Den, a Inan, Mab, a
son, are in their first state.
The change of the tenuis to the 1nedia, or a radical
media to aJl aspirate, ,ve call the SECOND STATE.
Thus, the same words in their second state are
Ben, Gay, Dds, View, 'ras, Dlten, Vab.
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The change of the tenuis to the aspirate we call the
THIRD STATE.

Thus, for the first three words the third state is
.Fen, Har, Tltds.
The other four, beginning with med;m or m, have
no third state.
The change from the media to the tenuis we call
the FOURTH STATE. It is commonly called provection.
Thus, the fourth state of Blew, Gras, and Din (the
words beginning with te1zues or III having no
fourth state) is Plew, e,as, Tin.
[It is to be ·noted, however, that none of these three
words, being nouns, would be likely to be subjected to
this last chan~e in any real construction, for the fourth
state is used almost exclusively with O'W, the particle
of the present participle of verbs, with the conjunction~ a and ma" if, and maga, as, sometimes with the
verbal particle.Y or e, and sometimes with the adverbial
particle en, so that it is generally applied to verbs and
adjectives.]
The following is a table of changes :P has t\1l0 changes, to B (second state), and F
(third state).
C (or K) I has two changes, to G (second state)
and H (third state).
T (or CIt)9 has two changes, to D (or ])1 (second
state) and Th (third state).
B has two changes, to V (second state) and P
(fourth state).
G has two changes, omitted or changed to W
(second state) and Cl or K or Q (fourth state).
D has two changes, DIt (second state) and T
(fourth state).
M ha$ one change, to V (second state).
C before a br~ad vowel, k before a thin vowel, and t} before a w.
The ell and j are used for an earlier t and d in a few words, through
intensification .of the thin sounds of the latter. See Chap. I. § 2.
1
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Occasionally in a few words F changes' in the
second state to V, and in one case to H. S rarely
changes to Z. There is one change of D to N (like
what is called the nasal mutation in Welsh). This is
ill the word tMr, earth, which after the article an is
111 the following tables cases of the use of mutations
are shown. It is to be noted that e, his, is one of the
words which govern the second state, and OW, my, the
third state, and agan, our, the first state, while the particle
ow of the present participle governs the fourth state.
Examples of the use of the first, second, and third
states :-

n",.

First State.

Tenues

{

Medire

Second State.

Agan Pen, our head
Agal' Car, our friend
Agtln Tt's, our father
Agan Blew, our hair

e ben, his head
I gal', his friend
e dtfs, his father
I view, his hair

Aga,,, Gras, our grace

e 'ras, his grace

Agan Golow, our light

e wolow, his light

Agan Dill, our man

e dltln, his man

Ag£11l Atab, our son

e flab, his son

Third State.

ow fIn, my head
ow Itar, my friend
ow tlltls, my father
ow blew, my hair
(no change)
ow gras, my ~race
(no change
owgolow, my
light (no change
ow dil" my man
(no change)
(lW 11tab, my son
(no change)

Examples of the use of the fourth state :First State.

Tenues {

Medire {

Palas, to dig
Cara, to love
K elnty, to bind
Terry, to break
Bewa, to live
Go,ra, to put
Gwelas, to see
Dt1s, to conle
A/os, to go

Fourth State.

ow jJalas, di~ging (no change)
ow cara, lovIng (no change)
ow ke/my, binding (no change)
ow terry, breaking (no change)
ow jJewa, living
ow corra, putting
ow qwelas, seeing
ow tos, coming
ow Inos, going (no change)
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There are a few irregular mutations~ Rarely a B
after the adverbial particle en changes to F instead of
P, e.g. en fras, greatly, from bras, sometimes an M
after the. same particle changes to F, sometimes an
initial G becomes WIl, not C or K, for the fourth state,
and in the MSS. there are other exceptional changes.
The mutations are very irregularly written even in
the best MSS. Sometimes a word is written in its
first state when it ought to be in one of the other
states, and sometimes mutations are made when they
ought not to be, but probably the writers used them
correctly enough in speaking, without perhaps clearly
recognising the changes as they made them.
. The rules for the use of the initial mutations will
be given, as occasion occurs, throughout the book,
and they will be tabulated at the end, where they will
require less. explanation than they would if they were
given now. But this chapter should be thoroughly
learnt and understood before going any further, as
these changes are a very important part of Cornish
grammar, and a habit should be formed of making
them correctly•.

CHAPTER III
THE ARTICLE

§ I. THE definite article tlte is an, for all numbers
and genders. When the noun that follows is femi1Zine
and si1tgular, or 11tasculine and plural, its initial, if
mutable, is in the second state. If it is 11tascullne and
slngular, or feminlne and plural, the initial is in the
first state. 1
When the article an is preceded by a preposition
or conjunction, and sonletimes by other words, ending
in a vowel, the article loses its vowel and is written ' n.
~rhl1s :Den, Inan, masc. sing.; an den, the man. dho'n
den, to the man.
Benen, woman, fern. sing.; at/, venen, the woman.
dko'n venen, to the woman.
Tassow, fathers, masc. plur.; "an dassow, the fathers.
dko'n dassow, to the fathers.
Benenes, women, fern. plur.; an benelles, the women.
dho'" benenes, to the wonlen.
The apostrophe is not written for the elided a of
an .in the MSS., but the preposition and article appear
as one word, dhon, dren, Itan, etc., for to the, by the,
fl"d tile, etc. But it is better to write it, to avoid
confusion, especially bet\veen a'll, from the, and the
simple article, an. There are certain cases of contraction which have been accepted as single words,
and in these the apostrophe is not used. Thus pandra
(= pa an dra, "what (is) the th"ing?" i.e. ""'hat is
I

1

See Chap. IV. § 2.
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it?") is used for the interrogative Cl what? " but is never
written pa'n dra. There are occasional further COIDpounds of pandra, e.g.pandrus (or pendrus) = pa an dra
es, or pandryu = pa an dra yu, both meaning U what
thing is?" pandrama = pa an dra a wrama, U what
shall I do ?" pandre//en = pa an dra a wre//en, U what
should I do?"
As in the other Celtic languages, when a noun is
followed by another noun in the possessive apposi~
tional genitive, the first noun has no definite article.
Thus ch} an den, the house of the man, not an· ch}
a", din. The same rule applies to a similar appositional genitive in Hebrew - a curious coincidence
between two quite unconnected languages.

§

2. THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE.

As a rule' a singular noun without any .article expressed, except in the case of a noun followed by the
appositional genitive, is considered to be in the indefinite state, and would be translated into English
by a noun preceded by the indefinite article a or an.
But partly as a corrupt following of English or French,
and partly for emphasis, denoting a single one (like J'r
un in Welsh), the word a or an is sonletimes represented by idn (earlier un), one. This is rare, especially
in late Cornish. A similar indefinite article is common
in Breton. Occasionally idn or un was used, as in
Breton, with a verbal noun (or infinitive), to form
what in English would be a present participle. Yn un
sco/chye, skulking, lit. in a skulking (Passion, 74, 2),
yn un garme, shouting, crying out, lit. in a shouting
(Passion, 168, I), yn un fystyne, hastening, lit. in a
hastening (Passion, 178, I; 241, 4), but this construction is not found in late Cornish.

CHAPTER IV
THE NOUN

§

I. THE FORMATION OF NOUNS.

Nouns are either primitive or derived. Primitive
have no special terminations to di~tinguish
them from other words.
Derived nouns, chiefly
abstract, are formed from adjectives, verbs, or other
nouns. There are also verbal nouns which have the
form of the infinitive of verbs.
I. Nouns are derived frOln adjectives and occasionally from nouns and verbs, by adding der or ter.
Thus :00UI1S

dader, goodness, from da, good.
gwtrder, truth, from gwtr, true.
gwander, weakness, from gwan or gwadn, weak.
golowder, brightness, from golow, light.
tekter, beauty, from teg, beautiful.
whekter, sweetness, from wheg, sweet.
tthekter, horror, froln tthek, horrible.
nzelder, sweetness (to taste), from 1llel, honey.
yender, coldness, from yen or yein, cold.
splander, brightness, splendour, from spla", bright."
tewlder, darkness, from tewal, dark.
tewder, thickness, from tew, thick.
tanowder, thinness, from tanow, thin.
powsder, heaviness, from pows, heavy.
scavder, lightness (of weight), froln scav, light.
medltalder, softness, from 11tedhal, soft.
glanithder, cleanness, from glanith, clean.
1S
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warmth, from l1Z~g';/, warm.
heat, from t~m (or ttlbm), hot.
downder, depth, from down, deep.
seltter (or selzar), drought, from seglt, dry.
ewhe/der, height, from ewlte/, high.
crevder, strength, from crev, strong.
t~mder,

SOlne adjectives ending in s revert to an original t
in this formation. Thus:calletter, hardness, from cales, hard.
goscotter, shelter, from goskes, sheltering.
ponvotter, trouble, from ponvos, trouble.

It will be seen that this der or ter answers to the
English termination ness, and may be added to almost
any adjective to form the corresponding abstract noun.
2. Abstract nouns are derived from other nouns
or adjectives by the addition of etlt or netlt.
gwiryonetlt, truth, from gwiryon, truthful.
cosoleth, rest, peace, from c~se/, quiet.
sktantoletlt, wisdom, from slt/an/ol, \vise.
folneth, folly, from fol, a fool.
l1/,aternetlt, royalty, from Inatern, a king.
gokenetlt, stupidity, frolll goky, a fool.
mescognetlz,l madness, from mescok, a madman.
gowegnetlz, false~ood, from gowek, a liar.
".oweth, bounty, from ro, a gift.

This termination answers more or less to the Latin
itas or English ity.

3. Abstract nouns are derived from verbs by the
addition of ans. Thus:cr'lyans, belief, from cresy (or crfJY), to believe.
givyans, forgiveness, from gava, to forgive.
deskyans, learning, from desky, to learn:
1

There is also a doubtful fonn ",escatter, frOln ,nescat.
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disqwedhyans, discovery, froln disqwedlzas, to discover.
gordhyans (gorryans), glory, from gordkya ·(go"ya),
to worship.
bownans, life, from bewa, to live.
marnans, death, from marwe/ or tnerwe/, to die.
se/u,'ans, salvation, from se/'ive/, to save.
tristyans, sadness, from tn·st, sad.
tibyans, thought, from tibya, to think.

This termination answers to the Latin antia or
entta, and the English ance or ence. It is generally
added to the root of the verb.
4- Nouns signifying agents or doers are derived
from other nouns, adjectives, and verbs by the addition of or, er, ar, or yas (earlier iad or iat).
/jor, a tiler, from tj, to cover.
pestrior, a wizard, from pestry, magic.
pescaJor, a fisherman, from pescas, plur. of pesk, fish.
coso/yer, a counsellor, from coso/, counsel.
revader or revaJor, a rower, from rev, an oar.
tr~c&J'er, a fuller.
/yuyar, a dyer, from, /yu, colour.
gwtadar, a weaver, from gwta, to weave.
bonkyer, a cooper, from b~nk, a blow.
olltdowlar, a wrestler, from olndowla, to wrestle.
gonnador or gonaJor, a sower, from gonas, to sow
or plant.
11liiar, a reaper, from· lily}, to reap.
st/nor, a tinner, from sten, tin.
se/wyas, a saviour, from se/wet, to save.
gwitlzyas (also gwithyor), a guardian, from gwitkya,
to keep.
kernya.r, a trulnpeter, from corn, a horn.
rennyas, a carver, from ranna, to divide.
sewyas, a tailor, from sewy, to sew.
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purkenyas, an enchanter, from the intensive prefix
pur (lit. very) and cana, to sing,
he/hyas, a pursuer, from Ite/hya, to hunt.
scrivinyas, a writer, from scrlfa, to write.
offeryas, a priest, from offeren, mass.
hdmbrdnkyas, a leader, from hdm6rdnkya, to lead.

Many words il1yas occur only in the Cottonian Vocabulary, and appear there as ending in iad or iat, but since
all the Cottonian words in iad and iat which do appear
in later MSS. are made in the latter to end in J'as (or
ias), and since it may be taken as an invariable rule
that all words ending in t or d in Welsh or Breton,
if they occur at all in Cornish, end in s, any Cottonian
.word in iat or iad may fairly be taken for purposes of
modern Cornish to end in yas.
§

2. THE GENDER OF NOUNS.

Nouns are of two genders, masculine and feminine.
There is no neuter.
There is no rule whereby to tell the gender of a
word, except in the case of animate objects, where
the gender simply follows the sex.
There are only three grammatical cases in which
gender matters at all.
I. When a noun or an adjective preceding a noun
is preceded by the article "an, the. If the noun or
adjective is masculine ~il1gl1lar or the nOUll feminine, or
the adjective of either, plural, its initial remains in the
first state. If the noun or adjective is feminine singular or the noun is masculine plural,~ it is changed to the
second state.
2. When a qualifying adjective follows a noun in
the masculine or in the plural of either gender, the
1 The change of initial of the masculine plural is by no means universal
in the MSS., but it is not infrequent, and is the rule in Breton (with a few
exceptions), so it seems fair to conjecture that it was the Cornish rule also.
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initial of the adjective remains in the first state. If
the noun is feminine singular, the initial of the adjective changes to the second state.
3. The pronoun of the third person singular, used
for a feminine noun, even when it signifies an inanimate object, is hi, she, not ev, he. Examples:tds, a father; an tds, the father.
tassow, fathers; an dassow, the fathers.
mergk, a daughter; an vergk, the daughter.
11lernes, daughters; an merhes, the daughters.
tas 1nas, a good father; ",erglt vas, a good
daughter; an vergk vas, the good daughter.
tassow 1naS, good fathers; 1nernes ,nas, good
daughters.
It will be evident, considering that a large number
of nouns and adjectives do not begin with mutable
letters, that the question of gender only applies to a
limited number of nouns and adjectives, and therefore presents but little difficulty. Perhaps the best
way to learn the genders of nouns with mutable
initials is to get accustomed to their sound with the
article prefixed.
The feminine equivalents of certain masculine nouns
denoting animate objects are represented, as in other
languages, in one of two ways, by' the addition of a
syllable or by different words.
I. By the addition of es.
This is the regular
form.
arledlt, lord;' arledltes, lady.
pestn·or, a wizard; pest~;o".es, a witch.
cowetk, a companion, nlasc.; cowetkes, a conlpanion, fern.
mow, a boy; 11lowes, a girl.
sans, a saint; sanses, a female saint.
eneval, an animal, masc.; enevales, an animal, fern.
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pehador or pehaJor, a sinner, masc.

j

peltadores, a

sinner, fern.
Except in the case of the other class of feminines,
of which a list is given below, it may be taken as a
general rule that the corresponding feminine of any
noun denoting a masculine animate object is formed
in this way.
2. By a different word.
These are mostly those
which denote relationships and familiar animals, and
there are in some cases, as in English, further words
to denote the young of both sexes, or the neutet:.
din, man; benen, woman j jlogh, child.
gour, husband; preg,. wife.
1nab, son; mergh, daughter.
euiiter, uncle; 1nodreb, aunt.
tds, father j mam, mother.
s/ra, father; da11la, mother.
s/ra wldn,l grandfather; damn widn, grandmother.
a/trou, godfather; a/tre1.Vall, godmother.
broder, brother; hoer, sister.
noy, nephew; noys, niece.
tarow, bull; bewgh, cow; Oji·on, ox; /ewgn, calf;
/ddn, bullock j /i!jek, heifer.
hordh or har, ram; davas, sheep; mow/s, wether;
~n,

lamb.·
1tlargk, horse; caseg, mare; eba/, colt.
bdk, he-goat; gavar, goat; "lin, kid.
6aedh, boar; banew, sow; porlta/, little pig; pIs,
old sow; rago11loglt, hog; 11lohen, pig (plur.
11Ioglt); torglt, hog.
kJ, dog; gist, bitch.
gourgatn, tom-cat; cath, cat.
carow, stag; ewlk, hind; /ewgh-ewik, fawn.
1 Note how a masculine ending in a affects the initial of the adjective as if
it were a feminine.
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kotyorgk, roe buck; )'orgh, roe doe.
keliok, cock; yar, hen; 11tabyer, chicken.
keliokwodlt, gander; g~dh, goose.
keliokos, drake;
duck.

nos,

§ 3. THE CASES OF NOUNS.

All cases except the gel1itive and accusative are
formed by prepositions, as in English. Of these prepositions some govern one state of the initial and
some another, as will be seen in the chapter on prepositions, .but when the article an, the, comes betwee.n
the preposition and the nOUll, the initial is 110t changed
by the preposition, but only, if at all (in the case of a
feminine singular or masculine plural), by the article.
The genitive, by which Inust here be understood
(in its old-fashioned sense) all those conditions under
which a noun would in English be preceded by qf, or
followed by's, is formed in four ways, each of which
has a different meaning.
I: The genitive of possession is the appositional
genitive. This is formed by placing the noun that is
in the genitive itnmediately after the noun which it
qualifies, or, if the former has the definite article, or
is qualified by a possessive pronoun or prefixed adjective, with only these intervening. No change of initial
is made,! except the usual change of feminine singular
or masculine plural nouns after an, or the changes
caused by possessive pronouns, etc. The first of the
two nouns must have no article. Thus:ch} den, the house of a man, or a man's house.
ch} all, din, the house of the man, or the man's
house.
I It sometimes happens (as Dr. Stokes points out) that if the first noun is
feminine, the noun in the genitive has its initial in the second state, in fact .
it is treated as an adjective qualifying the preceding noun, e.g. 6ennatA Varya,

.
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ch} 6enen, the house of a w9man.
ch} an venen, the house of the woman.
But not an ch} an din or an Ch} an venin.

If there is a· succession of genitives, only the last
noun' can have an article. Thus:darras ch} gour an venen, the door of the house

of the husband of the woman.
2. The inflected genitive. This, which only exists,
and that doubtfully, in the case of a few words, is
formed by the modification of the root vowel. It is
one of the common genitives of the Gaelic dialects,
and as such is important, for it is not recognised in
Welsh or Breton. Lhuyd gives five instances of itmargh, a horse, gen. 1net'gh; ntergk, a daughter, gen.
tnyrgh; pen, a head, gen. PYll (used only in the quasipreposition erlJyn, against); whll, work, gen. wltey/;
eres, midst, gen. creys, but even these were very seldom
used, and only probably in a few expressions. It
would seem that the initial of the genitive \vord
should in this case be in the second state. Thus:rln vergh, a horse's mane.

3. The genitive of attribution, quality, origIn, or
quantity, denoted in English by the preposition of,
but not expressible also by the possessive in's, though
in many cases an adjective might be substituted for
it, is expressed in Cornish by the preposition a,
which puts the initial in the second state. Thus:a. Quality. Ar/edk a 'ras, Lord of grace; an
.Matem a wordhyans, the' King of glory.
b. Origin. all Tds ·a'n Nlv, the }4"'ather of Heaven
(cf. Pater de crelis Deus, translated in the English
the blessing of Mary; carek Veryasek, the rock of Meriasek; fJ'"ltJlI fIJ(Jys,
. a well of blood, but as this also happens at times when ,the first noun is
masculine (e.g. cled4a (/an, Cr. 964), it probably only means that mutations
were rather loosely used. The last two are" genitives of material."
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Prayer-book, It 0 God, the Father of Heaven"); din a
Gerllow, a man of Corl1wall.
c. Quantity. Words denoting number, quantity,
etc., generally adjectives or' numer~ls, may be followed by this form of genitive. Thus:Iln a 'ras, full of grace.
lower a Js, plenty of corn.
nli/yow a bensow, thousands of pounds.
4. The genitive of material is rather the use of a
noun as an adjective. It differs from the appositional
genitive in that the first noun may have the article
before it, and the second does not, and that if the
first noun be feminine singular, the initial of the
second noun is in the second state. Thus:to/yer predn, a platter of wood.
tre bredn, a town of wood.

The accusative or objective is usually the same as
the nominative, but it is to be remembered that there
are a certain number of verbs ~hich in English are
followed directly by an accusative, but in Cornish
require the intervention of a preposition.
The vocative is preceded by a, which signifies 0,
or by a personal pronoun. The initial after a and
sometinles after the prol10un changes to the second state.
Thus :Illab, son; a vab, 0 son.
benen, woman; a venen, 0 woman; It venen, thou
\VOlnan.

wIlY princis (Res.

§ 4.

DOlll.,

iii. 124), ye princes.

THE PLURAL OF NOUNS.

There are seven ways of forming the plural of noups.
I. In ow or )'OW (pronounced 0 or )'0). This is the
commonest form, and would .naturally be used for most

GRAMMAR

new words. It answers to the Welsh au or iau, and the
Breton ou or iou.
alwedlt, a key, alwedltow.
dorn, a hand, dornow.

arv, a weapon, arvow.
bedh, a grave, IJedltow.
ro, a gift, roow.
scovorn, an ear, SC01Jornow.
dldh, a day, dldhyow.
Dew, God, dewow.
eneo, soul, enevow.
cledh, ditch, cledhyow.
gwredh, root, gwredhyow.
menedlt, mountain, menedhyO'lv.
trev, t,e, town, trevow.
tlr, land, tiryow;

Some which follow this form have peculiarities of
their own.
a. Some double the last consonant, which has the
effect of shortening the sounC:l of the preceding vowel,
and if the last consonant is an s, giving it the sound of
s instead of 8.' Thus:-

Tds, father, tassow.
fts, wall,fossow.
IIr, floor, le""ow.
ger, word, gerryow. .
garget, garter, gargettow.
6. Some, which end in er or ar, drop the last vowel.
Thus ::levar, book, levrow.
dagar, tear, dagrow. .
kenter, nail, kentrou.'.
c. Some insert g or k after a final I.
c~s61, counsel, c~s~lgow.
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lewal, dark, tew/gow or tewalgow.
del, leaves (collectively), dllk)'ow (simple plural).
d. Some modify the root vowel. Thus:mdl, a joint, me/yow.
2. In J'on or on. This is also very common.
Cristi~n, a Christian, Cristion)'on.
sgwer, esquire, sgwerryon.
earadow, friend, earadow)'on.
se%r, scholar, se~/or)'on.
deskib/, disciple, deskib/yon.
Bretk, Briton, Bretkon.
Sows, Englishman, Sowson.
prev, worm, prev),on.
When a word ends in k, and has this form of the
plural (as most words ending in k have) the last letter
beCOlnes g.
bokaJak, poor, bohaJagyon.
marrek, knight, marregyon.
gowek, liar, gowegyon.

Some modify the root vowel.
clav, sick, c/ev)'on.
mab, son, tlteb)'on.
gwas, serving-man, gwesyon.
Yethow, Jew, Yethewon.
Kernow, Cornishman, Kernewoll.
kif, dear, kifyon.
gwtr, true,·gweryon.
Those ending in er and ar, after a mute, contract
the last syllable of the root.
lader, thief, /addron.
This termination is the only one used for the plural
of adjectives. These are rarely inflected when in agreement with a plural noun, but when used as 110uns they
make their plural in this way. A large number of ad-
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jectives and also some nouns end in ell or all. It is also
the regular plural of words ending in or denoting an
agent.
3. In y. This termination is more common in
Cornish than in Welsh or Breton, though it is not
uncommon in those languages also. It is often written
i in the MSS.
esel, limb, ese/y.
mowes, girl, mowesy.
Gwidltel, Irishman, Gwidhely.
castell, castle, castelly.
legast, lobster, legesly (with a change of vowel).
porltel, pig, porlte/ly.
btge/, shepherd, btgely.
profes, prophet, profesy or proftJY.
servis, servant, servisy or servYjJ.
gwitltes, guardian, gwitltesy.
arledlt, lord, arledlty.
traltes, cutter, trakesy (e.g. trahesy Il1eyn, stone

cutters).
This plural is mostly used for words ending in I and
s, though not exclusively, and it occurs occasionally
.. with other words. When a word ends in s preceded
by a thin vowel, that letter is sometimes written J. in
the plural.
4. In es or edk. This is the equivalent of the Welsh
edd, ydd, or oedd, and the Breton ed, though it is not
necessarily used for the same words. Sometimes the
vowel is modified. Thus:mergk, daughter, merkes. 1
benen, woman, benenes.
flogh, child, jlekes.
c~l, coal, coles.
1 Note that when a syllable is added to a word ending in
omitted.

K". the K is
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rAm, room, ,dmu.
laha, law, lalus.
best, beast, bestts.
silly, eel, siD.1u.
abosto/, apostle, abtste/edh.
brode" brother; brederedh, brethren.
el, angel, eledlt.
prig, wife, pr/gedh.

A variant ·of this, written by Lhuyd tU,ys, or os, the
vowel being obscure, is best represented in this spelling
by as. It perhaps answers to the Welsh od, and iaid.
canker, crab, kencras.
pesk, fish, pescas.
bes, finger, bes.1as.
bat, staff, battas.
fow, den, ftwas.
cap, cap, cappas.
s. By the modification of the vowel.
trds, foot, treys.
1n1n, stone, meyn.
broder, brother; breder, brothers.
davas, sheep, deves, but also devyYow.
11targo", horse, mergh.
tol, hole, tel.
ascorn, bone, escarn.
sans, saint, seItS, but also sallsow.
dans, tooth, dins.
)'ar, hen,yer.
1ltab, son, 111eb, but also 1tleb)'on.
'II,anek, glove, 1nenik.
gavar, goat, gever.
6. By dropping the syllable en or an from the singular ;
or rather in this case the singular is formed from a
plural, usually more or less collective, by adding the
individualising suffix an or en.· The words to which this
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applies are mostly such as are more commonly used in
the plural, and the en becomes, as Norris calls it, le an
individualising particle." Thus:dll, leaves, foliage; delen, a leaf.
gwrllton, sparks; gwrllumen, a spark.
gwldlt, trees; gwedlten, a tree.
gwll, rods, twigs; gwe/en, a rod. a twig..
/'A-Itas, lightning; l'A-kesen, a flash of lightning.
scow, elder trees; scowen, an elder tree.
eitltin, furze; eitltinen, a furze bush.
loggas, mice; loggosan or loggOjan, a mouse.
low, lice; lewen, a louse.
redan, fern; redanen, a single fern.
mor, berries; 1noren, a berry.
Item, pilchards; hertten, a pilchard.
1ttt'Jrryan, ants; 11lurryanen, an ant.
on, ash trees"; onnen, an ash.
enwedlt, ash trees; enwedlten, an ash, from on, ash,
gwldlt, trees.
g/asten, oaks; glastenen, an oak.
gwern, alders; gwernen, an alder.
spern, thorns; spernen, a thorn.
bannol, broom (the plants collectively); banno/en, a

broom (to sweep with).
And Inany others, chiefly names of plants and animals of
a more or less gregarious nature. Some of these have
other plurals, formed by adding one of the' plural
terminations to the collective plural. These would be
used when the collective idea was not required.
Thus :dll, leaves (collective); delkyo'itJ or delgyow, leaves

(not collectively).
Some singulars in en form their modern plurals from
a lost collective plural, l.e. by dropping the en and
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adding one of
Thus:-

the

ordinary
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plural

terminations.

asel', a rib j asow, ribs.
pi/len, a sea-gull; pilles, gulls.

7. In en, with or without alteration of vo\vel and
contraction. Thus:kj, dog; !lIen.
hanow, name; henwen (formerly It)'nwyn).

There is no general definite rule for the formation of
plurals; they must be learnt by experience. Some
words are found with two plurals, but this generally
means a tendency in modern Cornish to consider yow
or ow to be the normal termination, and to discard
other endings in favour of it, just as the plural in s in
English has superseded all but a very few other forlns.
Thus :escop (or epscojJ), bishop; escobyon or escobow.
Dew, God; dewon or dewow.
jlogh, child; jlehes or jlehesow (jlyow).
delen, leaf; delyow or delkyow.
tfr, land; terros or terryow.
enes, island; eneses or enesow.

§ 5.

THE SO-CALLED DUAL.

Parts of the body which are double (ears, eyes, hands,
arms, shoulders, knees, etc.), when'me~tioned in refere~ce to the two ears, eyes, etc. of the same person, are
expressed by a compound with the numeral deu, two,
prefixed to the singular. The Welsh and Breton grammarians call this a dual. When eyes, ears, etc. are
mentioned as belonging to more than one person, the
plural is forlned in one of the usual ways. Thus:ldv, hand; dual deuldv.
lagas, eye; dual deulagas,' pI. lagasow.
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scovorn, ear; dual deuscovorn,· pi. SCOfJornow.
g/tn, knee; dual deulin.
e/in, elbow; deue/in.
bregk, arm; deuvregh.
bron, breast; deuvron.
scoudh, shoulder; deuscoudh.

For hands in general the plural is formed from dorn
(which means more exactly fist), dornow; there is, as in
Welsh, no regular plural of Idv. A variant of gll" is
penglin (lit. knee-end), with a dual pedndewl"n, cf. Welsh
pene/in, elbow.
Lastly, the plural of din, man, is almost always Its
(earlier Ius), folk, though Lhuyd gives dynio" as well.

CHAPTER V
THE ADJECTIVE

are primitive or derived. Primitive adjectives have no specially characteristic terminations.
Derived .adjectives are mostly formed by adding ek to
a noun or verb, which may be said to answer to ous,
ful, etc., in English. Thus:ADJECTIVES

gallos, power; gal/osek, powerful.
own, fear; owllek, fearful.
/O'Wena, joy; /owenek, joyful.
1ltarthes, \vonder; 11tartltesek, marvellous.
1noretlt, grief; 1no~etltek, mournful.
ponfos, trouble; ponflsek, troubled.
anfls, misfortune; anflsek, unfortunate.
whans, desire; wkansek, desirous.
c%n, heart; colonnek, hearty.

The feminine of an adjective is formed in two ways.
I. By changing the initial to the second state, if it is
mutable. This onl~ happens when the adjective follows
a fell1inine singular 11oun. When the adjective precedes
the noun, singular or plural, and when it follows a
tnasculine singular noun or a plural of either gender,
the initial of the adjective rell1ains in its first state, unless
by reason of other circumstances than agreement, e.g.
preceding prepositions, pronouns, etc., or when the
article an precedes an adjective qualifying a noun of
feminine singular. Unlike Breton, but like Welsh, an
adjective qualifying and following a masculine plural
does not change.
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2. Rarely and irregularly, by the alteration of the root
vowel as well as by the change of initial. This, however,
though mentioned by Lhuyd and occasionally found in
MSS., was practically obsolete long before his time.
The plural of adjectives is formed by the addition of
J'on or on. Rarely, chiefly in poetry, this plural is found
in agreement with a plural noun, but usually qualifying
adjectives are treated as indeclinable, but for the initial
mutation, and the plural form is only used, as a general
thing, when an adjective is used as a noun.
The normal position of the adjective is after the noun.
Sometimes it precedes it, and in that case it changes the
initial of the noun to the second state, unless the adjective is in the comparative or superlative degree, when the
initial is unchanged. The adjectives that most commonly
precede the noun are dr~g, evil; hen, old; tin, full;
hager, ugly; fals, false; cam, crooked. Mer, great, may
come before or after.
The comparative degree is formed by adding ah and
the superlative by adding a to the positive, but as in
English they can also be formed by the use of 1Noy,
more, and moyka, most. There are, of course) the usual
irregular comparisons. The comparative or superlative
adjective usually precedes the noun which it qualifies,
though for the sake of verse or on account of emphasis
it may follow it, .sometimes with. the definite article
intervening. Than after a cOIJlparative is es (older )'S or
ages) or vel.
Examples of the use of adjectives :-

Den ga//osek, a powerful man.
Be1len deg, a fair woman.
Merglt dewon, or mergk dew, black horses.
Benenes teg, fair women.
An hen dhen, the old man. (The more usual expression is an den cotk).
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An hen velten, the old woman.

(More usually an
venen goth).
An /owe1tegyon, the joyful ones.
Brassah gal/os, greater power.
gwtll a'n g'lve//a, }
an gwe//a gwtn, the best wine.
gwtn gwe/la,
wkekkak es met, sweeter than honey.
Bron Ewltella, the highest hill (now Brown Willy).
The irregular comparisons are :Da (or Mas), good; gwe/, better; gwe/la, best.
Dr~g, bad; gwetlt, worse; gwltlta, worst; but generally lakkah, comparative of lall (loose, remiss,
lax), is used to signify worse.
Mlr, great; Ino)', greater or more; 1noylta, greatest
or most; but also bras, comp. brassah, super.
brassa.
Blan, little; lelt, less; Ijlta, least; but there is also
a comp. beltadnalt, and super. bekadna, from ·an
earlier form, behan.
Ogas, near; nes, nearer; nessa, nearest.

CHAPTER VI
THE NUME'RALS
CARDINAL

ORDINAL

1st. ke1lsa.

;dn, or Hnen (older UII,
onan, onon).l
2. deu (older dyw, dew)•.
3. trJ, fern. te;r (older tyr).
I.

2nd. nessa or secund.
3rd. tr'A-Ja (older tresse,
trege).
4th. peswor4ha (older peswere, pyswere).
5th. pempes (older /Jympes).
6th. wltetkes(older wltefts).
7th. stythes (older seytltves).
8th. eytltes.
9th. nowes.

4. PaJer (older, m. peswar,
f.peder).
5. pemp (older pymp).
6. whelt (or whe).
7. styth.

8. eytlt.
9. now (pronounced as the
English word now).
10th. degves.
10. deg (older dek).
11th. idn-dltegves.
11. idnak.
12th. dawdltegves.
12. dawdltak(olderdewtltak).
13th. tlJrdhegves.
13. t~,dltak.
14th. peswt1rdltegves.
14. pesw~rdkak.
15th. pempthegves.
15. pemptltak.
16th. wkedhegves.
16. wltedhak.
17th. seydltegves.
17. seydkak.
18th. eydltegves.
18. eydltak.
19. nownJak (ow as in 1ZOW).
19th. 1lownJakves.
1

Idn, to qualify a noun;

(Jllen hag 0/, One and All.

O1tetl,

used by itself. Thus, idn din, one man

rVJII1lell is an alternative form of the latter.
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THE NUMERALS
CARDINAL

20.

2 I.
22.
30.
31.

40.

50.
60.

70.
80.
90.

100.
200.
300.
1000.

1,000,000.
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igans.
(Jnen war igans.
deu war igans, etc.
deg 'ltJar igans.
idnak war igans,
etc.
deugans.
deg war deugans
(or !tanter cans).
tr} i'gans.
deg war trJ igans
or trJ igans Ita
deg.
PaJer igans.
deg war paJer
':gans or paJer
igans Ita deg.
cans.
deu cans.
tryhalts.
l/lit.
milvtlor milyon.

20th. igansves.
21st. kensa war igans.
22nd. 1lessa war ''.fans,
etc.
30th. degves war igans.
31st idn-dltegves war
igans~ etc.
40th. deugansves.
50th. degves war deugans
60th. try~igansves.
70th. degves war tryi'gans or tri 'galls
ha degves.
80th. paJer-igansves.
90th. degves war paJerigansves or PaJer
igans ha degves.
looth. cansves.
200th. deu cansves.
300th. tryhansves.
1000th. 1nilves.
millionth. mi/vi/ves.

When compound numbers are used, the noun follows
the first of them. Thus:-

tr} igans b/ed!tan ha deg, 70 years (threescore years
and ten), or deg b/edhan war trJ igans.
Larger compounds are made somewhat as in English.
Thus A.D. 1904 is Bledhan agan Arledh nownJ"ak cans ha
paJer.
The later lists of ordinal nUlnbers usually have vas
for the termination, but the practice of the older MSS.,
the analogy of Welsh and Breton, ~nd the very definite
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sound of the last syllable of pe11tjJes and wlutnes in the
traditional fragments collected by the present writer in
1875, all point to e as the correct vowel.
l-louns whicn follow numerals are put in the singular
number,! unless they are preceded by the preposition a,
of. Thus:.
when din, six men, not when denyon or when tts.
trJ mab, three sons, not trj 1nebyon.
, PaJer paw, not PaJer pawyow, four feet (a name still
used in the English of Cornwall for a newt).

But sometimes, in a collective sense:mt1 a bensow, a thousand [of] pounds.
whelt °a vebyon Ita whelt a vernes, six sons and six
daughters.
The numerals, cardinal or ordinal, unlike certain of
them in Welsh an~ Breton, do not change the initials
of the nouns which follow them.
It may be well to add here certain applications of
the numerals.
Once, twice, three times, etc. are repr~sented by the
cardinal numbers followed by gwetk, time (in the above
sense), with its initial in the second state, idnwetk, deuwetk,
trjwetk, etc. Sometimes plek, fold, is used, as milblek,
a thousand-fold.
Proportional parts are: qwartan, a quarter, Itanter,
half, and for the rest the ordinal numeral followed by
radn, part, e.g. trt2Ja radn, the third part.
The divisions of time are: secund, a second; min"u,
°

1 It has been held that this apparent singular, which is used after numerals
in Welsh and Breton also, is really a genitive plural. In the Gaelic languages,
in which the case-inflections of nouns still exist, the genitive plural is usually
(though not universally) the same as the nominative singular, except in
Manx, where it is only distinguishable froDl the nominative plural by its
article, but except in the cases of (/a, two.jicllead, twenty, ceud, a hundred,
and ",,"e, a thousand, which precede nouns in the singulart the plural follows
numerals in those languages.
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a minute; er, an hour; dldlt, a day; seitltan, a week; .
m/s, a month; bledltan, a year; cansvledhan, a century.
11 O'clock I'
is expressed by er trJ er, three o'clock.
11 Half-past three" is Itanter er wOJa trJ = half-an-hour
after three. Midday and midnight are Itanter-dedk and
Itanter-nos. Half-past twelve (noon) is hallter er wOJa
J.

!tanter-dedlt.

The names of coins are: pevar, a farthing; demma,
or Itanter-denar, a halfpenny; denar, a penny; wltednar
[=wltek dena1"], sixpence; sols, a shilling; !tanter-corttn,
half-a-crown; COrtIn, a crown; pens, a pound.
Measurements of length are: inclt,· tr~s, a foot; gwelan,
a yard; fadltom tni/dir, a mile.
Weights are: ons, ounce; pens, pound; tHn, ton.
J.

G

CHAPTER VII
THE PRONOUNS

§

I. THE PERSONAl.. PRONOUNS.

There are four forms of the Personal pronouns. These
forms are used under various circumstances, but they
are mostly reducible to a single letter with or without
its vowel for each person, the variations depending upon
(a) the state of that letter, and (6) whether the vowel is
placed before or after it. The vowel is elided in some
cases, and coalesces with another vowel in others.
I. As the subject of a verb and preceding it.
2. As the subject or object of a verb and following
it. This is for some pronouns the same as the first
form, for others the first form with its initial in the
second state.
3. As the object of a verb, but placed between a
particle ending in a vowel and the verb. This form
is used also for possessive pronouns of the first and
second persons singular when they are preceded by
the conjunction Ita, and, or by a preposition ending in
a vowel, or by en, in.
4. In composition with a preposition, and for
forming the persons of an inflected tense of a
verb.
In the first and second the consonant is followed
by a vowel. In the third and fourth the consonant ends
the word.
I. The First Person Singular.
English, I or me.
Letter M ( V).

THE PRONOUNS
1St form. ntt.
2nd form. vi.
3rd form. 'm.
4th form. 'm or 'v.
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ntt a vedn, I will.
gwith vi, keep me.
neb a'm prig, he who made
me.
genev, with me; dhem, to me;
carav, I love.

The compounds of pronoun and preposition are
written as one word, without an apostrophe, as the
forln of the preposition also is often affected by the
composition. A list of these will be found later 011, as
they present some irregularities.
2. The Second Person Singular. English, tltou or
tltee. Letter T (D).
1st form. tt (pronounced nea~]y ckee, and sometimes
so written). tt a vedn, thou wilt.
2nd form. dt (often, written sy' or gy in the older
MSS., and pronounced Jee, nearly). menJes dt, thou
wouldst.
3rd form. 'tk (often 'd in the older MSS.). This is
followed by the second state of the initial, or in the
case of d by the fourth. mt a'th bes, I pray thee, re'th
tynerchys, hath greeted thee (Passion, 115, 2).
4th form. 's. genes, with thee.
3. The Third Person Singular~ masculine. English,
he or kim. Letter V or N, or a vowel.
1st form. ev (with the v very lightly sounded, and.
often silent. The older form is if). ev a vedn, he will.
2nd form. ev or e. menJfz ev, he would.
11tt a'n pes, I 'pray him.
3rd form. 'n.
This form is comlnonly used in the earlier MSS. It
represents an accusative en or hen which still exists in
Breton. In more recent Cornish, with the frequent
use of the auxiliary form of the verb, where the pronOll1inal object pre~edes the infinitive in its possessive
fornl, this construction becalne ullusual.
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4th form.

'0.

enno, in him, gtlnSo, with him.

In this form several words have an inserted dk
between the preposition and the pronoun. Ragdlto, for
him, dMdlto, to him, not rago, dh~o. A similar euphonic
dlt occurs in the case of the third persons feminine and
plural.
4. Third Person Singular, feminine.
lur. Letter H, S, or a vowel.
1st form. It}.
2nd form. ItJ.
3rd form. 'Se

English, size,

ItJ a vedn, she will.
a 11ledlt hJ, said she.
mt a's Itenow, I name her.

This form is rarely found in the. later MSS. Either
the possessive t or the form ItJ (the latter often put
after the verb) was used, in the rare cases of this
construction.
4th

s.

f~rm.

'I.

genst, with her; dltedltl, to her.

First Person Plural.
1St form. nJ.
2nd form. nJ.
3rd form. 'n.

English, we, us.

Letter N.

nJ a vedn, we will.
na b/aln)'ougk nJ, do not blame us.
ev a'n doro, he will bring us.

This form, perhap$ owing to its being the same as
the 3rd form of the third person singular, is rare even
in the older MSS. The possessive 'gan (for aga,.) is
generally used instead of it, ev a 'gan doro.
4th form. 'n, preceded by almost any vowel.
ragon; for us; genen, with us; dken, to us; wa,nan,
on us.
6. Second Person Singular.
Wit, GIt, or S.
1St form. wit}.
2nd form. wit}.
3rd form. 'Se

English,

)'OU.·

Letter,

wit} a vedn, you will.
nl wreugk wit}, you do not.
ev a's doro, he will bring you.
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This form is very rare even in the older MSS. The·
possessive 'gf:ls (for agas) is generally used instead.
4th form. 'ugk. genouglt, with you; dlteugll, to you.

7. Third Person Plural.
1st form. J,J'J, anJ'J.

English, tltey, tltem.
J a vedn, J'J a vedn, or an
J'J a vedn, they will.

This last is the regular form in the latest Cornish.
In the earlier MSS. J' only is used for tltey j later an gy or
an dskei (as Lhuyd writes it) became usual. It is only
found in the MSS. ·of the end of the seventeenth and
beginning of the eighteenth century, and probably
originated in a wrong division of words. The third
person plural of most inflected tenses of verbs ends
in OIlS, aIlS, ens. If the pronoun were added, this
would take the form of ons J, etc., a~ in carons J
(al1tant illi), they love, .and the usual pronunciation of
S would soon bring this combination to caron)y, wh.ich
is easily divided into car 0n.lY. The compound preposition form in later Cornish often ended in ans,
follo\ved or not follo\ved by the 1st or' 2nd form of
the pronoun. Thus in Jordan's Creation (1611) we find
anodha1ts J' (from thelD) for an older anodke. This would
give an additional reason for the confusion.
2nd form. J.
3rd form, 's.

tnedkons J (often written
11tedk an)y), said they.
1nl a's agor, I will open

thenl.
4th form, 'ns, e.

dltodltans, to them; gensans
or ge1t.lans, with them.

The forlD in e is older (dketke,ganse, etc.), but became
obsolete by the middle of the seventeenth century.
It will have been seen :I. That the first ~nd second persons singular are
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the only ones which possess the four separate forms
complete.
2. That the second form of all but these two persons
is usually the same as the first form.
3. That the third form is not much used in later
Cornish except for the same two persons.
It may also be noted that though the full and em..
phatic pronunciation of hJ, nJ, whJ, andJJ is that of the
English words high, nigh, wlty, and the first syllable of
J;·lJe, when, as is often the case, there is no emphasis of
any sort on them, the same thing happens to them as
commonly happens in rapid speech in English to the
word my, and the y ceases to have the sound of i
English, but has the sound of a short (not obscure)
e English. .Thus in the common Cornish 11 Thank you,"
mlr 'ras dlttJ whJ, which is sounded as one word, Inerdsdltaw!zy, the y has the short sound which the same letter
usually has at the end of a word. But it might happen
otherwise. Thus the following sentences are witttin
the experience of most of us at the end of some simple
commercial transaction:Customer (carelessly, having received the article and
paid the money, 11 'fhank you."
Shopkeeper (in a half-reproving tone), U Thank yot"
sir."
In Cornish the customer would say" Merdsdltawlty,"
in the ordinary tone, but the shopkeeper might answer
U Merasdha why, sira," and would sound the pronoun like
the English word wlty, unless, being a good Cornish
speaker, he preferred to say "Mer 'ras dM 'gas Itonan"
(Thanks to yourself).
The same principle applies to hJ, nJ, and anJJ, but
less with the last, which is generally treated as a dissyllable with the accent on t~e last syllable.
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THE, POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

First Person Singular. English, my.
ow, governing the third state.
When the initial of the noun has no third state, ·ow
governs the first state :ow tltds, my father; ow,g'Wlas, my country.
After a preposition ending in a vowel, after en, in,
changed to e, or after the conjunction Ita, and, my is
generally represented by ,11t, which governs the first
state :dk~'m tds, to my father; ka'1n tds, and my father.
e'm coif, in my body.
I.

Sometimes in these cases the preposition or conjunction is combined with OWe This is especially common
in Jordall's play of Tlte Creation. The initial, if possible,
is then in the third state :me Itaw mab, I and tny son; tltow tltas, to my father.
Second Person Singular. English, tlty.
dlta (older' form dke, dlty), governing the second
state:.
dlta dds, thy father.
2.

After a preposition ellding in a vowel, after en, or
after Ita, tit)' is represented by 'tit, generally governing
the second state, but sometimes, when the initial following it is d, the fourth. .
dlto'tlt dds, to thy father; Ita 'tk dds, and thy father.
e 'tIt gorf, in thy body j a 'tit trok (R.D., 1730),
from thy evil.

Very oftell these mutations were not written in the
Dramas. In later Cornish this form was not always
used, but one often finds dltd dka, ha dlta, en dlta, etc.
instead.
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English, his.

e (older formy), governing the second state.
This, altered to y, coalesces with a preposition ending
in .a vowel, forming a diphthong, which is written with
an· apostrophe between the two vowels. It still governs
the second state :t dAs, his father; dht1'J' (pron. dhoy) dds, to his father;
, Ita')' dds, and his father.

4. Third Person Singular, feminine i English, lur.
I, governing the third state, or when there. is no
third state, the first. It coalesces with prepositions
ending in a vowel and with Ita in the same way as the
masculine :t thds, her father; t gwlas, her country; Ita'; tlutr,
and her father.

In· the earlier ~fSS. both these possessive pronouns
were written y, the only distinction being in the initial
mutation which followed. In the later MSS. t is often
written t.
5. First Person Plural. English, our.
aean, governing the first state :agan tds, our father.
. 6. Second Person Plural. English, your.
agas, governing the first state :agas tds, your father.
7. Third Person Plural. English, their.
aga, governing the third, or failing that, the first
state :aga tkds, their father j aea gw/as, their country.
When preceded by a preposition ending in a vowel
or by Ita, the three plural possessive pronouns lose their
initial a:dht1 'gas, ha 'can, etc.
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The a of the last syllable of acan, acas, aga is obscure,
and is often found represented bye, 0, or u in the MSS.
Even when not preceded by a vowel these· words are
often found as gan, gas, ga (gun, gen,. con, gus, gus,
ges, go).
.
When a pronoun is the object of a verb in the
infinitive or of a verb formed with the auxiliary verbs
gwtl, to do, menny, to will, etc. and an infinitive, the
pronoun-object is represented by the possessive pronoun preceding and governing (as to initial Inutation)
this infinitive :ev a wrlC ow tltolla, he did deceive me.
ml a vedn e grfJY, I will believe it.
ml a wrtg agas danvon, I did send you.

.

The reason of this is that in Cornish, as in the other
Celtic languages, the infinitive is counted as a verbal
noun, signifying t!Ee act of dol1tg. 'fhis conception of
the infinitive explains many Celtic constructions. The
literal force of the aboveexanlples would be It he did
(or made) the deceiving of nle," H I will the believing
of it," 11 I did the sending of you." Similarly, when the
object is a noun, it really fo'Hows the infinitive as an
appositional genitive.
Frequently the second form of the corresponding
personal pronoun follows a noun preceded by a possessive pronoun. This ought to be for emphasis, and,
\vhen it is so, the sound of the personal pronoun would
be its full sound; but it is frequently luerely redundant,
and then it is enclitic, fornling as it were an unaccented
additional syllable tacked on to the noun :agan Tds ny, Our Father. (nearly 'gun Tasny).
dhd'l1t brodar vt, to my brother.
agas levar why, your book.
herlya J'tt 'gan gwary ny, hurling is our sport.
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The last sentence is a good example of possible
pronunciations. If it is an independent statement, the
phrase emphasis being on Iturlinc and sport, it would
be accented hlrlya ),ugan gutfrynYe If, however, we wish
to say that hurling is our sport but football is yours
(lterlya yu 'can gwary nJ, tileS pella-drt1s yu 'gas gwa",
wItJ), the second phrase-emphasis would be on nJ and
, whJ, and they would 'be sounded as the English words
nigh and why.
Sometimes the personal pronoun as a genitive following the noun, with or without the preposition a, of, wcis
used instead of a possessive pronoun, but in this case
it was probably not enclitic. Thus in a letter in verse
by John Boson, in the Gwavas MS., dated 1710, we
find :M a Cos screfa compas, den fir ° (for a) vi, your writing
is correct, my wise man, or, wise man of me.

And in a song by John Tonkin of St. Just in the
same MS., the probable date of which is about 1700,
we find:An Prounter ni es en Plew East, our parson who is in
the parish of St. Just.

Or perhaps more correctly in a copy of one verse of this
song in the Borlase MS. :Proullter nei (ea) en pleu Est,

for the article an before a noun followed by an appositional genitive seems incorrect, though one finds in the
earliest known version of the Lord's Prayer, given in
John Davies's Welsh tran$lation of Robert Parsons'
Booke of Christian Exercise (1632), An Tas ni, though
this may be a mistake for agan. In the song quoted
above one finds also :-
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Dewe reffasowia an egles n,~ Ha an prounterian da
ese et all gy, God save our churches and the good
parsons that are in them. And in Boson's version of
the Commandments we find pitha gerrio ve for 11 keep
my commandments."

§ 3.

PRONOMINAL PREPOSITIONS.

The prepositional form of the pronouns may be
applied to almost any preposition, but there are a certain
number of common cases in which the prepositions are
modified by the composition, vowels being altered or
letters being inserted between the preposition and this
fragmentary pronoun, either for euphony or as survivals
of archaic forms of the preposition or pronoun. The
most usual of these modified forms occur in the composition of the prepositions a, of or from, dre, through,
gatls, with, dhort (earlier dheworth and adheworth, Welsh
oddiwrth), from, ortlt (or wortlt), at, to, rag, for, dk~, to,
war, upon, en or idn, in.
altanav, from me.
ahanas, from thee.
anodho, from him.
anedhi, from her.
ahanan, from us.
altanottgh, {rain you.
anodltans, from theln.

dredkov, through me.
dredkos, through thee.
dredho, through him.
dredhi, through her.
dredlton, through us.
d1'edltouglt, through you.
dredhans, through theln.

Other instances are :genev, dhortaln, orthev, ragov, dhel1t, warnav.
ge1teS, dhortas, orthes, ragos, dhes, wantas.
ganso, dhorto, orto, ragdho, dkodho, warnodho.
gensi, dkorti, orti, ragdhi, dltedki, warnedki.
genen, dkorten, orthen, ragon, dhell, warnan.
genough, dkortouck, orthough, ragough, dkeuc'z, warnough.
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gensa"s, dkortans, ortans, rag-dltans, dlwdnans, war·
nodltans.

andennov or idnov or et/ov.
enllos or idnos or ettos.
enno or idno or etto.
enn; or ;an" or ett;.
en"on or idnon or ettoll.
ennouch or idnouch or ettoug-h.
ennans or ;dnalls or ettans.

There are many various spellings of these words in
the manuscripts, and especially there is great uncertainty
as to the vowel which precedes the pronominal suffix.
As the accent is always on the preposition, the vowel
of the pronoun is usually obscure, and there is not so
very much difference of sound in 'the last syllables of
dredltov,' genev, and warnav, but still there is a slight
difference, and there must have been even more in
early days.
The older form of the third person plural ended in
e or a, anedha, dredha,g-anse, orle, ragdka, dhedhe, warlledlte,
)'nna; but this form became obsolete by the middle of
the seventeenth century, and these pronominal prepositions were assimilated to the third person plural of verbs.
In this the Cornish began by resembling Breton and
ended by approaching more nearly to Welsh.
The pronominal preposition forln of dM has variants
for the first and second perspns singular and first person
plural, dkemmo, to me, dheso, dkeso dl, to thee, and dltenn)',
to us. These are formed by the addition of the personal
pronoun in· a fuller form. In the cases of the other
prepositions it is not uncommon to add the personal
pronouns at the end of the pronominal compound,
forming thereby a single word with the accent on the
last syllable. Thus:-
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genev vt, with me, pronounced genavt.
genoug-k wkJ, with you, prono\lnced genowkJ.
rag-on nJ, for us, pronounced ragonJ.

In later Cornish these pronominal prepositions compounds were often neglected, and the prepositions were
often used with the second form of the personal pronoun, but this was only a corrupt following of English,
not to be iInitated.

§ 4.

THE RELATIVE PRONOUN.

I. A sitnple relative, who or which, \vhether in the
nominative or accusative, is represented most frequently
by the particle a, governing the second state of the verb.
Thus:-

An Tds a wrtg- Nev, the Father who made heaven.
An Nev a wrtg- an Ties e, the Heaven which the
Father made.

If the verb following the relative begins with a vowel,
a is often omitted. Thus:Ow thts es g-enev, my people who are \vith me. .

If the relative sentence is negative, ni, not, coalesces
with a, producing na. Thus:En le na vi den bisqwetk, in a place in which man
never was.
When the relative is the object of the verb, or is preceded in English by a preposition, a redundant personal
pronoun is added after the verb, with or without a
combined preposition, but a preposition is never placed
before the relative particle a itself. Thus:~

An den a dkanvollas Dew e, the man whom God
sent (lit. whom God sent him).
A n den a vd an ger cowses g-anso, the man by whom
the word was spoken (lit. whom the word was spoken
by him).
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Neb (earlier "ep, and in late Cornish sometimes /elJ)
~s also used as a relative, with similar construction to
that of a in the objective or prepositional condition.
Properly it includes the antecedent, and should mean
he who, those who, that which, those wkoln, etc., but it
is commonly used as a simple relative, especially in
late Cornish. Thus:2.

Aean 1lts "J' neb es en NIv, Our Father who art in
heaven, in one of the many extant versions of the
Lord's Prayer.
.
Another version is Aean T4s ny /eb es etz N4v.
Dhe[tt] nep yu ioy O'W h%n, thou who a.rt the joy of
my heart (Res. DOln., 456).
An den neb na'n gwrle, the man who did not do it.
Neb yu ,/to)'ha, he who is greatest.
An din neb Dew a wrle e dkanvon, the man whom
God did send.
An den neb an ger a t'e cowses eanso, the man by whom
the word was spoken.
Neb mt e wrte ragdko, for whom I did it (lit. whom
I did it for him).

But, unlike a, neb can have a preposition before it
on occasions, with or without the redundant pronoun.
Thus:Ch} en neb na ve den vltk (enno), a house in which no
lnan was.

§ 5-

THE DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

I. Absolute. Hem, hebl1ta (orig. heI1l11la), this, masculine; hOIlI, hobllla (kolnlna), feminine.
Hen, hedna (orig. henna), that, masculine; hon, hodna
(honna), feminine.
An remma (= an re-ma) is used also for the plural
these, an renna for those.
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2. In agreement. An-ma, this, these, e.g. an bes-ma,
this world.
An-na, that, those, e.g. an dln-na, that man.
The noun is placed between an and 1Iza or na, the
latter being joined to it by a hyphen. In some cases
\vhen the noun ends in a vowel the m of ma is doubled,
and the noun and demonstrative are written as one
word :an dremma, this town (for an dre-nta); an chy1ntna,
this house (for an cItJ-ma); alelnma, hence (for a
le-l1ta), from this place.
The same applies to the n of M.
When the noun is preceded by a preposition, att is
omitted: war 'llenedh-tna, on this mountain, not war
an t1tenedk-ma.
For emphasis, keth (same) is added after an: an
kctlt den-llla, this very lnan, this salne man.
In very late Cornish, Izeblna, koblna, Itedna, hodna
were often corrupted into Itebba, Itobba, kedda, Itodda.
In the Life of St. Meriasek, hellna and holtna are
used for this, and it is easy to itnagine kelna and holna
for that. The explanation suggested in Dr. Whitley
Stokes's note is U hellna = hen lemlna, this in this place:'
Cl. It this here " and It that there" of vulgar English.

§ 6.

THE INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

.
.
Pyu or pyua (written also pu, piwa, pew), who? A
contraction of pe yu, who is? or, pe yu a, who is it
\vho?
Pa, what?
Pandra (i.e. pa an dra, what the thing), \\·hat? e.g.
pandra vednoug-h why p tI, what will you do?
Panin (Le. pa an in, which the one), whether of
them?
Pentl (i.e. pa nil, which of the two), which one?
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Nep, neb, some or any.
Neppeth, somewhat (neb peth, some thing), anything.
Nebln (neb idn), some one.
NelJas, somewhat, a little, a few j also used to signify
little, few, or hardly any.
Pyupennak (sometimes bennak), \vhoever.
. Pa (or pandra) pennak, whatever.
Papennak 61, whatsoever.
Ketep, every.
Kenifer, each; kenifer 61, everyone, as many as there
are. Lhuyd gives a v~ry emphatic form, pelJs k~nif"
6nen, which would mean It every single one."
PiJlJ or peb, all, every. Placed before the noun.
Pi2b din; every man.
()I (or te/), all. Placed before or after the noun.
When placed before the noun the latter is preceded by
an: 61 an tits, all the people.
Blth or vlth, any; .traf/lth, anything; dIn vttlt, any
man. With negatives it signifies at all; n; w~r tiln vlth,
no man at all knoweth; nynsJ'w travlth, there is nothing
at all.
Mens (earlier l1t)'llS), all, whatever; 61 mens 0, °all
that there was; cowsens den 1nens a fled", let a man say
all that he will. It is generally used as a relative combined with the antecedent It all," but is also used without an expressed verb to follow it, though in such case
p.robably the verb substantive is understood.
Kem1nes, keb11teS, as many as, whosoever; kel/I11les a
wrlg bodh ow Tkas, as many as have done the will of
my Father.
Nil or an ntl and e gtla (formerly nyl and J' gyle)
signify It the one" and 11 the other."
Nil, originally
an all, the second, a word which, except in this case,
has dropped out of Cornish in favour of secund and
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nessa (= the next), though it remains in Welsh and
Breton, signifies H one of two"; e g-t/a (once y gy/e or
J' g-tle) literally signifies If his fellow," from e, his, and
ktla (formerly kyle), fellow, companion. Thus:Voz [bes] an Frettkock feen parres t"o [dkc1] lU1111neras
te/har wara niel [war an ntl] Ita an sousenack nob/a war e
gil/a, for the fine French seelllS to take place upon the
one [i.e. on Breton] and the nobler English on the other
[i.e., Cornish] (froln Nebbas Gern·au dro tko Carnoack, by
John Boson, circ. 1700).
The salne expression occurs in the early Dramas,
e.g. all nyl a de/le pymp cans, ha /zanter cans J' g-yle, the
one o\ved five hundred and half a hundred the other.
Aral, other, plural erel, is sometimes used for e glla.
It is the usual word for other or another: den aral,
another man.
Another form occasionally used in Cornish for
either gender, though in Breton it i~ only used for the
regular feminine of e gtla '(e gile) is eben, older form
yben :Heys Crist a g-emeras a'n ne)'ll lif b)'s yn )'ben (Poem
of Passion, 178), the length of Christ they took
from one hand to the other.
!(en is also used for another : Dke ken pow, to another country; yn ken iyu, in
another colour.
Nalltl, neither one, neither of two; it is "tl with the
negative, and is sometimes written noniel. Boson uses
it in a peculiar way:N anagu [na nag- )'u] an pobel cot/z tko bose skootltes

war noniel, nor are the old people to be depended upon neither.
Pantl, If which of two" (see above), is compounded
with pa, which, and nil.
H
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Llas, many, is used. like a numeral, with a substantive in the singular: /Ias tMm, many hands.
Re, some (see § 5), 11 ones," 11 things," is used also
as a noun: an re tltarow, the dead; an re bfa", the little
ones; 'Ina re a lavar, there are 'Some who say. Cf. Welsh
rltai I· Breton re.
Radn or ran, part, is also used in the sense of
U some."
Honan, self, is used with possessive pronouns as in
English: ow Itonan, myself; dna konan, thyself, &c.

,

.

CHAP1'ER VIII
'THE VERB IN GENERAL

§ I. 'fUE nucleus of a Cornish verb is its root. This
is used without any variation or addition for the third
person singular of the present tense, and for the second
person singular of the imperative.
Other parts of the verb are formed on this root in
three ways:I. By the inflected form, that is to .say by ·the
addition of certai~ syllables indicating person, tense,
etc., with or without a modification of the root vowel.
In older Cornish the \vord thus. formed indicated person
as well as tense without the addition of a pronoun,
though if emphasis on the subject was intended the
pronoun \vas used before or after it. In later Cornish
the pronoun was almost always added after t~e verb,
and as the latter word often ended with the same consonant as the fornler began with, the final; consonant
of the verb was often, but incorrectly, omitted in writing~
as it was in sound. Thus:Root car, love; first pers. sing. pres., carav, I love,
with pronoun, carav vi, pronounced and often
written cara vi,. plur., caron, we lo~e, caron nJ,
often written taro 1/,}.
The inflected form is common in early' Cornish,
but in the later stages of the language it is hardly ever
used, . except in negative, interrogative, and dependent
sentences, and in certain tenses of the verb to ·lJ~. Even
when it is used, it is more frequently the inflected
liS
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form of an auxiliary verb with the infinitive or participle
of the main verb.
2. By the impersonal form, as the Breton grammarians call it. This has inflections of tense but not
of person, the latter being indicated by the personal
pronouns, placed before the verb, which, being immediately preceded by the particle a, has its initial in
the second state. This verb is the third person singular
of the required tense. Thus:Root car, third pers. sing. past, caras.
Impersonal form. Mt a garas, tt a garas, ev a
garas, e~c.
This form is frequently used in early and late
Cornish for a direct affirmative sentence, beginning
stra~ght off with its nominative, or preceded only by
and or but, etc.; but not so frequently in late Cornish,
as the impersonal form of an auxiliary verb, with the
infinitive of the main verb.
.
3. By the auxiliary form, either inflected or impersonal, with the infinitive or a participle of the main
verb. The auxiliaries are:Gtl or gwtl (older forms gwrthil, gwithil, etc.), to do.
Menny, to wish, to will.
Gaily, to be able.
G~thvtJs, to know.
Bos, to be.
(a). Gwtl is used to form several tenses, and is used
(I) in its impersonal form in principal affirmative sentences, (2) in its inflected form in negative, interrogative, or dependent sentences, with the infinitive of
the main verb, more frequently than any other form,
for the p'resent, preterite, conditional, and imperative.
Its use is similar to that of do, in the Cornish manner
of speaking English. Thus:Mt a wra cara, I love, lit. I do love.
T/ a wrtg- cara, thou didst love.
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In these two sentences, wra and wrtg are proc/ities,
unaccented syllables joined in sound to the word
which follows.
Mar qwressa an den eara, if the man would
love.
Gwra eara, love thou (do thou lo~e) j gwreugk
why cara, love ye.
Gwrens e hos, let him be.
(b). Menny is used as an auxiliary of the future and
. conditional. In principal affirmative sentences .it is
usually in its ilnpersonal form, in negative, interrogative, or dependent sentences always in its inflected
form. Thus:M! a vedll, mos, I will go.
NI! a venJa 1110S, I would go.
A vednough why ntos? will you go ?

(c). Gatly is used, chiefly in the present and preterite,
for Cl can" and 11 could," bt1t also for It may" and
·'might." Thus:Mt a et mos, I can (or may) go.
M! a al;a 1110S, I could (or lnight) go.
Cl

(d). Godhvos in the present is sometimes· used for
can:' Thus:M! or 1nos, I can go (lit. I kno\v [how] to go).

1'hese follow the same rule as the others with regard
forms~
to the use .of their impersonai and inflected
.
(e). 80S, to be, as an auxiliary, is used, much as in
English, with the present or past participle, to forlD
the continuous present, the continuous past, and the
passive. It is generally used in the inflected form in
its present and imperfect in any sort. of sentence, but
in principal affirmative sentences it is generally used
in the impersonal form for other tenses. It can also
be used \vith gwt! or l1tenny and gaily as an auxiliary
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to it, while it is itself an auxiliary to another verb, but
this is only what is done in English with such expressions as le can be," 11 will be," It shall be," etc.
The use of the various forms of the verb will be found
more fully explained in the chapter on the construction
of sentences.
When the auxiliaries gwt/'and gaIly are used to forlD
a passive, it is sometimes the auxiliary that takes the
passive form. Thus:Mar ny wrer J' wy/he, if he be not guarded (Res.
DOllt., 341), 11lar keller y u'Ytke, if he can be
kept (Pass. Ckr., 3°58).

But in lnodern Cornish this would be more likely to
be formed with a double auxiliary:Mar n,· wrello DOS pithes.
Mar callo DOS gwitkes.

§ 2.

THE TENSES OF THE INFLECTED VERB.

The inflected verb is reducible to five tenses, with an
imperative, two participles, and a verbal noun or
infinitive. These are all formed on the root by the
addition of terminations, and sometimes by a modification of the root vowel (indicated below by m).
The tenses and their terminations are :I. Present or Future.
Singular.
or anI.
2. -~.- eln or eSt
3. root alone.
J. - Q V

Plural.
--on [earlier -"'- en l.

--oug".
--tJns or ails.

1I. Imperfect or Secondary Present.
Singular.
--en.

I.

Plural.
-en.

2. - - l S .

--tug".

3. --a.

--ens.
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III. Preterite.
Singular.
I.

~-js.

2. -~-ses.
3. --as.

Plural. .

--son [earlier --!!!-sen].
--soug".
--sons or sans.

Re prefixed to this tense turned it into a preterperfect
in middle Cornish, but in the later form ·re is only used .
for the optative. l
IV. The Pluperfect ·or Secondary .Perfe'ct, largely
used in late Cornish as a Conditional.
Singular.
--sen (orJen).
2. --ses (or Jes)
3. --sa (or J·a).
I.

Plural.
--sen (or JOen).
--seugh (orJeugn).
--lens (or Jtns).

V. The Subjunctive Present.
Singular.
I. -

2.

,,~_.

.."!..

e'lJ.

y.

3. --0.

Plural.
.!!-e',.
--!!!.-..eugh.
--ens or ons.
I

Extra tense to some verbs: Second Future. Found
in the early MSS. in the impersonal fo~ as a simple
future.
I.

Singular.
---fym, fJym, flYfJ.

2.

---.fyth, flyth.

3.

--;'0, fytlt, vyt", vo.

Plural.

--jon, fJon.
--fough, flough.
--fyns, fJyns, pons.

The Inlperative.
Singular.
wanting.
2. root alone.
3. --ens or es.
I.

Plural.
--en.
--tug".

--ens.

The Present Participle is forlned by prefixing ow
to the infinitive, the initial of which, if mutable in that
1 There is, however, some slight confusion in late Cornish MSS. between
this use of ,'e, and the auxiliary form with wrtg. The difference of sound in
cases of verbs beginning with g or , would be very slight.
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manner, is changed to its fourth state. If a present
participle governs a pronoun object, the latter in its
possessive. form immediately precedes (and governs as to
. initial) the infinitive, and is itself preceded by the preposition wortlt. In late Cornish ow was often written a
or o.
Another participial form, common in Breton and
occasionally found in Cornish, has been already mentioned in Chap. Ill. § 2. This is made by placing the
preposition yn, en, in, and the indefinite article id", tIll,
before the infinitive or verbal noun. Its use is chiefly
adverbial. Thus, in the POl11t of the Passioll we find,
)In un sco/chye, skulking; yn un ganne, ~rying out; yn
un fystyne, hurrying.
The Infinitive or Verbal Noun is formed by adding a, ya, y, as or es, a/ or et, to the root. In some
verbs the root itself, without any addition, is the verbal
noun.
The Past or Passive Participle is formed by
adding es to the root, with or without modification of
the root vowel.
The Passive termination is er for the present
and es for the preterite, but in ~odern Cornish the
Passive is almost always formed after the English
lllodel by the auxiliary verb bos, to be, with the past
participie.
The terminations Ina and la are often added to the
first and second persons singular of various tenses in
interrogative and, subjunctive sentences, and in the case
of the first person even in ordinary narration.. Norris
maintains that these are not forms of ml and tt, but only
·an a suffixed to the verb termination, which in the
first person reverts to a primary
f~r v, and in the
second person reassumes a dropped t. ThiS theory is
rather supported by our finding a occasionally added to
the third persons of tenses of the verb to be, but va is

I"
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also found. Whether this is the explanation or not, we
find such forms as :Pandra venta? what wilt thou?
A wresta? dost thou?
Mar menta, if thou wilt.
Pandra wra'Hza? what shall I do ?

There are some few differences between the inflected
verb of the earlier MSS. and that of modern Cornish,
and alnong other changes the lighter terlnination en or
J'n of the first person plural, and ens or yns of the 'third
person plural, in some cases had changed by Lhuyd's
time to on or an; and ons or ans, but probably really the
vowel is obscure. There was also considerable uncertainty about the modification of the vowel. Even in
the early MSS. the change of vowel is rather vague, but
the general rule seems to have been that when the
termination has a thin vowel (e, i, or y), a 'broad root
vowel (a, 0, u) is changed to a thin vowel, usually in late
Cornish to e (cf. the Gaelic rule of leathan le leathan agus
caol le caol,' broad with broad and thin with thin). But
this is by no means universal, and in some tenses, as in
the imperfect and pluperfect, is not found at all.
There is some confusion in modern Cornish about
the subjunctive or fifth tense. Norris considers that
Lhuyd's subjunctive is really, except for the third person
singular, the itnperfect or second tense of the older MSS.
But it seems to be more like a 'fornl of the present
indicative, except in the third p~rson singular, which is
the old subjunctive. Lhuyd's change of the first person
singular to al1t instead of 'av is not uncomnlon in certain
verbs of late Cornish, \vhen this tense is used in a
subjunctive clause.
The inflected verb at the beginning of a sentence is
often preceded in Middle Cornish by the verbal particle J'
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(or, before a vowel ytlt), \vhich does not meall anything
in particular. y causes the third state in verbs whose
radical is p, e, t, and the fourth state in those whose
radical is d, and changes gwJ to wit. In late Cornish it is
rarely used except with the present of 1nds, to go, and (in
its apocopated form tit or as atlt) with the present and
imperfect of bos, to be.
A reflexive verb may be formed from any transitive
verb by prefixing ~n, (older forms ynz1 as in Welsh, and
em, as in Breton), changing the initial to the second
state.
eregy, to hang j ~lngregy, to hang oneself.
brls)', to judge; ffltvrls)', to judge oneself.
disqwedltas, to show; ~dltisqwedhas, to show oneself. .
gweras, to help j ~lnweras, to help oneself.
Sometimes the prefix gives a mutual rather than a
reflexive sense.
~msewa,

to follow one another.
~mladlta, to fight, contend (cf. Frenc'h se battre).

.
'

CHAPTER IX
rrHE AUXILIARY VERBS

§

I.

Bos, to be.

The verb to be in Cornish, as in other Aryan la'nguages, is made up of more than one verb. In Cornish
it may be divided in two parts. The first of these
consists of two tenses, a present and an imperfect, the
second of the usual five tenses, the imperative and the
infinitive.
The first division, by means of reduplications and
additions, takes a variety of forms in the early literature,
and there is a considerable uncertainty about the exact
force of these forms. Some of them evidently mean
little Inore than elongations and contractions for the
sake of Inetre. 'fhe second division is formed With
greater regularity on a root b, c~anging under certain
conditions to v (often written f) and p.
0

I.

PRESENT TENSE,

FIRST DIVISION.

Sing.

I am.

ov (old form of), athov, thov, oma, i:tthOl1ta,
\ .tlto1/ta.
2. os, Ittkos, thos, osta, athosta, thosta.
3. y'/', athJ'u, thyu, )I,/,a, ttthyua, tky,"a.
I.

I

Plur.

Ittho":, thon.
ougk, athough, though.
3. ens, athens, thens.
I. 011,

2.

There is little or no difference of meaning in these
forlns. The lengthened form iftkov, or its apocopated
thov, is generally found at the beginning of an assertion.
1~
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Oma, osta, yua and their lengthened forms are used
interrogatively or after certain conjunctions. In the
early literature the lengthened forms were written
)'tltoj', assof, ossof, eso/, and e~en, with double lengthening, J'tltesaf, ytltesef, ythesof. The first vowel is probably
the obscure vowel (as u in until), and the stress accent
is on the syllable that follows the verbal prefix, so that
even the consonant of the prefix is a little uncertain.
Williams makes it dlt, but tit seems more probable.
In late Cornish the vowel of the prefix ,vas usually
dropped. The personal pronouns are generally added
after this tense, so that it practically becomes :TItov vi, thos dt, J'U ev (or ev )'u), tlton ny, though why,
thens J' (pronounced tllen;J).

Occasionally the hnpersonal form of this verb is
used, 1nl yu, tt J'U, ev )'U, IIj yu; wltj yu, j )'u. The
negative' is formed by adding nyns to the short form,
nynsov or nynsoma, nynsos or nynsosta, nYllsyu, etc.
Similarly this tense may be compounded with mar, if,
ken, though, 1nay, that, into 111arsov, ket/sov, maythov.
The s, which is sometimes altered to tll, is probably the
th of the verbal prefix.
There are two other fornls of the third person present, ema (or ma), plural emons (or "l~ns), and es (older
us), or eS)' or yy (older us)', ugy).
(a). e111a, 111a, e1l10nS, mons mqst, according to 'Lhuyd,
always be used narratively, never negatively, intcrrogatively (except after pie, where), .or with- relatives.
They must al\vays precede their subject. Thus:E,na 'n levar en ow city, the book is in my house.
Ema /evar en ow city, there is a book in my house.
Nynsyw levar e11 ow ckj, there is not a book in 01Y
house.

P/~ yu 'n lroar? } where is the book?

PIe

11la 'n lroar?
, Yu 'n levar t'lb111a? is the book here?
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(b). elll0nS is only used when the pronoun they is ~he
subject. When a noun is the subject, whether
singular or plural, a singular verb is used.

y en ow chy, they are in my house.
Etna 'n tevrow en ow chy, the books are In my
house.

ElIlOnS

(c). es, esy, f:l"y, are chiefly used with relatives or
interrogatively in the sense of Cl is there," Cl is there
not."
An levar es en ow chy, the book which is in my
house (in this case es=a es, which is). .
'Es tevar en ow chy? Is there a book in my·
house?
Nag es tevar en ow chy ? Is there not a book in·
Iny house?
In the first of these two interrogations the interrogative particle a coalesces with es, in· the second
nag= ni ag, ag being the same interrogative particle,
with a g added before a vowel.
1~he ordinary interrogative of this tense is merely
the form 'ol1la, 'osta, 'ytta, 'on ny, 'ough why, 'ens J (pron.
efyJ), which should be preceded by an apostrophe to
show that the interrogative particle a is elided. The
negative interrogative is the same preceded by nag.
The difference between the use of ema, JlU, and es
is not quite so distinct in Cornish as between the
corresponding JI tltae,yw, and.oes in Welsh, but if there
is any difference in nieaning between ellla and J'u, it is
that e11la has more often the sense of there is, it is, and
yu more commonly that of is only; also yu can be used
interrogatively and negatively, while ellta, except after
pte, where, should not be used interrogatively, and is
never used negatively at all. Its negative and interrogative equivalent is es.
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. 11.

FIRST DIVISION.

IMPERFECT TENSE,

I was.

Oldfonll.
Singular.
I. esen, ytlusm, en.
2. eses, ytluses, es.
3. esa, )'tneses.

Plural.
esen, ylAesen.
2. eseug/t" ytAesellglz.
3. esetlS, ytnesens.

La/e forlll.
Singular.
.
I. erafJ, eral1l, eral1lQ, /lterafJ, tlteral1l.
2. eras, eras/a, thtrtJs.
3. era, tltera.

Plural.
eron, tneron.
2. eroug/t" t/t,erotlg/t,.
3. trollS, Iherolls.

I.

I.

The .change from s to r in this tense, and the
assimilation of the inflections to the present, does not
occur in the written language until the middle of the
seventeenth century. The personal pronouns were
always used with this tense in its late form, and the
final consonants of the personal inflections generally
coalesced with the pronouns, and so were omitted in
writing, thus tlterav vI,· theron nJ, tkerot~g" wit}, were
written, though incorrectly, Inertl vi, tltera "J, thero whJ1.
An alternative third person singular is o. It is used
with relatives as an equivalent of a 0, who was, and with
negatives as nynso = there was not. I t is in fact the
past equivalent of es, but it is often used in a simple
assertion also. The simple interrogative is 'eral1la, ,vas
I ? the negative interrogative is nag era1/ta, was. I not?
and the simple neg~tive nynsera11l, I ,vas not.
INFINITIVE, bos, to be, older form, used
.chiefly when an extra syllable was required for a verse,
bones.

SECOND DIVISION.

I.

FUTURE TENSE,

I shall be.

Singular.
btdltav (older bydliaj).
2'. lJedket/t, (lJyd/t,it/t,).
3. lJed/t, (bydk).
I.

Plural.
lJedhon.
2. lJedltoug/t,.
3. lJedhons (IJedli:ens).
I.

'fHE AUXILIARY VERBS
This tense is used more commonly in the impersonal
form, 111t a vedll, It a vedlt, etc. Another common future
is 11,t a vedn 60S, formed w.ith l1zenny, to will.
11.

IMPERFECT OR SECONDARY PRESENT,

Singular.
bedhen, ben.
2. bedhes, bes, bes/a.
3. bedha, be, beva.
I.

I was being.

Plural.
bedhen, ben.
2. bedkeugh, beug".
3. bedkens, bens.

I.

'fhis tense is used rather as a conditional, I should
be, or a subjunctive after pan, when, 1ltar, if, etc.
I I.

PRETERITE,

I was, I have been.

Singular.
bev (older buj, buef).
2. bes (older blIS, bues) bes/a.
3. b~ (older bue).
I.

11lt

Plural.
ben (older buen).
2. beugh.
3. bons.
I ~

This tense is more frequently used in the impersonal,
ve, tt a ve, etc.

a

IV.

PLUPERFECT,

I had been.

Singular.
bien (older written byen).
2. bies (byes).
3. bia (bye).
I.

Plural.
bien (byen).
2. bieugh (byeugh).
3. biens (byens).
I.

Lhuyd gives a pluperfect beazen, beases, etc. corresponding with the Welsh buaswn, but it does not appear
to be used.
.

v.

SUBJUNCTIVE,

I "uzy be.

Singular.
bev (older by/, bey!).
2. by.
3. bo.
I.

Plural.
ben.
2. beug},.
3. bons.

I.

'fhis and the second tense are not very clearly
distinguished.
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IMPERATIVE.

I.

Singular.
wanting.

Plural.
6edhon, let us be.
2. 6edluJuglz, be ye.
.
3. 6edhms, let them be.
J.

2. !Jedh, be thou.
3. 6edltens (6edlus, !JOtS, 6es), let
him be.

A common variant of the imperative is formed with
the auxiliary gwt/, to do.
Plural.
gwren ny!Jos.
2. gtureugh !Jos.
3. gwrms Y 60S.

Singular.
wanting.
2. gwra 60S.
3. gfurens e 60S.

I.

1.

§

2.

Gwtl (older guth;l, gfUthil, guil, gut), to do.

I.

PRESENT OR FUTURE TENSE,

1 do, or I shall no.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
gwrafJ, gwralna.
2. gwrelh, gwr2s, gwresla.
3. gwra.

Plural.
gwren, gwron.
2. gwreugll, gwrough.
3. gwrons.

I.

I.

Gwra1na, gwresta, in the second mutation wrama,
wresta, are used in interrogative and negative sentences,
and after mar, if, in the fourth mutation gwrama,
qwresta. The older form of gwresta was gwreta. Occasionally in late Cornish a form of this present is found
exactly like the imperfect of bos,. thera1lta, thera, etc.
This is probably wrama, wra, with the verbal particle 11th
()ltk) prefixed. It occurs in cases where it cannot possibly be the imperfect of bos. Lhuyd (pp. 24 6, 253) was
rather puzzled by it, but with his usual clearness of sight
was able to find out the real facts.
(b). Impersonal. ';

. Mi a wra, I1 a wra,

ef)

a wra, etc.
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I'ltJas doing.

(a). Inflected.
Plural.
guJrellen, gwren.
2. guJrtlleuglz.
3. gwre'Iens.

Singular.
J. gftJ~tllen, gwren.

I.

2. gttJrelles, guJres.
3. gwrella, gwr~.

. (b). Impersonal.
A£i a 'ltJre/la, It a wrella, etc.

'rhis tense is seldom used as an auxiliary, and is
often confused with the subjunctive.
III.

THE PERFECT TENSE,

I did.

(a). Inflected.

Oldjorf11.
I.

Singular.
gwrllgaf, g'llJrllge.

2.

,~Y1tJrllss)'s.

3. 6'1tJruk.

Plural.
gfurussyn.
2. g'ltJrllssou"fn.
3. guJrussons.
I.

Later/01'111 of oldforlll.
Singular.
gtvrigaj, gwriga.
2. gwresses.
3. gwrlg.
I.

Plural.
g'lt1ressen, gwreithen.
2. gwressougn, guJreitlzough.
3. gwressons, g"wreitltons.
I.

jlfoderlt 10rlll.
Singular.
Plural.
1. gwrigon ny.
I. gwrigav vi.
.
2. gttJris, gwrlsta, g'lur{f{es die
2. gwrtgough wiz)'.
3. g'l£lrig, g'lt1riga, guJres.
3. gwriga~s y.

The last forlD seems to hav.e completely superseded
the other in late Cornish. It seems to be formed by
taking the irregular third person singular as a root, and
forlnillg the rest of the persons from it on the analogy of
the present tense. Where it is found-and the first person
I
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occurs as early as Jordan's Drama of The Creation
(e.g. ny wrugaf, 1. 1662)-it is generally written without
the final consonants of the verb, which, as in the imperfect tense of the verb to be, seem to coalesce with
the initials of the pronouns. One finds the forms rig
a vee, ngga vee, rigon ny, ngo why, ng an lY, these
being preceded by adverbs, conjunctions, etc., such
as na, pan, etc., which put the initial in the second state,
and the w being almost silent is omitted. The form
wruge (==wrtga), occurs in Ongo MU1td';, 2250, and Passt.o
CAnsti, 930, for the first person singular, preceded by
pan, when. The same word occurs for the third person
in O. M. 423, and in the form wrega in Jordan's Creation,
2216. This is wrtg with the added a. (see p. 120). A
form of the third person singular of this tense, ",os
(for wros, second state of gwros), may possibly be
found in the Ordina/ia and in St. Menasek, in the
expression, ",e Tltu alII ros, by God who made me.
But it is more probably the preterite of ry, to give, as
it occurs also in the phrase re'n ar/utlt dhen beys alII
ros, by the Lord who gave me to the world. W,ase ( =
wrls, cf. Breton, greaz) occurs in Gen. iii. 7.
(b). Impersonal.

Ht a wrlg, I1 a wrtg, etc.
IV.

THE PLUPKRFI£CT OR

CONDITIONAL TENSE,

I had

would have dont.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
gw"essen (older form gwrussen).
2. gwresses.
3. gwressa.
I.

(b). Impersonal.
Mt a wressa, /1 a wressa, etc.

Plural.
g·wreSSetl.
2. gwresseugh.
3. gwressens.
I.

0'
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THE SUBJUNCTIVE,

13 1

II/lay do.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
gwrellev (older gwryllyj).
2. gwrelly, gu'relles.
3. g7vrello, g'lvreffa.

Plural.
gwrellon, gwrellen.
2. gwrellouglz, KWrelleugn.
3. g7vrellens, gwrons.

I.

I.

There is rather a confusion of the subjunctive and
imperfect, and the two are used rather indiscriminately.
~rhe third person plural, gwro1ts, is borrowed from the
imperative.
(b). The Impersonal.
Mt"a wrello, It a wrello, etc.
Mt a wreffa, It a wreffa, etc.

VI.

THE IMPERATIVE.

Singular.
wanting.
2. gtl'ra, do thou.
3. gwre1ts, let him do.
I.

INFINITIVE,

Plural.
gwren, let us do.
2. gwreugh, do ye.
3. gwrens, gwrons, let them do.
I.

gt', gwtl, to do.
kil, doing.
gwr2s, done.

PRESENT OR ACTIVE PARTICIPLE, OW
PAST OR PASSIVE PARTICIPLE,

When this verb is used otherwise than as an auxiliary,
the future is 11tl a ved1t gwtl, I will do, etc. I t means,
as a principal verb, to ~o or to make, and tenses may
be fornled with its own tenses as auxiliaries to its
infinitive. Thus:Mt a wra gwtl, I do or I make.
Tt a wrtg gwt/, thou hast made.
Mar qwressa 'n den e w!l, if the man would make it.
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§ 3. Gaily, to be able.
I.

PRESENT OR FUTURE,

1 can or I may.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
gel/anI. gallam, gellav.
2. gal/os, gel/eth.
3. gel.
I.

(~).

Plural.
gellen. '
2. ge/'otlgn. gal/otiC".
3. ge/lolIs.
I.

Impersonal.

Hi a el or

nz' el, etc.

11. PAST (mixed preterite and pluperfect), I could or I tllight.
(a). Inflected.
Plural.
galie", gelsen.
2. ga(jeugh, gelslUg".
3. gaqens, gellens.

Singular.
ga(ien. ge//es.
2. gayOes.
3. gaYOa. gallas.

1o

I.

(b). Impersonal.
Hi al.ia, etc.
Ill.

SUBJUNCTIVE,

111lay be able.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
gellev. gallen.
2. gelly.
3. gallo, gelly.
I.

Plural.
gellen.
2. gellnlgh, gal/oug".
3. gallons.
I.

This verb is chiefly used (as has been said) as
an auxiliary it~ the present and past tenses, ill the
sense of can, could, or 1naJ', 1nigkt. . In direct sentences
the impersonal form is most usual, in negative, interrogative, and dependent sentences the inflected form
in the second state of the initial, which is influenced
by the particle a, generally, however, not expressed,
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or by na, not. When the inflected form has been used
in the question, the iriflected form is often used also,
preceded by the personal pronoun, in affirmative answers.
Thus :,Ellottgh why clappya Kern'Aak' Can you speak
Cornish?
Mt ella11/' (not 11lt a ell. I can.
,A l;esta scrifa SfJwsnak? Couldst thou write English?
Mt a/jen. I could.
'Allosta 11tos dh~'n chj? Canst thou go to the house?
Mt e/la1n. I can.
Na ora11ta dr 'el an Kemb,tan gwtt rag dM witka 'ga
thavas.1 I know not what the W~lsh may do
to preserve their language. (Boson's Nebbaz
Gerriau.)
Radl1, alja bos parres dho lavarel.1 Some might be
.prepared to say. (Boson's Nebbaz Ge".,iau).

Sonletimes the verb gothvos, to know (for which
see Chapter XI.), is used to express can, especially when
mental capability is more or less intended. Aft ~r (or
111t wor) cowsa Sowsnak, I can speak English.
Compare
a sitnilar use of savoir in French.
§ 4. Menny, to will, to wish.

I.

PRESENT,

I will.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
I.

Ille/llla?', '11edntIV, 111edllQ111a.

2. 111ellneth, 111ednellz, l1zenla.
3. l1,edn.

I.

2.

Plural.
111e""Oll, 11lednon.
mellnouglz, mednougn.

3. mennons, "lednoI1s.

(b). Impersonal.

Mi
1

a fledn, It

Q

fledn, etc.

Spelling assimilated to that of this grammar.
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11.

PAST,

I'ItJould.

This is really the pluperfect.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
I. menjon, mellJam (older
menstn).
2. menJes (menses).
. 3. menJa (mensa).

Plural.
I. men;on (mensen)"

2. menJ·ougn (menseugn)•
3. 111~'lJonS (mensens).

(b). Impersonal.

AI, a fJe1Joia, 11 tl fJenJoa, etc.

fhese are the only two tenses in cOlnmon use as
auxiliaries. Lhuyd gives another of mixed imperfect
and preterite, 11lennen, men1lJ'Z, 11lennaz, mennen, menneh,
menntns.

CHAPTER X
PARADIGM

OF A REGULAR VERB

THE following is a complete paradigm of a regular
verb, showing the various forms. Most tenses have
at least two forms, the simple verb, whether in .the
inflected or impersonal conjugation, and the compound, or verb with auxiliaries. In late Cornish the
compound is by far the more usual in almost· every
tense. The general principal on which the different
forms are used is :Affirllzative Se1ttences. Simple Impersonal or Auxiliary Ilnpersonal, generally the latter.
Negative, Interrogative, or Dependent Sentences. Inflected Simple. or Inflected Auxiliary, generally the
latter, but the Simple Inflected is more comm~ll
in these than the Simple Impersonal is in affirmative
sentences.
ROOT.

Car, love.

VERBAL NOUN OR INFINITIVE.

Cara, the act of loving,

to love.
PRESENT PARTICIPLE.

Ow cara, loving.
Keres, loved.

PAST OR PASSIVE PARTICIPLE.

I.

PRESENT,

originally used also as future.

.(a). Inflected form.
1.

Singular.
carav (vi), 1 I love.

keres, or keretlz (di),thou lovest.
3. car (ev), he loves.
2.

1

I.

2.

Plural.
caron (nj), older lleryn,
we love.
carouglz (folzj), rou love.

3. carons Cv), or carans, they
love.

It will not be necessary to add the pronouns to every tense.
135
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As this forol, except occasionally in verse, is only
used in negative, interroga.tive, or dependent sentences,
the initial is generally changed to the second state by
some preceding particle, such as a, ni, pan, etc.
(b). Impersonal form.
MI, tl,

tV,

nj, 'UI/I}; j (late form often

a'IJY

or )1) .

agar.
(c). Inflected Auxiliary.
Gwrav vi eara.

For the rest of the tense see the present of ptl,
to do.
(d). Impersonal Auxiliary.
MI, tl, ro, nj', why, j (or an)y or jj) a wra earQ.

The forms wra11ta, wresta are generally used for the
inflected auxiliary first and second persons singular in
interrogative and dependent sentences, a wra11ta cora,
do I love? pan wresta cara, \vhen thou dost· love. The
particle a of the impersonal form is not infrequently
omitted, especially when the prQnouns ending in vo\vels
immediately precede it. 1
I.A.

THE CONTINUOUS OR HABITUAL PRESENT.

ThO'/)

v; ow earn,

I am loving.

The rest as in the present tense of bos, to be, followed
by the present particip·le. The negative fornl of this is :Nynso1/ta or nynsov ow cara, etc.

I.B.

THE PASSIVE PRESENT.

DhO'lJ. vi Ileres, I am loved.

The rest as the present o'f bos, followed by the past
participle.
1

The remarks on the use of the different forms of this tense apply IIlulaIU
See also Chapter XIV. § I.

nluta"dis to the other tenses.
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Or the older passive :Mt, tt, ev, nJ, whJ, J (or an)} or )J) a gerer.
Or the auxiliary form of the older passive :Mt, tt, etc., a wrer cara.
In this case 'lv,er is for gwrer, the passive of gwtl, to do.
11.

THE 1~IPERFEcT, used

also more or less as a Subjunctive.

(a). Inflected form.
Plural.
caren, we \vere loving.
2. carellglz, you were loving.
3. carens, they were loving.

Singular.
caren, I was loving.
2. Cat"iS, thou wert loving.
3. cara, he was loving.

I.

I.

(b). Impersonal form.
Mi, tl, etc., a garo.
(c). Auxiliary form.
Tlzera71 vi ow cara.

The rest as the imperfect of bos, to be, with the
present participle.
The negative form of this tense is either :nt garen, etc., or
Izynseram ow cara, etc.
The interrogative is either :a garen ? etc., or
,erama, etc., ow cara ?
Ill.

THE PRETERITE OR PAST 1"ENSE.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
kerjs, I loved.
2. kerses, thou lovedst.
3. caras, he lov~d.
I.

Plural.
carson, or Ilersen, we loved.
2. carsougll, you loved.
3. carsons, or carsans, they loved.
I.

(b). Impersonal.
Mi, ·tf, etc., a garas.
(c). Inflected auxiliary.
Gwrlgav vi cara.
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The rest as the past tense of g1.vll, to do, followed by
the infinitive.
(d). Impersonal auxiliary.
Mt, tt, etc., a wrlg carat

Sometimes re is prefixed to this tense, as :1111 re garas, tilt re 'lvrlg carat

This turns it into a preterperfect, U I have loved," but
in late Cornish there is usually no distinction between
preterite and perfect, except that the latter is seldom
expressed by anything except the auxiliary form, while
either may be used for the former.
The passive of this tense is either :m/, tt, etc., a gares, or
11lt, tt, etc., a vc keres.
The latter is the more usual.
IV.

THE

PLUPERFECT,

SECONDARY

PERFECT,

OR

CON-

DITIONAL.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
carsell, I had loved, or
I would love.
2. tarses, thou hadst loved.
3. ca,sa, he had loved.
I.

I.

Plural.
carsell, we had loved.

2. carsellgh, you had loved.
3. carsens, they had loved.

Pronounced and sOlnetimes written car.fen (or cargen
with soft g in MSS.), etc.
(b). I mpersonal.
Mi, ti, etc., a garsa.
(c). Inflected auxiliary.
G1tJressen cara, etc., or

11lfnJo'lIl

cara, etc.

The rest as the pluperfect of gwtl, or of Inenny,
to will, with the infinitive.
(d). Impersonal auxiliary.
Mi, tl, etc., a wressa cara, or a ven.ja carat
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The passive of this tense is formed by the pluperfect
of hos, to be, followed by the past participle.

v.

THE SUBJUNCTIVE.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
kerev, or tarev, I may
love.
2. kery,
or cary, thou
mayest love.
3. caro, he may love.
I.

Plural.
Rtren, or taren, we may
love.
2. kereuglz, or careuglz, you
may love.
3. carens, or carons, they
may love.
I.

(b). Impersonal form.
Mt, tt, etc., a garo.
(c). Inflected auxiliary.
Gu'rellev vi (or KUJrellen) cara.

And the rest as the subjunctive or imperfect of gwtt
with the infinitive.
(d). Impersonal auxiliary.
Mt, ti, etc., a wrtllo (or 11.'reffa) cara.

The passive of this tense is formed by the present
tense of gaily, to be able, followed by the infinitive bos,
to be, and the past participle of the nlain verb:Mt, tt, etc., a et bos keres, I, thou, etc., may be
loved.
This tense is .not necessarily used after conjunctions
,vhich in other languages (Latin, for example) govern
a subjunctive, but rather when uncertainty, expectation, or contingency is signified, in fact, whel1 in
English one would use l1lay as an auxiliary. There is
a good deal of confusion between this tense and the
imperfect.
Re prefixed to the inflected or inflected auxiliary
{orlll of this tense nlakes it an optative':Re wrellen cara, would that I might love, etc.
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VI.

THE FUTURE.

In older Cornish the present, \vhether in its inflected,
impersonal, or auxiliary form, was commonly used to
express a future, and sometimes the subjunctive was
used as a future. Some verbs have an extra tense
which is a specially inflected future, resembling one
form of the Breton conditional, as follows:Singular.
carvym, carvyv..
2. C!lrvyth.
3. caroyth, can·lo.

Plural.
carvon.
2. caroouglz.
3. carvons.
I.

I.

This is more commonly found in the impersonal
form, 1nt, tt, etc., a garvyth. It is formed, as may be
clearly seen, by suffixing the future or subjunctive of
60S, to be (perhaps in its sense of "to have" 1), to the
root of the verb. (Cf. the suffixing of the present of
avoir to an infinitive to form a future in French, Je
par/er-ai, and its unamalgamated prototype, the future
form, resurgere Iltlbeltt, in the very low L1.tin of the
antepenultimate verse of the Athanasian Creed.) But
in late Cornish the regular future was formed by the
auxiliary verb menny, to will:Medllav vi cara, etc.
Mt, tt, etc., a vedn cara, etc.

The forms tll edna 111a, menta, usually in the second
state of the initial, are used for· in terrogative and
dependent sentences:A ved'lfll1la cara? shall I love?
Mar Inenta cara, if thou wilt love.

The negative is either 111 ved1lav vi cara or 11lt lIi
vednav cara.
The latter form, with the v of the termination
omitted as being nearly inaudible, is used in Carew's
1

See Chapter XI'·.
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phrase, 1ueea. navidua cowzasawzneck, I will speak no
English, for 111t Ita vednav cowsa Sows~ak.
The passive is formed by the present of menny, the
infinitive of bos, and the past participle:Mt, tt, etc., a vedn bos keres.
VII.

THE IMPERATIVE.

(a). Inflected.
Singular.
I. \v~nting.
2. car, love thou.
3. cares (or carens), let him love.

Plural.
caren, let us love.
2. careugk, love ye.
3. carens, let them love.
I.

(b). The auxiliary.
Singular.
wanting.
2. gftJra carat
3. g'ltJre1ts t,lra or g10rens e carat
I.

Plural.
gwren carat
2. gwreuglz cara.·
3. g1tJren! j cara.
I.

CHAPTER XI
THE IRREGULAR VERBS
THE irregular verbs are :In~s

(earlier 1110nes), to go.
(earlier dones), to COlne.
d~n, to bear or carry.
drj, to bring.
,J, to give.
g~dltvos, to know.
d~s

Of these, tnt1s and dOn are each made up of two
different verbs. The irregularities of dtJs, drJ, and rj
are due to contractions, and those of g~dkvas chiefly
to its being compounded with DOS, to be.
There are irregularities also in the auxiliary verbs
ptl, to do, and gatty, to be able, but these have been
already given in Chapter IX.
In earlier Cornish the inflected forms of the irregular
verbs were freely used, but later these are comparatively
rare, and the impersonal and auxiliary forms became
so much commoner that the full inflected form can
only be gathered from the early writings and from the
rather imperfect paradigms given by Lhuyd.
It is not necessary to give anything Inore than the
inflected verbs here, for the impersonal and auxiliary
tenses can easily be worked out from these on the
model of the regular verb. These are given without
pronouns, though of course pronouns are used, as
with other verbs.
In the latest Cornish the infinitives of m~s, tMs, drj,
142
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rJ, were often used .colloquially to express the imperative, ,vithout mucll discrimination between singular and
plural. These verbs, especially 1110S and dos, are generally
found in late Cornish in the auxiliary form with gwll
and 11tenny, but rarely in the simple inflected.
§

I.

Mos, to go.

I. PRESENT OR FUTURE.
Singular.
av or iithov (older aj).
2. elk or tl/he/h.
3. a or a/ha.

: I.

Plural.
en or ifthell.
2. ellgh or atlteugk.
3. ans or athans.
I.

11. IMPERFECT OR SECONDARY PRESENT.
Singular.

Plural.

ellen.
2. ,lies.
3. ella.

ellen.
el/ellglt.
3. ellens.

I.

I.

2.

Ill. PRETERITE.

Plural.

Singular.
e/hen.
2. tthes.
3. eth, el/as. .
I.

e/hen.
e/heuglz.
3. e/hons.

I.

2.

IV. PLUPERFECT OR CONDITIONAL (probable, but not found).
Singular.

Plural.

,lsen.
2. elses.
3. elsa.

elsen.
elseuglz.
3. elsens.

I.

v.

I.

2.

SUBJUNCTIVE.
Singular.

Plural.

el/ev.
2. e/Iy.
3. e//o.

,lien. .
elleugh.
3. ellons.

I.

I.

2.
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IMPERATIVE.

Plural.

Singular.
I.

I.

!le, !leJY, !lelzej),.l
3. ens.

2.

INFINITIVE,

e".

eugh.
3. ens.

2.

",8s.
1118s.
gilles (supplied from gy/Iy or Ketty, to go).

PRESENT PARTICIPLE, OW
PAST PARTICIPLE,

In the impersonal form of the preterite, the verbal
particle a often takes an s or J' at the end of it, 111t aJ' Ith,
I went, but generally in this forln a is o1l1itted, 11lt d,
I go; 11lt eth, I went; 1nl ello, I may go, etc. In the
Ordina/;a and other Dramas the forms reseth and regeth
(rfJ"etk) are found for the perfect. This is 'the preterite
Ith with the particle re and s V'), for th, prefixed.

§

2. D~s

I.

(earlier devonos, donos, devos), to come.

PRESENT.

Singular.
I. dov (older tilif).
2. delh (duetn).
3. d2 (due).
11.

Plural.
down (duen, dun)~
2. dougn, deuglt.
3. dons, desons.
I.

IMPERFECT.

Singular.
I. deffen.
2. deffes.
3· deffa.

Plural.
deffen.
2. deffeugn.
3. deffens.
I.

Ill. PRETERITE.

Singular.
de/ha, de/Iz (older
dlltlt, dueytlz).
2. ' d;thes,
des ( older
du/nys, dues).
3. de/h (older due/h,
dll/h).
I.

I.

Plural.
dc/holl '(dutnoll).

2.

delheugh (dutheuglz).

3. dethons, desons (du/liens).

1 Xegy, kellegy (in St. Meriasek), are ke, kene" with ;J' or gy (= df), the
personal pronoun added.
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IV.

not found, except third person singular,
do/hye or de/hye, and third pI. dotlzyans.

PLUPERFECT

Singular.
do/hyen, de/hyen.
2. do/hyes, dethyes.
3. dotlzya, de/Izya.
I.

Plural.
dotlzyen, de/hyen.
2. dothyeuglz, de/Izyeuglz.
3. dothyensJ detlzyens.
I.

V. SUBJUNCTIVE.
I.

Singular.
deffev.

2.

deffy.

3· deffO·

Plural.
deffen.
2. deffetlglt..
3. deffens.

I.

IMPERATIVE.
Singular~
2.

wanting.
d~s (dues, dus).

2.

Plural.
dewn (dun, duen).
deuglz (duglz).

3.

d~ns.

3.

d~ns.

I.

INFINITIVE,

I.

dJs.

PARTICIPLES.

PRESENT, OW t~s; PAST,

defJedlzes.

11 I am come" is devedkes ov.
The root vowels of this verb vary a good deal in
the MSS. The ue is evidently a single syllable according to the rhythm, and so is the ye or ya.

§ 3. Don, to bear or carry (earlier also doen, do)'n).
I.

PRESENT.

Singular.
degav.
2. deges.
3. deg, dog.
I.

II. IMPERFECT,

Ill.

Plural.
degon.
2. degougn.
3. degons.
I.

not found.

PRETERITE.

Singular.
diges (older duges).
2. dtges (duges).
3. dig (dug, duk).
I.

Plural.
dtgoll.
2. digough.
3. dtgons.

I.

K
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V. SUBJUNCTIVE.
Singular.
I. dogm.
2. dogy.
3. dogo, doga.
IMPERATIVE.
Singular.
I. wanting.
2. dog, doga.
3. degens.

Plural.
dogen.
2. dogeugn.
3. dogens.
I.

Plural.
degen.
2. degeugn.
3. degens.

I.

INFINITIVE, d8n, doga, or degy.
PARTICIPLE. PRESENT, ow t8n or 0'Il' teg)' I· PAST, deges.

§ 4. Ri, to give.
I. PRESENT.
Singular.
I.

rOfJ.

2. retn.
3. re.

Plural.
rm.
2. reugn.
3· rens.
I.

11. IMPERFECT.
Singular.
I. ren.
2. res.
3. re.

Plural.
ren.
2. reugn.
3. rens.

1.11. PRETERITE.
Singular.
I. r2s.
2. resses.
3· rOSe

Plural.
resen.
2. rosougn.
3. rosons.

IV. PLUPERFECT.
Singular.
I. rosen.
2. roses.
3. rosa.

I.

1.

Plural.
rosen.
2. roseugn.
3. rosens.

I.
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SUBJUNCTIVE.

Plural.
rollen.
2. rolleug".
3. rollens, rollons.

Singular.
I. rollen.
2. rolly.
3. 1"0110.

I.

IAfPERATIVE.

Plural.
ren.
2. reuglz.
3. rens.

Singular.
I. wanting.

I.

2. 1"0.

3· roy.
INFINITIVE,

rY.

PRESENT PARTICIPLE, OW
PAST PARTICIPLE,

ry.

reys.

§ 5. Dry, to bring.
Except that the present is:Singular.
dorov or drOVe
2. doreth or dre/Iz.
3. dore or dre.
I.

Plural.
doren or dren.
2. dorouglz or dreugk.
3. dorens or drens,
I.

the second person singular of the imperative is doro or
dro, and the preterite third person singular is dres or
dros, this verb is rJ with a d prefixed. The present
participle is ow trJ.

§ 6. Gbdltvos, or godhvas, to know, compounded of godh
or g1'ldh=knowledge, and bos, to be..
I.

PRESENT.

3. gor (second state wor or 'or).

Plural.
godlzoll.
2. godlzouglz.
3. godlzons.

used also as Perfect.
Singular.
I. godhen, godhyen.
2. godhes, godhyes.
3. godha, godhya.

Plural.
god"en, godlzyen.
2. godlzeuglz, godlzyeugn.
3. godlzens, godlzyens.

I.

Singular.
gun or goran,.

2. ~odhas.

11.

I.

IMPERFECT,

I.

GRAMMAR
Ill. PRETERITE. The second form, given by Lhuyd, is a
rather improbable tense, and is not found elsewhere.
Singular.
Plural.
I. gotllzv2n, gwedlzun.
I. godhfJ2n, gwedlzy".
2. godlz'l'2S, gwedlzys.
2. godhveuglz, gwedheuglz.
3. godlzv2, gwedlzewys.
3. godhfJons,gwedha"s,gweians.

IV. PLUPERFECT OR
Singular.
I. godkvUII.
2. godhfJies.
3. godlzvia.

CONDITIO~AL.

V. SUBJUNCTIVE.
Singular.

godluvav, godhafJ.
2. godhfJy, godlzy.
3. godlzvo.
I.

VI. FUTURJ4:.
Singular.
I. godlzvtdlzarJ, goffidhav.
2. godlzvedlzes, goffidhes.
3. godllvedlz, goffedh.
VII. OPTATIVE.
Singular.
1. re woffen.
2. re fl,offas.
3. re woffa.

Plural.
godlzfJien.
2.· godhvzeugh.
3. godlzfJ!ells.
I.

Plural.
godhven.
2. godhveugh.
3. godh7Jells or godlzans.
1.

Plural.
godhfJedlle", gojfedJze".
2. goahvedheuglz, go/fedheuglz.
3. godlnJedJuns, go/fedlze"s.
I.

Plural.
re woffin.
2. re wlJjfeuglz.
3. re wife"s.

I.

IMPERATIVE.
Singular.
Plural.
I. wanting.
I. godhvedhetl.
2. godhvedh.
2. glJdhvedheuglz.
3. godlzvedhens.
3. glJdhvedhens.
INFINITIVE, godhvos, godhvas, govos.
PRESENT PARTICIPLE, ow clJdh1l0S.
PAST P ARTICIPl,E, godhvedhes.
INFLECTED PASSIVE, glJdher.

In the impersonal form and elsewhere, when this verb
has its initial in the second state, w is substituted for g.
The Optative re wdjfen, etc. seems to be formed
on the imperfect mixed up with the subjunctive.

CHAPTER XII
PREPOSITIONS, CONJUNCTIONS, ADVERBS

§ I.

PREPOSITIONS are of two kinds, simple and compound. Simple prepositions govern various states of
the initial. Compound .p1repositiollS, when, as is generally the case, they are tnade up' of a simple preposition
and a noun, govern the first state, for the noun which
follows is really in the appositional genitive. If a
compound preposition govern a personal pronoun, the
latter is often placed, in its possessive form, between the
t\VO component parts of the preposition, governing
the initial of the noun-half of It. Sometimes, however,
the second part of a compound preposition is a simple
preposition, and in that case the government is that of
the last preposition of the compound.
I

SIMPLE PREPOSITIONS.

a, of, from, governs second
state.
avel, vel, like, as.
!Jis, up to, as far as (usque atl).
dadn or en dadn, under.
der, d,e, by, through, governs
second state.
dres, over, beyond, above.
dIW, to, governs second state.
en, edn, el, in. 1
er, see war.
gan, gans, with, by.
!zeo, without, governs second
state.
!lens, before (of time).

lebmen,olemn,en, except, but.
o.ia, wOJ·a, after (older form,
wose).
rag, for, because of.
re, by (in swearing), governs
second state.
reb, by, near, beside.
saw, save, except, but.
Ireoo, lereba, until.
Iro"a, towards.
/ewa (/ewalza, tylta, Ilg"), towards.
war, on, upon (also er), governs second state.
worl", or/!z, at, to, against.

-------------------

(Jlder )'''. \Vhen this is followed by a possessive pronoun of the first or
second person the l' is dropped, and the possessive rronoun takes the form
which follows a preposition ending in a vowel, illl, t tll. When the definite
article would follow the two coalesce and en=tfl all.
J
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adns, across, beyond.
ad,o dll~,drodlzo,about,concerning, govern second state.
alJartlz, alJarll, beside, on the
side of.
aIJ,rth, alJerll, within, inside of.
adlzeller dM. dlteller dM (originally a dhe/lergh), behind,
governs second state.
a dhirag, dlzirag, before, in the
presence of.
adluwortlz, dllewortlz, dllorl,
from.
a1Y, '.i}, within (a + tlty, house),
generally followed by dlltJ,
governing thesecond state.

a euglz, above, over.
a mes, a 'DIS, IIles, ell II,es,
out of.
a mesll, "'esll, en mesll, among.
a wos, because of, for the
sake of.
entr2, among.
erbidll or er/Jyll, f"tl Tbitl",
against.
lurwedll, according to.
"'t,rnas, except, but.
rag tare"1a, for the sake of.
warlergll, after.
ogastl diu', near to (ogastt =
ogas,
near, ti == tefJJ.
side).

Of these abarth, a lIlesk or en 1nesk, erbidn, rag
caren)", and war/erg", are separable when they govern
pronouns. Thus:a 'gan partll, beside us.
en agas 1nesk, among you.
er O'W fyn, against me.
,ag dha garen)a, for thy sake.
war e /erg", after him.

§ 2.

CONJUNCTIONS.

ha, and. Before a vowel, nag,
except when followed by
the article an, or by a
pronoun beginning with
a vowel, in' which case
the vowel of the second
word is elided.
bes, mes, but.
saw, but, except.
ma, may, that, in order that.
dre, dro, that.
erna, until.
lJis pall, until.

trelJa, tereba, until.
Ile", though, although.
a1110S, although, notwithstanding.
pa", pa, pur, or p2r ( == pa-2r~
when, govern second
state.
hedre, whilst.
spas, whilst.
perag,prag,fraga, why, wherefore.
po, or. po-po-=eitheror-
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Il1ar, "'ara, a, if, govern fourth·
state.
",ar"as (1Ilar+ na + es), unless.
jJon!, jJonag, unless.
aban, since, because.
dreven, since, because.

§ 3.

ISI

rag, for.
rag own, lest, for fear.
vel, than..
ages, es, than.
na, nor.
maga, so, as much as.

ADVERBS.

Adverbs may be formed from adjectives by prefixing
en, which generally changes the initial to the second state.
'rhus gtan, pure, en 'tan, purely. There are some exceptions to this change, band 1n sometimes change to f, not
v, bras, great, en fras, greatly; mas, good, en fas, well i
d sometimes changes to the fourtll state, da, good, en ta,
well; and t sometimes remains unchanged, tin, sharp, en
tin, sharply. But we find also en dhiuget, certainly, from
diu.get, secure.
'.
ADVERBS OF TIME.

ell erma, no\v (in this hour).
lemlllan, lebman, now.
en tor-ma, now (in this turn).
na11', nana, nanna, nans, now.
agensow, just now.
kedkew, to-day.
avorow, to-morrow.
Irenzha, the day after to-morrow.
J·edreva = dedre,ia = dedk tn2Ja,
the third day hence.
an Jottrna-lIla war se;lkan, this
day week.
de, yesterday.
gellzhete (kens de dtdh), the day
before yesterday.
ternos, the next day.
ell ke1lzlzolza, }.In the mornIng.
.
boregwelk,
dolzaJ'edlz, in the afternoon.
gorthe7ver, in the evening.
zilgrzvelh, 0' Sundays.
fast, presently.
prest, scon,}
.
~ k..l
1.
soon, qUIckly,
ae1.tJ uns, eSKes,.
.
difry, dllesem/Jes ImmedIately.

whalh, still, yet.
Rens, before (of time).
RenSt11'11,an, ere now.
Rensenna, ere that.
Oja, wo.ia, o,i' henna, wOja hedna,
afterwards.
nenna, nana, en erna, then.
o.i' Izemma, wOja Izebma, henceforth.
warlerxk, afterwards.
esos, already.
avar, early.
dewedhes, late.
aria, again.
Re/lollz, !lettotn ha, as soon as.
nevra, ever.
. rag nevra, for ever.
benary, for ever.
biRen, ever, bi's viken, for ever.
besca, bestTdJetlz, ever.
benethy, dlzo venethy, for ever.
beppres, always.
nedre, spas, whilst.
pols, a while.

GRAMMAR
ADVERBS OF PLACE.

pie, where (either interrogative
or not).
a pele, a b/e, whence (either
interrogative or not).
ubma, iimllla, here, hither.
enna, there.
lemma, /elJma, here (in this
place).
ale",ma, alebma, hence.
a/enna, en 'lies alenlla, thence.
alJan, avan, up, C!-bove, on high.
aman, up, upwards.
awartlza, above, over.
awollas, warwollas, below.
warIJan, on high, up above.
wantans, down below.
en nans, en nans, down.
Ib-, 1"1" (Iuer), down.
alJerth, alJtr'" within.
alY, lY, within.

alles, atlleS, outside.
Ire, at home.
adre, homewards.
ales, abroad (scatlya ales, lo
cc scat" abroad).
dM fles, away.
ke,.A (formerly k4r'A), away
('IIl1s llerA, to go away).
pel, far.
enogas, ogas, near, ogastl, near
by.
a rag, in front.
en rag, forward.
dirag, forth, before (of place).
tineller (dellergh),·behind.
war dlzeller, backwards.
adro, around.
adres, athwart.
a Izes, along.

ADVERBS OF QUANTITY.

m2r, much.
ItheR, hugely~
llnell Ira, ever so much.
vttn "lar, ever so.
nepellz, nel)(:u~ a little.

lour, lull lour, liiR~ enough.
re, too nluch.
Iletl,mes, Reb"les, as much.
flltn, at all.
nallter, half.

ADVERBS OF COMPARISON.

'liar, so, as.
) as-as (ky gwerdh.
f{' fJIIgwels, as green
~-f)el,
as grass).
~4 as.
.
della, en della, en delna, so, in
such manner.
cara, pocara, kepara, Ilepar del,
like as, even as, likewise.

t-"11IoJ,

"loga (governing fourth state),
as; "laga ta, as well, likewise.
Ilejfres, kelleffres, likewise, also.
hago!, hagensol, also.
a wedlz, enwedh, also.
gwell, better.
lakkah, worse.
"IOy, more.
leh, less.
Ilens 'llel, rather than.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERBS.

(owal, towl, quite.
na1l1na, almost.
ken, else.
1Ila,./eSall, perhaps.
betegens, nevertheless.
111oghya, mostly.
ke/el, ketella, so.

pit,. (governing second state),
very.
bras, } (placed after an adjecjest,
tive), very.

ogastt, nearly, almost.
warIJar/lz, warbarlz, together.
fl;, nyns, nig, na, nag, not. l
ne;111ar, doubtless.
perag, prag, fraga, why.
patla, fatel, fatla, how.
pe/ta, much, pella gwel, much

better.
olta, wella, behold.
nahen, otherwise.

1 "a=ni +a (ttag before a vowel), ou~ht only to be used with interrogatives,
but the later writers of Cornish did not always do as they ought.

CHAPTE'R XIII
SWEAR-WORDS AND EXPLETIVES

CORNISH is a disappointing language in re.spect of swearwords, for it is by no means rich in those Cl ornaments
to conversation." Except for a fe\v very distressing
expressions, now better forgotten, which are put into
the mouths of the evil characters in the Dramas, the
swears are mostly quite harmless, and even pious. It
is not at all difficult or morally dangerous to learn to
swear in Cornish.
Surprise is generally expressed by Re Varla! By
Mary I By Our IJady! shortened at times to A rta I and
Rta ! This is used as an Englishman might say cc By
Jove I " or U By George ! " or a Ii'renchman H DalJte /"
If there is an element of annoyance mingled with the
surprise, An Jowl I The Devil, may be mentioned with
effect, perhaps by those to whom. Re Varla! savours
too much of Popery; but Re Varla! is in better taste.
An Jowl may be used, as in English, after words signifying where, what, why, when, to strengthen a question.
An assertion is strengthened by the use of the name
of a saint, preferably the patron of one's own parish
(though any Cornishman may swear by St. Michael 1),
1 In Jordan's Creation, 1. 599, "Mylla// sera tlltwgll gra,ntr9'," though
Keigwin and Dr. Stokes both read lily nall=I may, one is inclined to find
this form of swear, and to translate it "Michaell sir, grammercy to you I
Compare the English use of "Marry!" (for Mary !) or "Gad I" (for God !)
without by before them. It is written all in one word and spelt the ~'\nlC as
the name of St. Michael in the same play. It is no· Inore of an anachronism
to make Eve swear by St. Michacl than (in Res. DOl/,., 1387) to Dlake St.
Thomas swear by St. Mary.
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with or without the particle re, which puts the. initial in
the second state, prefixed. The titie cc saint" is usualiy
onlitted. Thus:Re Yest! By St. Just! Re G%n,,! By St.
Columb! Re la! By St. la [Ives]. Re Vilta/! or
.A'lthal ! By St. Michael.
A little stronger, for those whose principles will allow
them to IDention it, is Re'1Z Offeren! By the Mass! and
some bold, bad persons have been known under great
pressure to say Re Dhew! In the Dra~as, Re thu am ros
(Re Dltew a'1lt ros), By God who made me I (or who
gave me) is a more elaborate form of this swear. One
also finds Abarth Dew, On God's part = In God's name,
and in the Inouths of pagans, Abartk Ma/an (a Celtic
goddess) and even Abarth Satllas.
Ill-telnper is generally expressed by variations on
11lollath, pI. 1ltollathow, curse. A moderate amount of
anger may be indicated by Mol/ath! or Mo/lathow! alone,
or Mollathow dheugh! Curses to you! or Mo/lath war'lough! A curse upon you I A little more is expressed
by specifying the nUlnber, generally large, of these
curses, Mi/ mollath warnougk! or even Cans 1nil 11tol/ath
wamough!
Some, moved by very great indignation, have been
kno\vn to say Mol/ath Dew warnas! God's curse upon
thee I and Carew in his Survey of Cornwall of 1602 gives
a by no means nice phrase (which he spells all anyhow
and translates wrong), Mo//atk Dew en dha 'las! The
curse of God in thy belly! Anoth~r serio-comic but
rather cryptic expletive, peculiar to Camborne, or at any
rate to the Drama of St_ Men-asek, is Mo//ath Dew en
gegin! God's curse in the kitchen 1 It does not seem to
Inean anything in particular, except perhaps that one's
food 111ay not agree with one, though it Inakes quite as
much sense as the Cl universal adjective" of English

GRAMMAR
swearing, and is a good deal less offensive. Ve".je1Zs, a
borrowed English word, may be substituted for Mo//ath.!
One finds Mi/ venJens warnas! and even VenJnls en dluz
'/as! But all these last expressions represent unusually
violent states of mind, and cannot be recommended for
general use; for if one were to use up such expletives
as these on matters of little moment, there would be
nothing left for state occasions.
The expressions Ma/be, Ma/bew, Ma/bew dam, Malbe
dalll, found in The Creation and in St. Meriasek, are
considered by Pro£. Loth to be maledictions referring to
the French expression Mal beau or Beau Iltal, a euphonism
for epilepsy, so that Ma/be dam has no connection \vith
the similar sound of part of it in English, but only
means " Epilepsy to me ! "
The seventeenth and eighteenth century speakers of
Cornish sometimes wished to express contempt or dislike by abusive terms. These often take the form of
epithets added to the word ped1l, head. Thus, Ped"
brds, literally" great head," is equivalent to the impolite
English H fat-head "; Pedn Jow/, devil's head; Ped"
mousak, stinking head; \these three are given as common
terms of abuse by Carew. When the late Mrs. Dolly
Pentreath was at all put out, she is reported to have
used the ternl Cro"ak an Itagar deu (The ugly black toad),
and there are several equally uncomplimentary epithets
scattered up and do\vn among the Dramas. But these
words do not accord with the polite manners of those
who belong to the most gentlemanlike race, except the
Scottish Highlanders, in all Christendom, and those
Cornishmen who require that their conversation should
be a little more forcible than "yea" and Cl nay" (for which,
by the way, there is no real Cornish) are recommended
not to go beyond Re Varla, Re'n Offeren, and an invoca1 Vengeans y'tk glas! is used by the wife of the smith who makes the nails
for the Cross in the Dralna of The Pass;o" (I. 27(6).
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tion of St. Michael of the Mount, or of the patron saints
of their own parishes. What would happen if one were
to swear by the patron of some other parish does not
appear, but probably, if a St. Ives man were to strengthen
his assertion by an appeal to St. Meriasek of Camborne,
instead of his own St. la, he nlight be suspected of a
wilful economy of truth. The more forcible expressions may be left to the H Anglo-Saxon," for Cornishmen
and Celts generally, even of the lowest position, are not,
and never have been, foul-mouthed.
The usual interjections, Oh 1 Ah 1 Alas! are borrowed from English. Woe! is .expressed by Trew!
Woe is me I is Gov! I Woe to him! Goev I compounds
of gew, woe, with pronouns.
Lo, Behold (the voila, voici of French) is expressed by
o/Ia (older forms awa/ta, awatte, wette" otte=perhaps a
wel d!? dost thou see 7). This cOlnbines with pronouns,
e.g. ottav!, It Ine voici," ottad!, ottavA 'or ottensa, ottany,
ottawky, ottanJY. These compound~ are often followed
by a participle, e.g. ottav! pares, behold me prepared.
The distinction of voila alld voici is expressed by ottalna
and ottana.

CHAPTER XIV
THE CONSTRUCTION OF SENTENCES,
IDIOMS, ETC.

§ I. IN later Cornish there was a strong tendency to
assimilate the order of words and the construction of
sentences to those of English, but nevertheless certain
idioms persisted throughout.
In English the normal order of words in a simple
sentence is :Subject-Verb-Complement of Predicate (Object,
etc.).
This order is used in Cornish also when the impersonal form of the main verb or of the auxiliary is used,
and the object is not a personal pronoun. Thus:Dew a gar an bes, God loveth the world.
Dezv a wra cara an bls, God doth love the world.

One of these two forms is the most usual in a direct
affirmative principal sentence when the object is not a
pronoun.
If. the object is a pronoun, the order is :Subject-Pa.rticle-Object-Verb.
Thus :Dew a'tlt gar, God loveth thee.
Or:Subj~ct - Particle - Auxiliary - Pronoun in the
Possessive l4'orm-Infinitive of Main Verb.
Thus :De'ltJ a wra dha gara, God cloth love thee.
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If the auxiliar~ verb is hos, to be, it often happens
that the inflected form of it is used in an affirmative
sentence when the tense is the continuous present or
imperfect. In these cases the order is :Auxiliary Verb-Subject-Participle of Main Verb
-Complement.
Thus:Thov vi ow tn~s dho Loundres, I am going to London.
why ow t~s adre, you were coming home.

T~erough

But with the preterite tense the simple impersonal
form is more usual. Thus :Mt a ve gennes en K ernow, I was born in Cornwall.

The same applies to the present and imperfect of
hos when it is not an auxiliary. Thus:Tkov vI lowen dho 'gas gwelas, I am glad to see you.

The inflected form of the verb is rare in simple direct
affirmative sentences, except when it is used as a Celtic
substitute for le yes." It may be used in verse, but it is
rather affected in prose. In negative, interrogative, and
dependent sentences it is the only form to use, but even
then it is the inflected auxiliaries, parts of ptl, to do,
11tenny, to will, gaily, to be able, etc., with the infinitive of
the main verb that are more commonly used, rather
than the inflected form of the main verb itself. In the
third person singular it is of course only distinguishable
{roln the ilnpersonal forln by the position of the subject,
which in the inflected forlll would follow the verb. The
inflectional form of the third person plural is only used
when the pronoun Cl they~' is the subject. When the
subject is a plural noun the verb is always in the
singular. The inflected form, either of the auxiliary
g'Zvtl with the infinitive of the nlain verb, or of the main
verb itself, is always used for the imperative. In late
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Cornish, except in the case of answers for "yes" and
H no," and of the peculiar forms of the first, second, and
third persons singular in 1na, ta, and V(1, the subject
personal pronoun is almost always expressed, except, of
course, when the subject is a nOUll.

§ 2.

NEGATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES.

For a negative sentence it is never correct to use the
impersonal, but always the inflected form of the verb or
of the auxiliary, preceded by the negative particle .,,;
(older, nJ') or nyns. The order is:I.

Negative Particle-Verb-Subject-Complement
of Predicate.

Or·:2.

Negative Particle-Auxiliary (inflected)-Subject
-Infinitive of Main Verb-Complement

I.f the object is a pronoun, in the first case it follows
the negative particle in its third form, in the second case
it precedes the infinitive in the possessive form. Thus :I.

2.

I.

2.

Ni we/av vi an dd1Z, I do not see the man.
Ni wdr den v/In an er, no man knoweth the hour.
Ni wrlgav vi pe/as an den, I did not see the
man.
Nt'tn we/av vi, I do not see thee.
Ni wngav vi dlllJ we/as, I did not see thee.

'In the case of the present and hnperfect of 60S, to be,
the particle nyns is often used, and it is sometimes. found
with other words beginning with vowels, but its use is
rare in late Cornish, and ni, or less correctly na (or nag
before a vowel) is more usual.
It is allowable to use the inflected form with the
subject-pronoun preceding the negative particle, but it
should only be used for emphasis on the subject, and
is better avoided.
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Interrogative sentences are formed with the interrogative particle a, or by the use of some interrogative
pronoun or adverb. In all cases the inflected form of
the main verb or auxiliary (usually the latter) follows the
particle, pronoun, or adverb, and usually with its initial
in the second state. Thus :A wl'lgottgll wIlY besca gwelas ? Did you ever see?
A wreugh wlty agan .rdJelas ? Do you see us ?
Fatla wreugk why crJa hedna? How do you call
that?
Fraga wreugh why gulll heblna? Why do you do
this?
A vednouglt why 1nos genev vi? Will you go with
me?

The particle a is often omitted colloquially, but its
effect is perceptible in the change of the initial of the
verb. If the verb begins with a vowel, a is always
omitted.
With interrogative sentences should come the answers to theln. It must be understood that by nature
no Celt can ever say a plain 14 yes" or U no." There are
11 dictionary words" for 41 yes" and ',' no " in Welsh and
Cornish, and th.ey are used a very little in translations
from other languages; but they do not 'e belong" to be
used in speaking or writing Welsh or Cornish. In
Gaelic there are not even 41 dictionary words " for them.
In Breton ia and nan ar~ used freely for U yes" and
U no," as in French, but that is probably quite m~dern
French influence. 1'he Celtic practice is to repeat the
inflected verb of the question, affirmatively or negatively, in the necessary person. Thus:,E"llouglt wit)' cowsa ~e~nt2ak? Can you speak
. Cornish?
Gellaut or Utt ellam. I can (yes). Ni ellam, or (less
correctly) nag ellal1t, I cannot (no).
L
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A vedllougk 'lvhy d{1s gellev vi? Will you come with
me?
Mednav. I will (yes). Ni ved1zav. I will not (no).
A wrlg ev l1l~S dlu1 Be1zsans? Did he go to Penzance?
Gwrlg. He did. Ni wrlg. He did not.
'Esta a;J ? Art thou at home?
Thollla. I am. Nynsov, or nY1lS01Ila, or (less correctly), nag DV. I am not.

In the case of a negative interrogative sentence the
verb is immediately preceded by na = nl + a, whether
it begins the sentence or is itself preceded by an interrogative conjunction. Thus:Na w,tsta gwelas? Didst thou not see?
Fraga na w,tsta cr':iY? Why didst thou not
believe?

§ 3.

DEPENDENT SENTENCES OR SUBORDINATE CLAUSES.

These are of three kinds :Those introduced by conjunctions, such as if,
that, as; etc., or by a relative pronoun.
2. Those. analogous to the "accu~'ltive with the
infinitive~' of Latin.
3. The absolute clause.
I.

I. The ordinary dependent clause introduced by a
conjunction has its verb in the indicative, unless the
so-called 'subjunctive is required to express uncertainty
or contingency, without reference to any preceding
conjunction. The verb is always in the simple inflected
or inflected auxiliary form. The verb ,vhich follows the
conjunction mar or 111ara, if, has its initial in the fourth
state, and Ire, tro, or dro, that, governs the second state.
A dependent sentence may SOllletimes precede its
principal sentence, a~ in English. A very good instance
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of two sorts of dependent clauses may be seen in the
following sentence from Boson's Nebbas Gernau. The
English is:U If that learned wise man [J ohn Keigwin] should
see this [i.e. this essay], he would find reason to
correct it in orthography, etc."
Boson's Cornish, the spelling and division of words
assimilated to that of the present grammar, is :May qwressa
an den deskes ftr-na gwe/as heml1ta,
If should [do] that ll1an learned wise see
this,
ev a venJa cavos fraga e ewna
en scrifahe
\vould find \vhy it to amend in writingcOlnposler.
correctness.

In this sentence qwreSStZ is for gwressa (third person
singular of the conditional or pluperfect of the auxiliary gv-dJt/, to do), with the initial in its fourth state after
11lar. Boson writes it luarkressa, all in one word. Fraga
e ewna is an exalnple of a variant of the second form
of dependent sentence. The principal verb ev a venJfz
cavos is in the impersonal auxiliary form, and of the two
dependent clause verbs, one~ qwressa an den deskesftr-na
g-dJe/as, is in the inflected auxiliary form, and the other,
ewna, is infinitive.
In a relative sentence, if the relative pronoul1 is the
subject, the verb appears to be in the impersonal form.
That is to say, it is always in the form of the third person
singular, and does not show any agreement with its
antecedent, ,vhatever person or number that may be ill.
The other peculiarities of relative sentences are given in
.
Chapter VII. § 4.
2. "Instead of using the conjunction that with
another verb in the indicative mood, as in most European languages, it is usual to put the second verb in
the infinitive preceded by the personal pronoun, as
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is common in Latin." Thus says Norris, speaking in
a manner perhaps rather less clear than usual, of an
idiom found in the Dramas. This idiom, analogous to
the 11 accusative with the infinitive" of Latin, is found
down to the latest period of Cornish literature, though
not to the complete exclusion of a finite clause beginning with that. The instances given by Norris are :Ha cous if dke dhasstrlty, and say that he is risen.
Martlt a',n bues ty dlte leverel folneth, I have \vonder
that thou shouldst speak folly.
Nyns a y'm colon why dhe gewsel, it goes not into my
heart (i.e. I do not believe) that you have
spoken.
Del won dhe bos, as I know thee to be.
Here are some later instances :Ny a wel an tts younk dho e clappya leh ka leh,l we see
that the young people speak it less and less
(Nebbaz Gerriau).
D,e Wrallla crl!i)' Itedna dlto bos gwtr )'U scrifes £"',fl,l
that I do believe that that is true that is written
therein (Nebbaz Gerriau).
Nevertheless, one finds in the same piece :Ev a lavan-as drova gever dl,l he said that it was
Goats All.
Des mt a ·or kelllma, dltort e hoer an Kemuak, d,ova
talves bes nebbas,l but I know this, by her sister
the Cornish, that it is worth but little.
And in Keigwin's translation of Genesis i. :Ha Dew a wellas trova da,l and God saw that it was
good.
A some\vhat similar construction is sometimes used
after dreven, because, and treba, until :Dreven tt dk~ wll kel1lma,l because thou hast done
this (I{erew's Genesis, iii. 14).
1

The spelling and mutations corrected.
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Dreven tt dht1 wolsowas dho da//a dha wrec,l because
thou didst listen to the voice of thy wife (Gen.
iii. 17).
Treha tt dho draylya dho'n nor,l until thou turn again
to the earth (Gen. iii. 19).
Yet even there one finds
Dreven 0 hy dallta a ~l bewa,l because she was the
mother of all living (Gen. Hi. 20). .
Lhuyd mentions a silnilar construction after rac own,
for fear, lest : -

Rac own wltJ dho godha po an rew ellto derry Ita why
dlto vos bidltes,l lest you fall or the ice break and
you be cirowned (literally, for fear you to fall
or the ice to break and you to be drowned). '
Withji'aga, \vhy, one finds a similar form :Ev a venJo cavos fraga e ewna, he would find why
to 31nend it.
But when fraga introduces an interrogative sentence, an
ordinary finite verb is used :-

Fraga (or rag fraga, 11 for why,") na grfJeth dlu1' m
lavarow? Why dost thou not believe my
words?
When u that" signifies H in order that," the ordinary
Jillite verb is used after it.
There is a peculiar construction, found chiefly in
Jordan's Creation, but also in the Ordina/ia (e.g. Pass.
Car. 1 120), for expressing u that I am." I t consists of
the infinitive hos, to be, preceded by a possessive pronoun and followed by a pronominal suffix : -

.Jfe

~

v)'n 1nay fo gwe//ys O\V bosaf Dew heh parow,
I will that it may be seen, that I aln God without equals.
1
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And a still more confused one of the second person
with the verbal particle y before hos, the pronominal
suffix ta and the pronoun ge = dt :Me ny allaj' cOltvethas, y bosta ge ow hendas, I cannot
understand that thou art Iny ancestor.

The first is analogous to the Welsh " infinitive construction," as Rowland calls it, e.g. gUJyr fy mod i)ln dyfod,
he knows that I am coming (lit. he knows my being in
coming), only the Cornish form uses the pronominal
suffix instead of the redundant personal pronoun.
3. The Absolute Clause. This construction, which
answers more or less to the ablative absolute of Latin,
and the genitive absolute of Greek, is common to all
the Celtic languages. It is translated into English by
a sentence introduced by when, while, whilst, or though,
with a verb generally in the continuous form of the
present or past tense, or by a participle. In the Celtic
languages the absolute clause has two forms.
a. The affirmative, generally consisting of the COlljunction and, a subject, noun or pronoun, and generally
a participle. Rowland calls the conjunction, a, QC, of
the Welsh form u the absolute particle," and Professor
Anwyl identifies it with a, ag, with, in an archaic form.
But in Cornish ha or hag is used, and in Gaelic agus,
and, in exactly the sanle way. The following are examples in Cornish, Welsh, and Gaelic :Cornish. An lY a vc gularnts gan Dew, ha 'n lY ow
cusca, l they were warned by God, and they
sleeping, or, while they slept (I{erew's translation of St. illatth. ii. 12, Gwav. MS.).
El a'n le1lerys detlty hanetlt, ha hy )J" gulety pur
thyfun, an angel said it to her this night, and
she in her bed quite awake (Pass. Cltr. 2202-4).
1

The spelling and mutations corrected.
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Pa kant, a 11~i yn disgwy/ iddi dWYIl grawnwin, J' dug hi 'Yawn pyt/tlon? Wherefore, 'and

Welsh.

I looking to it to bring forth grapes [Auth.
Vers., when I looked that it should bring forth
grapes], brought it forth wild grapes? (Isaiah
v·4)·
Gaelic. Do chon1Zaic Seagltdn an dU;lIe, agus e ag
teacltt a-bhaile, John saw the Inan, and he coming honle, i.e. when he was coming home.
b. 'fhe negative, in \vhich ItOt is expressed in Welsh
and Cornish by Ileb, and in Gaelic by gan, both meaning
without, followed by an infinitive :An dtlna ema stet ow tegy warnodlta, ,lteh wara dltodka
teller vltlt,l so it is still closing in upon it

\vithout leaving it. any place (Boson's Neboas
Gerriau).

In Inany such cases this negative clause can be translated literally into English, and it is the usual form' of
negation with an infinitive or present participle.
A sonlewhat similar absolute clause of a descriptive
character occurs occasionally :An g%ln, g/as Ity lagas, yn tltes gura Ity delyfre, the

dove, blue her eyes, do set her free (Ongo
M1ltldi, 11°5-6).
Un jloglz YOlzk, g-dJyn y dltyl/as, a young child, ,vhite
his raiment (Passioll, 254, 3).
In a similar construction in Weish the adjective here
agrees "vith the first noun, and the t'tanslation would
be rather It The dove blue [as to] her' eyes," but in
Cornish this is not so, for in this sentence gO/011t (second
state of CO/Ol1t) is feminine, so that the adjective would
be las, not glas, if it agreed with it.
1
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§ 4.

GRAMMAR
THE INFINITIVE OR VERBAL NOUN.

The infinitive of a verb is treated almost exactly like
a noun. If its object is a pronoun, this precedes the
infinitive in the possessive form and governs its initial
as it would that of a noun. If the object is not a pronoun, it follows the infinitive without change of initial,
after the manner of an appositional genitive.
Very often the infinitive. is governed by dh~, to, as
in English, and under much the same circlunstances,
except that it is not so governed when it C0l11eS as the
subject of another verb, and of course dlu1 is not used
after auxiliary verbs. It is especially used after verbs
implying motion.

.Mt a vedn 'Int1s dM 'gas gwelas, I will go to see you.
j,ft etk dM vetya an tren, I went to meet the train.
Lowell on ny dlt~ 'gas pelas wky, we are glad to see
you:
When the sense of 11 to" is U in order to," or the preceding verb implies an intention, the infinitive is generally preceded by rag or rag dM, 11 for to," or by a dllA,
11 of to."

§ 5-

SOME IDIOMS AND EXPRESSIONS.

To have is expressed in three ways.
a. By the verb 60S, to be, with the thing possessed as
subject and the P9ssessor in the dative form, i.e. preceded by dlzt1, to;, ~f. est l1tihi in Latin.
'1.

Affirmative. ' E,11a /evar dhe111, there is a book to 111e.
Negative. NJ'nsJ't~ levar dhel11, there is not a book
to me.
Interrog. 'Es levar dlte111? Is there a book to me ?
This is the common form in late Cornish.
b. By the verb ca/os or cavos, to find, to obtain, used
as an ordinary transitive verb \vith the possessor as
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subject and the thing possessed as object. This is not
used for the present tense. Lhuyd gives a past tel~se,
flIt a ga'l)(l8 or 11lt 'rig gavaz, I had, and a future, 1nl
ven gavaz, I ,viII have, but he, Norris, and Williams are
all inclined to confuse this \vith the third form.
c. By a peculiar idiom compounded of a form of
the verb bos, to be, and the third form of the personal
(or else the possessive) pronouns. The explanation, as
far as it goes, of this verbis to be found in Breton.
Even there it has been confused a good deal, though
its use is plain enough. Legonidec calls it IIle verbe
kaout [ = Cornish cavos], avoir," which he distinguishes
from kavout or kaout, trouver; Maunoir, whose Breton,
according to a picture in Quimper Cathedral, was received miraculously from an angel,wisely does not
comtnit hinlself, but calls the verb, Latin fashion, after
the first person singular of the present. Prof. Loth
rightly speaks of it as le verbe dit avoir," and M.
Ernault calls it " Verbe beza [to bel au sens de (avoir,' "
and he explains it to be the verb to be, combined with
the" pronoms regimes," which is just what it is. In
Breton it is not only used as the ordinary verb to have
= to possess, but also as an auxiliary verb in the same
Inanner as avoir, have, haben, are used in French, English, and German. This verb canle to be used in Breton
with or ,vithout the nominative pronoun being expressed.
In Cornish the expressed nOlninative pronoun is less
usual, except in the second person singular, where it is
the rule. 'rhat it should be used at all in either language
is a sign that in practice the original formation of the
verb has been forgotten. Occasionally in Cornish this
oblivion has resulted even in the application of pronOlninal inflections to the verb.
This form is found frequently in the Ordina/ia and
in the Poe11l of the Passio1Z,· it is fairly common in
the Life of St. Meriasek, it is rarer in tIle C,'eation.and
a(
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is not found at all in Cornish of the latest period (except
in a doubtful and muddled form in I{eigwin's version
of the Commandlnents), though Lhuyd gives a fragment
of it in his Grammar, evidently taken from the earlier
Dramas and not from oral tradition, for he takes the
g of geffi and gefy!1t to be a hard g, whereas it is plainly
a soft g for a d, as the analogy of tevyth, and of the
Breton deveuz, deves, etc., shows. Moreover, it is SOlnetimes \vritten ieves, which is intended to representJeves.
It will be well, by way of making this form clearer,
to give not only the Cornish but also the corresponding
Breton.
The tenses that are found are as follows :I.

THE PRESENT.

Singular.
BR KifON.

CORNISH.

bes [bus, bues, bu~s].
2. [Ii] allz is (1Izlles).
3. m. [ev] anJeves (for deves).
3. f. [Izy] as lroes.
I. [llli] (1111

[llle] elll eus.

[le] et!Iz eus.
[Izen] en deus or defJeua.
[he] e deus.

Plural.

[nYl an bes.
2. [fOIz)'] as /Jes.
3. [y] as leves.
I.

[ni] Iwn eu•.

[,'nou;] II()(II tus.
[hi] Izo deus or dewus.

This tense is formed on us, ~us, es (Breton eus),
one of the forms of the third person singular of the verb
substantive. To this is prefixed the verbal particle a, with
the letter which is the third form of the pers<;>nal pronoun, 'nt, 'tIt, 'n, 's, 'n, 's, 's, with the peculiar addition
of Jev and tev to the third persons and b to the others.
The 'tk of the second person singular is found written
in this but not always in the other tenses, {or it \vas
probably often silent before f by a sort of assimilation. Its effect is observable in the initial mutation.
Of this tense the first, second, and third persons singular
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and the second person plural are found. But for the
existence of the fortll as bes [bues] for the last, one might
suppose, ,,'ith Williams, that the b of a1n bes was only the
addition of a cognate letter to the 11t. But cf. the addition
of b to 0(1, and oe of the sanle verb in Breton.
Singular.
I.

2.

CORNISH.

BRETON.

[lilt] anI bedh (byth, beth).
It a [th]ftdk (fytk).

[llle] elll (or anI) bez.

3. m. [ev] an J"evedk (for devedll).
3· r. hy] as tevedk.

r

[le] la (or as) pez.
[ken] en devez.
[ne] e devts.

Plural.
I.

[ny] tIn (or agan) bedlz.

2.

[111hy] as (or agas) bedh.

3· ry] as "Ievedh.

[ni] hor bez.
[t'koui] !to pea.
[hiJ 0 devea.

It \vill be seen here and in the other tenses that the
pronouns in Breton do not produce exactly the same
ll1utations as in Cornish. The dk of Cornish is always
written z in Breton, though that is pronounced dk in
S0111e dialects. "fhe whole of this tense is found in
the 1\IS8.
Ill.

'"fHE PRETERITE.

Singular.
I.

2.

CORNISH.

BRETON.

[lilt] al" be [bue].
It allz fee

[lIle] elll (or an,) bot.
le] ez (or az) poe.
[hen] en devoe.
[he] e devoe.

r

m.

3.
[ev] an J·eve.
3. f. [lz)'] as teve.

Plural.

[flY] an (or aga1l) be.
[7vhy] as (or agas) be.
3. [y] ClS teve.
I.

2.

[1Ii] hor boe.
[c'houi] ho poe.
[ki] 0 tlevOt.

Only part of this tense is found in the MSS., but the
rest is easily forllled by analogy.
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IV.

THE SUBJUNCTIVE (OR OPTATIVE).

Singular.
CoRNISH.

BRETON.

am bo.
It alhlo,ftIJw.

I. [""]
2.

3. m. [efJ] an JOmo (for dmo,
written gelo or geffo).
3. f. [hy] as lefJo.

Y aln MO, 60.
Y as plIO, po.
Y 111 dnltso, derJo.
Y

I

°

dn'tlO, defJo.

Plural.

["y]

(or agan) bo.
2. [why] as (or agas) bo.
3. [y] . as lefJO (written
leffo, lifo).
I.

all

r 110, k.o, bo.
Y ho peso, po.
Y

0

defJlSO, defJ{).

In this tense the Breton does not use the nominative
personal pronoun, except when it is a form of the future,
but prefixes r' (ra). In Cornish re is used to make
the optative and perfect, and in this case the' III of the
second person singular is not omitted, for re' Ih fo and
re 'Ihfl are the forms found.
A rather doubtful second tense (secondary present
or imperfect), equivalent to the Breton alII boa, may be
conjectured in alII beua (St. Me,. 47, 1686), a,,, bethe may
be the equivalent of the Breton imperfect subjunctive,
am bi8e, bye, bife, and the third person singular of this
may be the an gejfa of St. Mer. 20, 159. Dr. Whitley
Stokes gives both these forms as secondary presents.
'fhere is also a possible pluperfect le ny vea, and nyn
gyfye, found in the second and third persons singular.
One finds such forms as am bue/, as belhough, ,nay
'stefons, etc., as instances of pronominal inflections added
to this verb, showing how completely its derivation
wa~ forgotten, and it is further confused by being
perhaps nlixed up with the verb pewa (Welsh piau,
Breton piaoua), to possess, a verb \vhich in all three
languages requires rather more disentangling than it
has as yet received.
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There are very full exanlples of this verb in Zeuss's
Gralll1l1atica Celtica (ed. 1871 , p. 565).
2. Besides to have, certain other verbs are expressed
\vith bos and the preposition dku. Thus:Ma cov dkeln [prone ma eodkel1t], I remember, lit.

there is remembrance to me.
Ma wltans dhe1u, I want, lit. there is want to me.
l~fa w!/er dhetn, I am sorry, lit. there is grief to me.
jJ{a OWtl dhe11z, I fear, lit. there is fear to me.
ilIa dout dhe1/t, I doubt, lit. there is doubt to me.
N/a reys dltel1t, or. reys yw dhell1, I Inust, lit. there is
need to me.
Another expression for Cl to remember" is perthy cov,
to bear memory. The imperative was sometimes written
pereo in one word. Perth), is used similarly with other
nouns: na berth 11tedlt, be not ashamed, na berth own,
be not afraid, tta berth 'lOner, be not sorry, an vtlScogyon
orto a borthas av)', the fools hated hinl (Passion, 26, 3),
Ita berth. dout, do not doubt.
The literal meaning is to
bear shame, fear, sorrow, envy, doubt, etc.
..
SiOmilarly nouns and adjectives are used withgan, with,
as in- Welsh, to represent states of mind. Thus:Da yu genev, I like, lit. it is good with me.
Drog yu genev, I am sorry, lit. it is bad with Ine.
Gwell )'U genev, I prefer, lit. it is better with 111e.
llfartlt yu genev, I am astonished, lit. ,vonder is
,vith me.
Cas yu genev, I h~te, lit. hate is with me.
The verbs dal and gotlt, signifying. OUg/lt, it behoves,
are used eitller impersonaUy or, though this is a late
corruption, as ordinary verbs.

N~ dol dhen try, \. we ought not.
Nz go/It dhen ny, f
Or:11ft a dal, }
11ft 0 go~h,

I ought.
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3. GWYIl an his. . This poetical expression is common
to Cornish, Welsh, and Breton. It signifies, le fair the
world," i.e. happy, and is used ,vith possessive pronouns
and appositional genitives.
GW)lIZ ow his, fair my \vorld, happy I.
G'lV)'1Z dha vIs, happy thou.
Gwyn e vis, happy he.
Gwyn his alz den na wrlg cerdlles en c~s~1 all gall1llinsegyon, blessed is the mall who hath not walked
in the counsel of the ungodly.

In Welsh, \vhen the possessor of this le fair ,vorld"
is expressed by a noun, there is a redundant possessive
pronoun before byd (his). Thus Psalm i. begins GwylZ
eifydy gwr, fair his world of the man. But this is not
the Cornish form, which uses the simple appositional
genitive in suchcases. There is a contrary expression,
dr~g pes, found in the Ordina/ia (Passio Chnsti, 3089),
drok P)ls of, unhappy am I. 1n this case drt1g seems to
put the initial of bls in its fourth state.
4- The following phrases are in common use, and are
~enerally run into one or two words in pronunciation.
Mer'ras dM Dhew (pron. 1nerdstlzadew). Great thanks
be to God.
Mlr 'ras dheugh why (pron. 1nerdsdhawhy. Great
thanks to you.
Dew re data dlteuglz 'lvll)' (pron. Durdtfladha'lvn;,).
God repay to you.
Dew re sona dlteugk why (pron. Dtlrsonadlmwhy).
God sain you.
Bennatk Dew genough 'lvlz.", (pron. B,f1zatew gelzaw!zy).
The blessing of God be \vith you.
Dew genough why (pron. Dew genawhy). God be
with you.
Pandrdl1ta (i.e. pa'n dra wral1la).
What shall
I do?
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Pandrellen (i.e. pa'n dra wrellell). What should
I do?
jJdndres (i.e. pa'n dra es). What is there?
Pandryu (i.e.pa'n drayu). What is?
Pandresses (i.e. pa'n dra wresses). What shouldst
thou do?
Fatla genouglt WIlY (pron. fatla gellawky). How are
you?
Trova (i.e. tre o-va), that he was.

§ 6.
I.

RULES ~"OR INITIAL MUTATIONS.

The Second State.
a. A ftmin£ne singular or 1nascul;ne plural noun (or
adjective used as a noun) preceded by the definite
article all, the, or the numeral idn, one, has its initial
in the second state.
b. An adjective \vhich follows and qualifies afetninine
singular noun, has its initial in the second state.
c. A noun preceded by an adjective qualifying it, of
whatever gender or number, has its initial in the
second state.
d. If the adjective preceding and qualifying a· fel1tinine singular noun follows the article an, the, the
initial of the adjective is also in the second state.
e. A noun in the vocative preceded by the particle
(J, 0 (expressed or omitted for the sake of verse), has
its initial in the second state.
/. The possessive pronouns dlza, thy, and e, his,
are followed by \vords, whether nouns, adjectives, or
verbal nouns (infinitives) in the second state. The
form 'tll, thee or thy, generally puts the word which
follows in the second state, but sometimes in the
fourth, or changes b to f, not v.
g. The verbal prefix a (older y, yth), is generally
follo\ved by a verb in the second state.
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h. The verbal particles a and re and the interrogative
particle a are followed by a verb in the second state.
i. The prepositions a, der or dre, dM, /ub, re, and
war, and compound prepositions ending in any of
them, are followed by words in the second state.
k. The conjunctions tre, tro, that, pall, when, erna,
until, hedre, whilst, are followed by the second
state.
I. The adverbial particle el' is followed generally
by an adjective in the second state.
tn. The adverbs pllr, very, ni, na, not, frag-a, why,
fatla, how, are followed by initials in the second state.
2.

The T"ird State.
a. The possessive pronouns ow, my, I, her, and aga,
their, are followed by words in the third state.
b. Ma, 1lta)', that, are sometinles followed by verbs
in the third state, and sometimes by a variant, g- becoming h, and gw becoming wiz.

3. The Fourth State.
a. The particle ow, which forms the present participle, is followed by a verbal noun (or infinitive) in
the fourth state.
b. The conjunctions a, 1nar, mara, if, are followed
by verbs in the fourth state.
c. The adverb 11taga, as (in U as well," etc.) is followed
by an adjective in the fourth state.
d. Sometimes an adjective beginning with d, when
preceded by the adverbial particle en, has its initial in
the fourth state, and rarely a noun beginning with d,.
when it follows in the appositional genitive a word
ending in the
e. The verbal prefix It (y), when followed by verbs
whose radical initial is d, often changes that initial to
the fourth state, and in the case of those beginning
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with guJ to wk. The conjunction ken, though, does
the same.
/. The third forol of the second personal pronoun
singular 'lk not infrequently changes the initial of
a verb beginning ~ith d to the fourth state, and that
of one beginning with g or gw to wh. It also sometimes changes b to f.
The exact usage of the mutations is not very clear,
for even the older \vriters used them rather wildly, but the
above rules are the general principles of theln. There
are valuable notes· on their phonetic principles in Dr.
Whitley Stokes's notes to St. A'leriasek, and in a paper
of additional notes which he published later. In the
latest Cornish there was a tendency to use the second
state after nearly anything, especially prepositions, except
the few \vords which govern the other two mutations.

.M

CHAPTER XV
PROSODY

prosody of the Celtic languages is often very.
elaborate, but the more modern tendency has generally
been in the direction of assimilating it to the prosody
of English, or, in the case of Breton, to that of It"rench.
In Welsh two systelns exist at the prese~lt day, and
the rules of them are known respectively as y Rheo/au
Caethion and )' Rlleo/au Rhyddion, the hond or strict
rules and the free rules. The former are founded 011
elaborate rules of Cynghanedd or consonance, \vhich
term includes alliteration and rhynle, and every imaginable correspondence of consonant and vowel sounds,
reduced to a system which Welsh-speaking Welshmen
profess to be able to appreciate, and no doubt really
can, though it is not easily understood hy the rest of
the world. The rules of C)'llghalledd are applied in
various ways to the four-and-twenty metres of the
Venedotian (Gwynedd or North Wales) school, and to
the metres of the Dilnetian (Dyfed or South-West
Wales) and the Glamorgan schools. Modern Welsh
bards, however, though they often use the strict rules
as tou.rs-de-force for Eisteddfod purposes, as often
compose poetry according to the free rules, \\'hich are
mostly the ordinary go-as-you-please metres of the
Saxon. The Bretons follow the ordinary It'rench
rules as to the strict number of syllables, the cresura,
and the rhyming, taking very little account of the stress
accent either of words or sentences.
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The prosody of the older Cornish literature has
little in c?mmon with the strict system of Welsh.
'rhough one does find alliterations and U internal "
rhYllling and correspondence of consonants, they do
not seem to be at all systematic, but are only either
introduced as casual ornaments or purely accidentally~
The rules of the older Cornish prosody have l1lore in
COlllmon \vith those of Bretoll, except that, but for one .
case in the Dramas of a five-syllabled couplet, and the
rather irregular Add. Charter fragment in the British
l\luseunl, there are only t\VO lengths of litleS, seven or
four syllables, and the cresura is not very definite.
The seven-syllabled lines are the more common.
The \vhole of the POel1t of tlte Passiolt is in stanzas of
eight seven-syllabled lines, rhyming alternately, but
\vritten as fourteen-syllabled lines; and the greater part
of the Dramas is in lines of the same length, though
with varying arrangements of rhymes.
Sometimes
whole passages of four-syllabled lines occur, and frequently four-syllabled lines occur in the same stanza with
those of seven syllables. The rhythmic accent seems
to be trochaic, and the heptasyllabic .line to consist of
three trochees and a long syllable, but as the stress
accent of words is absolutely disregarded, and the .
strong beats of the rhythm sometimes fall on monosyllables which out of poetry would probably be enclitic
or proclitic, ~r at any rate very slightly accented, one
can only be sure of the fact that the poet of the Ord,·nalia
\vas careful to count his syllables exactly, and to make
the last syllable of every line rhyme \vith the last syllable
of some other line. 'fhe author of the Poe", of the
Passion was not quite so careful, and Jordan was still
less so. Diphthongs, as in Breton, are occasionally
counted as two syllables, ay follo\ved by another vowel
is sometimes a vowel and sonletimes a consonant, and
there are occasional elisions and perhaps contractions,
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understood but not expressed,l but with these fe\v
exceptions the number of syllables to 3 line is strictly
accurate, and in the Ordina/ia is never varied by the
unaccented and- uncounted syllables that often occur in
English verse. The rhymes are quite strict to the eye,
but that is no doubt because in the days \vhen one
could spell as one pleased, the writer might arrange his
spelling to suit, hilt there appear to be cases \vhere the
dh and th, both written tit, as final consonants are made
to rhyme together, and the three sounds of U (00 alld
theoFrench u and eu) are sometinles confused. Though
the rhymes are always H masculine" (i.e. of one syllable),
there are occasionally cases where, unless one counts
the rhymes as 11 feminine" (i.e. of two syllables), they
would not be rhymes at all, and yet felninine rhymes
\vould throw out the rhythm.1
The metres of late Cornish \vere usually rather more
assimilated to English, but apparently some memory of
Celtic prosody lingered on. Lhuyd quotes a proverb,
of which he gives t\VO versions, in the old three-lined
metre known in Welsh as the Tnoball Mi/wr, or Warrior's
Triplets, \vhich is found as early as Llywarch He~'s
Laments for Geraint ap Erbyn and for the Death of
Cynddylall, in the sixth century. Lhuyd himself wrote
a Cornish Lament for WilliarD of Orange in what he
claimed as the same metre, a singularly inappropriate
subject for the language of a nation of loyal Jacobites,
as the Cornish certainly were as late as 1715. Boson
(Gwavas MS., f. 7) wrote a short elegy on James Jenkins
1 Probably the apparent· eight syllables in line 6 of the Poe/I' of,lie J'asS;OIl
may be accounted for in this way, and one should read levanJ"l1J as larOfll i
cf. in .the Breton of Treguier, laret for lavarout, and the late Cornish lawld
for 1'lvqrel.
2 It Dlay be that the Cornish ear for rhymes was'like the French, and that
the explanation is to be sought in a theory like that of the ,.,°lllt·S ,·'i:lltJs and the
(OIlSO"'" d' app,,; of modern French.
In French {hercner-1°tKlltr is a better
rhyme than ai,,,er-rocner (in each case with the accent on the last syllable).
In English the first would be no rhyme.
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of Alverton, also in rhyming triplets. The curious little
song, which is all that relnains·of Jenkins's poetry, seems
to show indications of a feeling for internal rhymes and
sOlllething like a rudimentary Cyngkanedd, but there is
not enough of it to reduce to any definite rules. Even
in Boson's verses and in those of Gwavas and Tonkin of
S1. Just (not the historian), in the Gwavas MS., the old
system of counting syllables' and taking very little
account of the stress accents of \vords, is occasionally
found, but generally in the later verse the extra unaccented syllables freely introduced show tha.t a sense
of a<;cent and beats of rhythm had come in.
SPECIMENS OF CORNISH VERSE.

I. Five- (or four) syl1abled lines, with occasional sixsyllabled, rhYlning A A B C C B. Froln .the fragnlent on
the back of Additional Charter 19,491 in the British
l\Iuseuln, late fourteenth century.
Go/sow ty cozvedh, (5)
Byth Ila bortlt l1zcdlt, (4)
DyyskJ"t ha powes (6)
fla dhY1l10 dus nes. (5)
lV/ar codltes dhe les j (5)
Ha dhys y rof l/tOWes, (6)

Hafest unan dek (5)
&'enes 11tar a plek. (5)
Ha tanha y j (4)
!(el/l1/terry dkotlt wrek, (5)
Scollye dltys 1zy vek (5)
Ha ty a z1'dk hy. (5) 1

Hearken, thou conlrade,
Never be ashamed,
Alight and rest
And to me come near.
If thou knowest thy advantage;
And to thee I will give
a girl,
And truly a fair one
To thee if she is pleasing.
Go take her nO\\1 ;
Take her to thy wife,
Refuse thee she will not
And thou shalt have her.

1 The numerals denote the number of syllables to each line.
original a long :3 is used (or d" and th.
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It is probable that this metre is intended to be fivesyllabled throughout, e~cept that a U fe1l1inine " or
double rhyme is occasionally allowable (e.g. Jowes,nowes), and ·that the light first syllable of a line may be
omitted. This accounts for the two six-syllabled and
two four-syllabled lines respectively. In the rest of the
poem there are lines of four, five, seven, eight, and even
nine syllables. The whole fragment of forty-one lines,
though not much earlier than the Ordina/ia, is much less
regular in rhythm, and is much less syllabic.
11. One of the commonest metres of ·the Dramas,
and. indeed of much medireval verse in other languages, consists of seven - syllabled lines rhyming
A A B C C B, or A A B A A B.
From the Pass;o Do,,,,,,i Nostn· iesu Chnsti, the
second of the Ordina/i'a, fifteenth century. (Our Lord's
speech to the Pue,.; Hebrteoruln.)
My blessing pe all upon
you
Ow tos yll onor thYl1tlllO
Coming in honour to me
Gans branch,s jlowrys
With
branches and
kifrys.
flowers likewise.
Un deyth a tnue yredy
A day shall soon conle
Ma' n ta/vethaf 0/ tkywhy . When I shall repay it all
to you
As much honour as is
Kel"mys enor thJ"1l yu
gwrys.
done to me.

Ow 6etlneth 0/ ragas 60

This is the metre of the ,veIl-known Whitsunday
Sequence, Vetl; Sancte Spirt.·tus (Come, thou Holy Spirit,
come).
Note that gwrys (gwres in Modern Cornish) is a
monosyllable, and that the ue of dhue is a single vowel
==eu. This metre is varied by being made into eightlined stanzas, rhyming A A A Bee C B.
.'
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Ill. Another very common metre in the Dramas
consists of stanzas of eight" lines of seven syllables,
rhyming alternately. Usually the stanza only contains
t\VO rhymes, but sometimes, especially if four lines of
the eight are given to one character and four to another,
the rhymes of the two quatrains are independent of one
another.
From the Ordinale de Origine Mundi, fifteenth century. (Eve's speech to Adam after gathering the apple.)
My pall eSt11 Ott quandre
C/ewys a'n nyl tenewel/,
Un e/ou tal/eth cane
A ughaf war an wethen.
Ef a wruk ow husullye
Frtl.t (lltlletlty 1Ilay torren
Moy es Del/, ny a vye
Bys venytha na sorren.

I when I was wandering

Heard on the one side
An angel beginning to sing
Above me on the tree.
He did counsel me
Fruit from it that I
should break;
More than God we should
be
Nor be troubled for ever.

Note the apparent le feminine" rhymes, torren-sorren,
\vhich are really rilnes riches in the French style.
The whole Poel1t of the Passion is in this metre, but
is written in lines of fourteen syllables.
IV~

Four - syJlabled lines, often written as eightsyllabled, rhyming alternately. Thus (Passio D. N.]. C.
in the Ordinalia, 1. 35) :A Illcster whek· gorthys re

o

sweet master, glorified
be thou,
Pan wretk 11lar tek· agan When thou dost so sweetly
dysky.
teach us.
Asson wha1tsek· 0/ the pysy, How we desire all to pray,
Lettrys na lek· war Thu Learned and lay, to God
1nercy /
for mercy!
by
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The same t\VO rhymes run through a stanza of eight
(\vritten as four) lines.

V. It"our-syllabled lines in six-lined stanzas, rhyming
A A B A A B (Passio D. N. J. C., 169).
Gortnyans ha gras
Tne Dew ow thas
Luen a verci,
Pan lianvonas
Yn onor bras
ThY11l serllJ'si.

Glory and thanks
To God my Father,
It"'ull of mercy,
When he sent
In great honour
Servants to me.

VI. Sometilnes a mixture of the last two forms of
stanza is found exten'ded to ten lines. Thus (Ongo
Mundi, 1271) : . f}yvythys of
The'tk volu1tgeth,
A r/uth porth cof
Y n deyth dyweth
A'1N enef vy.
La1lar thY11tl/tO
Palldra wra11la;
Y'n guJrafytho
Scon tor-lna
Yn pur deffry.

yn

COlne aln I
'ro thy will.
Lord remember
In the last day
My soul.
Tell nle
What I shall do ;
I will do it now
Soon in this turn
. Very seriously.

VII. Mixed seven and four syllabled lines. Sometimes these are only the metre of 11., with the third
and sixth lines four-syllabled instead of seven-syllabled.

PROSODY
Thus in Ongo
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91-1, we find :-

baltnetk theugkwky pub My blessing to you alprys,
~ays,
Mar tha y wrezlgk ou
So well you do my busitzygys
ness .
Prest )lIt pub le.
Quickly everywhere.
Gorreugh an fals nygetkys
Put the false flier
GallS Abet a desel1tjJys
With Abel imn.lediately
The yssethe.
To sit.
Ot/,

VIII. Sometilnes alternations of stanzas of four and
seven-syllabled lines are found. A very remarkable
and effective set opens the Drama of Tlte Pass':on.
It is in stanzas of thirteell lines, eight lines of four
syllables (written as four of eight syllables), rhyming
A B A B A B A B, one line of seven syllables with rhyme
C, three lines of seven syllables with rhYlne D, and a
seven-syllabled line \vith rhynle C.
Tkyuglt lavara· Ow dyskyblyon,
jJyseygh toythda· 01 kescolon
Deu dreys pup tra· Eus a
huhon
Tlteyghytl bys-111a· Y gratlt
da1tVO;,
Yn dyweth 11ttlJ' feugh
sy/wys.
Galls all eletlt yu g%w,
V'Z Itef agas enifow
N etfre a tryg hep ponow

YnJoy Ila vyth dywytlzys.

To you I say, my disciples,
Pray quickly, all of one
heart
God above everything,
who is on high
To you in this world His
grace to send
In the end that ye may
be saved.
·
With the angels there is
light,
In heaven your souls
Ever shall dwell without
pains
In joy that shall not be
ende(l.
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IX. In the Drama of St. Menasek there are no less
than ten classes of stanza, counting by the number of line!f
to the stanza, and these nlay be considerably multiplied by
alternating or mixing seven-syllabled with four-syllabled
lines in various orders, and by varying the number of
sets of rhymes to a stanza and the order of those rhymes.
Perhaps one of the most elaborated (I. 168-180) will
serve as a specimen. It is a thirteen-lined stanza of
twelve seven-syllabled lines, and one (the ninth) foursyllabled line, with four sets of rhymes, rhyming
A B A B A B A 13 C [four syllables] D D D C.
Called am I Conan,
King in Little Britain;
And the kingdom very
}{an~l~sro'puryndy
readily
I own all entirely.
Me a beu 01yl' {yan.
Der avys OIl, ar/ydlty
Through the advice of my
lords
I will go now
M ones y fannaf /e11tman
The Duk pen a che'lJa/ry,
To the Duke the chief of
knighthood.
Second to me certainly
Nesse dhY11111l0 yn cerlan
Like as he is.
Par del yu if
Y,na 11laryag galosek
There is a mighty mar.
riage
Cows)'s dkyn rag Meryasek Spoken to us for Meriasek
Mergh dhe vyghtenl gal- Of the daughter to a
mighty king,
losek,
Nynses IJrassa yn dan nif. There is not a greater
under heaven.
Ge/wys ydkof Conany,
Mytern yn Bryton Vyan;

It is evident that by varying the number of lines and
rhymes to a stanza, varying the distribution of the
rhymes, and mixing lines of different length, an almost
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The only poetn relnaining of Jalnes Jenkins of Alverton
(printed by Pryce and Davies Gilbert) is a sort of
irregular ode, which refuses to be satisfactorily analysed.
The lines are all sorts of lengths, they may begin with
an accent or they may have one or two light syllables
before the first strong beat, the rhymes may be single or
double. The principle of the first part seems to be little
lines of two beats, varying from three to seven syllables
rhyming in couplets. Thus:There are many wives
Worse than grains [i.e.
brewers' refuse],
Gwel/gerres( or gwellgerres) Better left
.,
Vel k011111lereS (or vel kOlll- 'fhall taken,

Ma leeas gwreag
Ldcka vel seag,

.

11Ieres),
Ha 11la 'eeas bln,lell
Pokar aI' gwene11
Ey vedn gwlrras de go tees
Dendle peatlt all beas. .

And there are many\vomen
Like the bees,
'fhey \vill help their men
To earn the goods of the
\vorld.
Flehas heb skceans
Children without knowledge
Will do [according to]
Vedn gtt" go seealls;
.their sense j
Buz 111ar crowllgy predery
But if they do consider
What their play is. like,
Pan del go gwdrJ'
Ha 1Jlddra td
And consider well
What did father and
Pandrig slera ha dti1111lla,
mother,
Na ,"a hens [wrans?] 1Iloaz They \vill not go to the
. dan coos
wood
To gather their food.
Do kllntle go b008. 1

1 The spelling of one of the original ~ISS. has heen preserved bere, except
that, in order to avoid confusion as to the number of syllables, the final lnute
t is omitted. In this ~e=t, ea =1, oo=J.
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The latter part has lines of four beats, \vith a very
variable number of unaccented syllables, which in reading \vere probably hurried over rather vaguely. l'his
rhythln may be conlpared with the U ne,,' principle"
(as the auth'or calls it in his preface) of Coleridge's
Christabel.1
Boson's triplets are mostly of ten-syllabled lines,
Lhuyd's are generally of eight syllables, but sOlnetimes
of nine or even ten and eleven.
Tonkin of St. Just, a tailor, wrote two songs, which
are in the G\vavas MS. They are in four-lined stanzas
generally' of seven-syllabled lines, though as often as
not having an extra light syllable to begin with.
~rhus:-

Pa wrlg ev gorra
war tlr

/1'08

Ev vi welC011zbes tile or
plr.
Ha devethes dho Caresk
Maga sa'ltJ besca

vc pesk.2

When he [i.e. Willialn of
Orange] did put foot
on land
He was welcomed I know
well.
And having come [calne]
to Exeter
As safe as ever was
fish.

The epigrams printed by Pryce and Davies Gilbert
\vere mostly composed by Boson and Gwavas. Eightsyllabled lines are frequent alnong them, but they are of
little or no value, and are altogether on English models,
and not very good models at that.
Should anyone wish to attenlpt verse-writing in
Cornish, it \vould be best either to use one of the seven
1 cc I have only to add that the metre of ChrislalJe/is not properly speaking
irregular, though it may seem so through its being founded on a new principle,
n:unely, that of counting in each line the accents, not the syllables." (Preface
tu 1816 edition of Chrislcrbcl.)
~ Spelling adapted to that of this gramlllar.
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or four syllabled (or mixed) metres of the Dramas, using
their purely syllabic methods, which undoubtedly work
all right in modern Brcton, or to extend the same
principles, as the Bretons do, to lines of other lengths.
The triplets of old Welsh and perhaps of very old Cornish
are effective metres, but are not so easy as they look, for
it is not enough merely to \vrite rhyming triplets. Lhuyd
in his one attempt has produced a peculiar though
allowable metre, with lines of all sorts of lengths, and
the old specimens, Llywarch Hen's 1Jfarwnad Geraz"llt ap
Erbin, and the Englynion called Ei", Mynydd, are
largely in lines of seven syllables, and some of them,
such as the Song of the Death of Cynddylan, and the
curious ninth-century poem in the Cambridge juvencus,
seem to have also the gair cyrch, that strange little tag
to the first line of the triplet, outside of the rhyme but
not outside of the assonance or alliteration, which is so
marked a characteristic of the four-lined Englyn, while in
most of them there are alliterations, vowel correspondences, and internal rhymes, which are not so haphazard
as they look. It is well not to attempt to force a Celtic
language into a Teutonic mould. Some of the most
beautiful metres that the world has ever known are to
be found among the works of English poets, but they
are no more suitable to Cornish than hexameters,
sapphics, and alcaics on strict quantity lines would be to
English. It is possible, however, to write ten-syllabled
blank verse in Cornish, provided a fair amount of
alliteration is used.
One word about inversions of the order of words in
poetry. This should be done very sparingly, and it is
not easy to lay down very definite rules as to what is
allowable "and what not. It is best not to deviate. from
the usual order of words unless one can find a precedent
in one of the Dralnas. Sonle inversions, however, are
quite allowable. Thus one may put the compleOlent of
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a predicate, e.g. an infinitive, an accusative, or a participle,
at the beginning of a phrase :bewa ythesaf pub tare (Creation, 1667), living I am
al\vays.
.
ba1tna ny allaf pelas (Creation, 1622), a drop I cannot
see.
difalebys os ha cabIn (Creation, 1603), deformed thou
art, and crooked.
yn bushes ow crowetha (Creation, 1606), in bushes lying.
galls dealt pelt vo convethys (Creation, 1618), by nlan
\vhen it is discovered.
wortluzf ve sertan It)' dale (Creatio1t, 1619), with me,
certainly, ought not.
deterlllJ's ove dlta un dra (Creatioll, 236), determined
I alll of one thing.
11/0S the11, Illeltythe lite a VYlt (Cretltioll" 1082), go to the
lTIountain I will.

These are all taken froln Jordan's Creation, and
1110stly at randOlll fronl the same page. Still~ the less
one inverts the normal order of words the 'better.

CHAPTER XVI
NOTE ON THE INTERPRETATION OF
CORNISH NAMES

of the practical interests in the study of Cornish is
in the interpretation of place-nalnes. As quite ninety
per cent. of the place-names of Cornwall are Celtic, and
as a very large proportion of these are descriptive names,
usually in a fairly uncorrupted state, this gives much
opportunity of research. There are, ho\\'ever, certain
considerations, grammatical and topographical, which
should be kept carefully in mind in attempting to discover the meanings of these names, and it is a disregard
of these considerations that has nlade most of the
published works on the subject so singularly valueless.
The great majority of Cornish names are composed
of epithets suffixed to certain nouns, such as tre, trev,
a town ; pot, a pool j pen or pedn, head or top j rds, often
written rose, a heath; car, a fort or camp; lan, an
enclosure, or a church; egtos, a church j bal, a mine j
whet or wheat, a work (i.e. a mine); chy, t.Y" a house j
park, a field j porth, a creek or harbour; nallS, a valley;
earn, a cairn or heap of rocks j hat, a moor j giln, gooll.
a down; grwet, grweal, a field; bad, bos, bo, a dwelling;
tes, a court, a palace; carrack, a rock; creeg, a tumulus';
crows, a cross j din, dun, a hill-fort j fenton or venton,
a spring; ketty, kitty, a grove; cos, coose, a wood; 1Jlln,
a stone; tot, a hole; triga, trigva, a dwelling-place;
11letan, 1net/an, vel/an, a mill; sawn, za'ZVIIS, a cove; brOIl,
bryn, a hill; bar, bor, bur, a summit; tor, a hill. These
ONE
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East Cornwall, \vhere the language has been dead for
three centuries, this accentuation is still preserved.
If the epithet suffix is a monosyllable, the accent of
the compounded word is on the last syllable; if not, the
accent is usually on the last but one, but the intervening article or preposition is always a proclitic, and
is disregarded as to accent. The same sort of thing
happens in English. Thus, even if it were the custOlD
to write Stratfordonavon all in one word, we should
kno\v by the accent that it IDeant Stratford-oll-AvOII;
but one, say some German philologist, who had never
heard it pronounced, and knew nothing of British
topography and the distribution of surnames, might
conjecture that it was Stratfor DtJnavon, might compare it with Lydiard Tregost, Stoke DaIJenlon, Sulton
Valence, or Compton Wyniates, and might build thereon
a beautiful theory of an Irish settlement in Warwickshire. Things every whit as absurd as this have been
done with Cornish names.
3. The position and general features of the place.
Thus when we find that a rather important to\vn is
situated at the innermost point of a bay called in
Cornish (cf. Boson's Pilchard Song) Zans Ga,rak Loos
en Kf1z, we may doubt whether its nalDe signifies
u the holy head or headland," and not·1I the head of
the bay:' In this case there is a slight complication,
because there· is actually something of a headland
about the Battery Rocks, and the town arms are St.
John Baptist's head in a charger; but when we find
that Tre1naine is sonle ten miles, as the crow flies, from
the nearest point of the coast, we may be quite justified
in doubting whether Pryce is right in calling it u the
town on shore or sea coast."
l'he following specimens of names about \vhose meaning there can be no doubt, will serve as examples of the
construction of Cornish place-names :-
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I.

Epithet following noun.
a. Masculine. Porth,lleal· (in Zennor), the great
porth or creek. (Murray's Handbook says that it
ll1eans the It sea-port," but lvI urray's interpretations
are intricately and ingeniously \vrong-headed).
b. ~"'eminine. T,·t1. 1ea1t, the little town. Tre signifies
to'iOIZ in the Inodern Cornish and old English sense,
a farmhouse with its out-buildings. It is the commonest of these generic prefixes. In Brittany, though
it is occasionally found, its place is usually taken by
!(er (Cornish Car, Welsh Caer), probably the Latin
castrul1l, a fortified town or camp, a difference which
has its historical significance.

2.

Epithet preceding noun.
Hendrea, the old town (in Sancreed). Note that
this is Heltdrea, not Hendrea. Note. also the change
of initial in tree

3. Intervening particles.
fl. The definite article.
Crows-an-wra, the witch's
cross. (Murray says that it means "the wayside
cross," ,but gwraglt, gwrah, gwra, Bretoll gwrach,
certainly llieans a hag or witch, and the change of
initial after the article shows that the noun is feminine.)
Cky-an-dowr, the house of the water.
b. Preposition.
Tywardreath, the house on the
sands; Tywarnltllile ( = Ty war an hayle), the house on
the tidal river. Note that the syllable war in these
\vords is unaccented. In Trewartha, the upper house,
the accent is on war, so that even if we were not
accustolned to the epithet wartha we should know
that war is here not a preposition.
4. Appositional genitive without article.
Ckytan, the house of fire; Chypons, the bridge house;
Pentreath, the head of the sands; Portreatll
(= POI·th-treath), the creek of the sands.
NallCe1llelti1tg ( = Nans-11zellan), the valley of the mill.
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5. Proper names as appositional genitives :Tr/!iago, the house of Jago (or James).
Cltykel1/'!Jra, the Welshman's house.
Gdn-an-Guidal (or Anguidal DO'lvns), the down of
the Irishman.
In West Corll\vall, especially in Pen\vith, where the
spoken language lingered latest, there is a greater tendency
to the use of the article an than in the more eastern part
of the Duchy. Sonletimes the article is prefixed to the
noun itself. Thus, Antire'Zvartlltl (=an dre wartha), the
upper town, in Gwithian, now called Upt011, but inhabited by a family of the older name; Allgarrack, the
rock, between Hayle and G\vinear Road; Angove, the
smith, and Angwin, the white, family names; A11grOt1Se,
the cross, in ~fullion; Angear, the castle; Atlnear or
Ennor, the earth; Ang-illey or A1tguilly, the grove.!
Generally when the article comes between the
generic nOUll and sotne other word the latter is a noun
also, an appositional genitive, but occasionally it is
an adjective, as in Ponsanootk (in Perran Arworthal and
Gluvias), which is probably Pons-an-nowedh, the new·
bridge. The generic prefix Pleu or Plou, parish, so
common in Brittany, is altogether unknown in Cornish
place-names of. to-day, unless, as sonle hold, Bltu Bnage
in Madron means It the parish bridge," and is a partial
translation of Pons-an-bleu, but the word is comlDon
enough in Cornish, and the names of parishes called after
saints frequently began in Cornish writings with Pleu
(pIu, plut)-Pleu East, St. Just; Pleu Patll, St. Paul;
Pleu Vudllick, St. Budock. Though the word occurs
in the expression tts pleu, people of [his] parish, in the
tale of John of Chy-an-Hur, the three parishes mentioned
there, St. Levan, St. Hillary, and Buryan, are called by
1 Cf. the Arabic article a/ prefixed to place-nantes in SOllthern Spain, and
to nouns of .Arabic derivation in Spanish.
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their ordinary English names. l'he prefix tan, originally
an enclosure (cf. the English lawn), but later used to
signify a church \vith its churchyard, is still frequently
found, \vith occasional variants of la, la11t, and land, but
it is nothing like so frequent as the Welsh equivalent
llan. In earlier days it was more COlumon in Cornwall
than it is no\v, and a number of parishes which now
have the prefix" Saint" appear in the DOlllesday Survey
with La'!t.
The family nall1es of Corn\vall, o111itting those of
the few great Norman houses, Granvilles, Bevilles,
Fortescues, Bassets, S1. Aubyns, Glanvilles, etc., which
do not concern us at present, fall into at least four
classes.
I.

Nanles derived from places.
U By Tre, Pol, and Pen,
Ye shall know Cornishmen."

or as Camden nlore correctly expands it at the expense
of lnetre:By l"re, Ros, Pol, Lan, Car, and Pen,
. Ye shall know the most Cornishmen."

It

And he might have added many more prefixes. It is
probable that many of these names originated in the
possession of the estates of the same names.
Of this class are such names as Trelawny, Rosevear,
Polwhele, Lanyon, Carlyon, and Penrose.
To the
ordinary SaXOll they sound highly aristocratic, and
are introduced into modern It up country" novels in
Cl \vay that is often alnusing to a Cornishman, and 110
doubt InallY of them do represent the names of
fanlilies of past or present gentility, for in Cornwall,
as in the Scottish Highlands, armigerous gentry were
and are very thick 011 the ground, alld a very large
number of Cornishlnen of every class and occupation

.
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might write themselves down "gentlemen " In the
strict heraldic sense if they only knew it. But S0l11e
names of this class are derived from very sDlall landed
possessions, and some probably, as similar names in
England, from mere residence, not possession.
2. Patronymics. These are the equivalents of the
English names ending in son or s, of the Welsh names
beginning with ap (=111ab, son), and the Irish and
Scottish beginning \vith Iliac or 0'. They fall into
five classes.
a. The Christian nalne used as a surname \vithout
alteration, as Harry, Peter,John, Ra'lvle, A)aweor Rowe
(for Ralpk or Raoul), Gilbart and Gilbert, Tho,nas or
Th01n, Davy, Benllet, Han. 1CJ', Tangye, etc.
b. 1'he diminutive of the Christian nanle, asJenkin,
Hodgkin, I?aw/in, Tonkin, Eddyveall (~Little Eddy),
Hocki1t (=Hawkill, i.e. Harrykin), etc.
c. The Christian name or its diminutive in its
English possessive form, as Peters, Johns, Rogers,
Jenki1ls, Rawli1tgs, Roberts, etc.
d. Patronymics formed as in English, Gertnan,
Dutch, and the Scandinavian languages by adding
son, as Johllson, Jacksoll, IVilson, etc. When these
occur in Cornwall they are probably often of
English origin.
e. Patronymics formed \vith the prefix ap (for
1nab, son), apocopated (as in the Welsh names
Probert, Pritchard, Price, Bevan, Bowen) to a p or b.
It is possible that to this class may bel<?ng Prowse,
Praw/e (Ap Rowse, slp Ra'lvle), BO'lvn (Ap Ofven ?),
Budge (Ap Hodge ?), Pezzack (Ap Isaac).
The Christian names froll1 \vhich patronymics are
formed are not as a rule very peculiar. There are the
usual names of the well-kllO\Vn saints, Peter, Paul,
Mitchel/ (Michael), John, Ja1/tes (or in its Cornish form,
Jago), Tlto11zas, Matthew, Francis, Dunstan, Bennet, An-
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drew, .ll1'artin,and the rest, the COlnlnon general Christian
nanles, Harry, Wi//ia11t, Robert, Roger, etc., and SOlne
less C011111l0n ones, such as Jtt/yan, Viviall, Nicholas
(Nicol, Nichol/, etc.), Colin,Jeffry,Jasper, Gilbert, etc., and
nanles of Cornish saints, Ke'l'erne, Key, Gll~yas, Ustick
(probably adjectival forln froln JlIst). Besides these
there are a. few froln old British, or of Breton or NOr1l1an
introduction, Harvey (Herv/), Denltis, Rawle, and Rawtin (Raoul, Raouli1t, Rival/en), Taltgye (Tanguy, a quite
COnll110n nanle in Brittany, fronl St. Tanguy, one of
the entourage of st. Pol of Leon), Arthur, David or
Davy (as representing the Welsh saint, not the King
of Israel), Sampson (representing the Bishop of Dol,
not the Israelite hero), Jewell (Breton Judicae/ or
luhel). Some names take a variety of fornls. Thus
Clel1tent is found as C/el1zens, Cleln111ellts, Clenze1zts, Cle11lo
or Cle11l1lloW, Clil1Z0, Cli,1zance, etc., Ralph (Radulpltus,
Rudolph, j(andolpk, Rollo) is found as Ralph, Rapson,
Rawe, Rawle, Rawlin, Raw/ing, Rawlings, Rabling,
Randal/, Rowe, Row/ing, Rowse, etc. There are also
certain names which have a resemblance to Spanish
nanlCS, Pascoe, Varcoe, Jago, Crago, Manuel, etc., but
no theory of Spanish influence is necessarily to be
built upon them, as they are otherwise explainable.
As the Cornish had got beyond the matriarchal stage
of culture before historic times, we do not find family
names derived froln names of wonlen, but 110 chapter
on Cornish nomenclature can onlit that very remarkable and peculiarly Cornish name Jennifer, \vhich is
beyond any doubt a local form of the name of Guenivere, the wife of Arthur. A more Frenchified form
is still found in Brittany, and the Cornish form goes
back to time itnlnelnorial. At one time the l1ame of
an equally celebrated Queen of Cornwall was used
as a Cornish Christian nanle, for Ysolt de Cardinham
possessed the advowson of the church of Colan in
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the thirteenth century, but except as a modern revival,
of which the present \vriter knows only one case connected \vith Cornwall, this name is no longer found.
Another not infrequent Christian name is HanniIJal,
from which possibly may come the surnames Ha1nb/y,
Ha1ltley, and Ha11zblyn. The name is too old in Cornwall to have originated in any theory about the
Phrenicians and the tin trade of the Cassiterides,
for it is found in times when no one troubled
himself about either, but its origin is decidedly a
puzzle.
3. Names derived from trades or occupations. Some
of these are only English, S,nith, Wnght, Carpenter,
Brewer, Paynter, etc., but others are real Cornish, as
Marrack, knight ; Angove, the smith j Drew, druid,
magician (and perhaps An-drew, the druid, when it
is not merely a patronymic); Tyacke, farmer; Sayer
and Sara, possibly Saer, carpenter; Hel/yar, hunter;
Cauntor (Lat. Calltor), singer.
4. Nicknanles or names derived from personal peculiarities, such as Black, White, Brown, Grey, Green, which
are tnostly found in English, though one finds Angw;n,
the white, and Winn, white; Glass and Glaze, blue j
COt~ch, red; F/oyd (cf. Welsh Lloyd), grey; Glu66,
moist, \vet; Coatk, Coad, and its English Olde or
Ouid,· Baragwaneth, wheat-bread, etc. Also names derived from names of animals, Bullock, Cock, Fox, or
its Cornish Lewarne (unless that is Le-warne, the place'
of alders), Mutton (though this may be a place-name
also), etc. One does not see why a man should have
been called Curnow, the Cornishman, in a country
in which such an epithet could not have been very
distinguishing, but that name is not at all uncommon,
nor is A ndai1Z or ElIdenn, the man, which is still less
distinguishing.
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This is only a slight sketch of a considerable range
of investigation, but the subject would require a book
to itself, so that it is impossible here to do nlore than
indicate the direction in which students of Cornish
nomenclature should \vork. But in the investigation of
place-names in any language one must always allow
for corruption and alteration in the course of centuries,
and in a Celtic country for the Celticising of names of
non-Celtic derivation. Thus the well-known Welsh
name Bettws is probably the old English bede-house
(prayer-house), Gattws, less conlmon, is gatehouse. The
terminations aig, sgor, bhat, dalt, ort, so common in the
Hebrides and West Highlands, are Gaelic forms of the
Norse vik, skJl1!r, vat, dat, .fjord, and many names in
those parts are altogether Norse, spelt Gaelic fashion,
and have no meaning whatever in Gaelic. Probably
the Cornish place-nanle Bereppa, Ilar-repper, Brepper,
Borripper, of which instances occur in Gunwalloe,
Penponds, Mawnan, and elsewhere, is only the French
Beau-Repaire, and there are probably many other names
Dr. Bannister's Glossary of
of French derivation.
Cornish Names is of so enlinently uncritical a character
as to be of little use. Though he had a wide knowledge
of separate Cornish words, he was no philologist, and
did· not seem to understand how to put his words
together. Had he only given the situation of the places
-the nanle of the parish would have been something
towards it-he would have left a basis for future work.
As it is, the whole work needs to be done over again.
Of course one need hardly say that out of such a large
collection of nanles a .considerable number of the derivations are quite correctly stated, but those are mostly
the easy and obvious ones, and even easy ones are
often wrong, and it was quite useless to encumber
the glossary \vith the hopeless derivations of eighteenth-
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century writers. But the interpretation of place-names
is not so simple as it looks, and it is easier to criticise other people's derivations than to find better
ones, so that one may admire Dr. Bannister's industry
while one deprecates the recklessness of many of his
conclllsions.

APPENDIX
THE DA\'8, lvIONTH8, AND SEASONS
. IN CORNISH

§

I.

'rhe Days of the Week, DedhJ'owal1 Seitlzan.
1"hursday, De l'ew.
Friday, ])2 G2tJelzer.
Saturday, De Sadarn.

Sunday, De Zi/."
I\1onday, De Lin.
Tuesday, De Merglz.
\Vednesday, De Ma~·lzar.

It will be seen that, like the Welsh and Bretons as
well as the Latin nations, the Cornish derived the names
of the days directly from Latin, and did not, like the
Teutonic nations, translate them in accordance with
primitive ideas of cOll1parative ll1ythology.

§

2.

The Months of the Year, Mtsyowan Vledhan.
July, Mis Gore/all.
August, M/s Est.
September, Mis Gwellga/a.
October, blls Hedra.
November, Mis Deu.
December, Mis Kevardlzeu.

January, A/is Genver.
February, AIls IVlzevral.
March, ilfis Merglz.
April, M/s Ebral.
May, Jlfis Me.
June, Mis Efa".

§ 3. 'fhe Four Seasons of the Year, PaJer Termen an
Vledhan.
Spring, G2tJainten.
Summer, Hav.

I
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Autumn, Kidn;av..
\Villter, Gwav.
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§ 4. Festivals and Holy Days, Dcdh Goilyo'ZlJ ha Dedhyow
Sans.
Christmas, Nade/iR.
New Year's Day, B/edltan lV'Owedlt.
Epiphany,
} Degt an SIet.
'fwelfth Day, All Da'lt1dNgtlas D;dlt.
Easter, PasR.
Low Sunday, PasR Bit.'''.
Ascension Day, An AsRenyal1s.
\Vhitsunday, } Zt{~tJidn.
I>entecost,
Pellcasl.
PaInt Sunday, Dc Zi/ BttlYow.
Ash Wednesday, De Marltar an Losow.
Maundy Thursday, De Ye1t1 Hanlblys.
Good Friday, .De Gwener an GrO'ltJs.
H 1 W k f Seitltan Sails.
o y ee, 1 Sei/It,," Mcr.
Purification, }
flegl Marla an Go/ow.
Candl emas,
Annunciation, } Digl agall Arledhes.
lAdy IJay,
Degl M,rta en Mts .Afergll.
Visitation, Degl Mt"ia e1l Gorefan.
{ fleg/ Afarla en Ha"ter-Est.
.
A ssumptlon, E I._J
1"',~
wneryans .lUar,a.
Nativity of B.V.M., Genesfgetlt Marla.
j Golowan
(i.e. The Lights, or
M 1·dsummer Day,
M·d
F")
""t
f
St
J
h
'
)
1
summer
lres.
Na t IV1 y 0
• 0 n, \ Genesege/It /i1a" Bt:Jedltyor.
Lammas Day, } Dego/edlt js (pron. d2gilldys, meaning,
Harvest Home,
"Corn Feast ").
" D {Ha/an G'ltJav (i.e. the Kalends of
All Salnts ay,
\V·In ter ).
All Souls ])ay, 1J2dh all Ellt!f)Oll l •
Ember !)ays, All PaJ·er Terlllen.
Whit Monday, lJe Li" Peneas/.
Trinity Sunday, De Zil an .DrinJ"es.
Corpus Christi flay, .Deg/ Corf Crist.
Michaelmas Day, Deg/ Sans Myh"lltag 0/ Qll Ele/II.
Jl

LIST OF SOME MODERN BOOKS AND ARTICLES
RELATING 1"0 CORNISH
I. The Ancient Cornish Dralna. Edited and translated
by Mr. Edwin Norris. Oxford, Univ~rsity Press, 1859.
2 vols. 8vo. [This contains the Trilogy known as the
Ordiltalia (see p. 27), follo\ved by notes and a most
valuable U Sketch of Cornish Grammar," and the Cottonian Vocabulary, arranged alphabetically].
2. Pascon agan Arluth: the Poem of the Passion (see
p. 26). [With a translation and notes by Dr. Whitley
Stokes.]
Philological Society's Transactio1ts, 1860-1.
8vo.
3. Gwreans an Bys: the Creation of the World, a
Cornish Mystery. Edited, with a translation and notes,
by Whitley Stokes. Philological Society's Transactions,
1864. 8vo.
4. Lexicon Corltu-Britannicu111: a Dictionary of the
ancient Celtic language of Cornwall, in which the words
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\vorks no\v remaining; \vith translations in English.
The synonyms are also given in the cognate dialects of
\Velsh, Armoric, Irish, Gaelic, and Manx, showing at
one vie\v the connection between them. By the Rev.
Robert Williams. Roderic, Llandovery, 1865. 4tO.
5. A Collection of hitherto unpublished Proverbs
and Rhymes in the ancient Cornish Language: from the
1\ISS. of Dr. Borlase. By William Copeland Borlase.
Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall, 1866. 8vo.
6. A Cornish Glossary. By Whitley Stokes. [Additions of about 2000 words to Willialns's Lexicon, with some
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corrections].
'l'rallsactio,,.s of the Philological Society,
1868-9.
7. Beulla1lS Aferitlsek: the Life of St. ~{eriasek, Bishop
and Confessor. A Cornish Drama. Edited, \vith a
translation and notes, by Whitley Stokes. Triibner &
Co., London, 1872. 8vo.
8. The Cornish Language. A Paper read before
the Philological Society, March 21st, 1873. By Henry
Jenner. Philological Society's Trallsactions, 1893.
9. Traditional Relics of the Cornish Language in
Mount's Bay in 1875. By Henry Jenner. Pkilological
Society's Transactions, 1876. 8vo.
10. The Histor)' and Literature of the Ancient
Cornish k1.nguage. By Henry Jenner. A Paper read
before the British Archreological Association at Penzance,
August 19th, 1876. British Archteological Journal, 1877.
8vo.
I I. Copy of a MS. in Cornish and English from the
MSS. of Dr. Borlase. Nebbas Gern"au dro tko Carnoack.
By John Boson. Edited by W. C. Borlase. Journal of
tke Royal Institution of Cornwall, Nov. 1879. 8vo.
12. An English-Cornish Dictionary. Compiled from
the best sources. By Fred. W. P. Jago. Luke, Plymouth i Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., London, 1887. 4to.
13. A Glossary of Cornish Names: ancient and
modern, local, family, personal, etc. 2000 Celtic and
other names, now or formerly in use in Cornwall
. . . By the Rev. John Bannister. Williams & Norgate,
London; J. B. Netherton, Truro, 1871. 8vo.
14. Articles in the Revue Celtigue.
Vol. i. p. 332. Cl The Bodmin Manumissions." By
Dr. Whitley Stokes.
Vol. iii. p. 85. 41 Cornica." Durdala, Durs01la;
Cornish in the Vatican [John of Cornwall's
Merlill]; Cornish Life of St. Columba [mention
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of a letter from Nicholas Roscarrock to Canlden,
referring to such a \vorkJ. By Dr. Whitley
Stokes.
VoI. iii. p. 239. Cl Le dernier echo de la Langue Cornique/' By the Rev. W. S. Lach-Szyrma. [An
account of the present \vriter's Paper on 11 'fraditional Relics of Cornish in Mount's Bay," with
additions.]
Vol. iv. p. 258. Cl Cornica." Fragments of a Drama.
[Text and translation of the Add. Charter frag- •
Inent (see p. 25)]. Cornish Phrases. [FroDl
Andrew Borde (see p. 30)]. By Dr. Whitley
Stokes.
Vol. xiv. p. 70. H Les Glosses de l' OXOllie1ZSis posterior sont elles Corniques ?" P.3 01 • U Les mots
Druic, Nader, dans le Vocabulaire Cornique."
By Prof. J. Loth.
.
Vol. xviii. p. 401. le Etudes Corniques I." [On the
pronunciation of d, t, s, 8, J~ etc.]. By Prof.
Loth.
Vol. xxiii. p. 173. U Etudes Corniques I I. Textes
inedits en Cornique moderne." [G,enesis iii.,
St. Mattlt. iv., ii. .}i'rolD the Gwavas MS., with
a }4'rench translation and notes]. By Prof.
Loth.
Vol. xxiii. p. 236. " Etudes Corniques IV. Remarques et corrections au Lexicon Cornu-Britannica de Williams." By Prof. Loth.
Val. xxiv. p. I. H Etudes Corniques V. Les Dix
C0111mandelllellts de Dieu." [The versions of
Boson and I{erew in the Gwavas MS., with a
French translation and notes]. By Prof. Loth.
Vol. xxiv. p. I 55. U Notes aux textes inedits en
Cornique 111oderne." [Nates, in English, on
Prof. Loth's edition of Genesis iii., St. Mattll.
iv., ii., in vol. xxiii.]. By Henry Jenner.
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Vol. xxiv. p. 300. ,. Some Rough Notes on the present
Pronunciation of Cornish names:' By Henry
Jenner.

15. Articles in Archiv fiir Celtische Le..~icograjJkie.
Bd. i. p. 101. "Glossary to Beu1lolls lJferiasek." By
Dr. Whitley Stokes.
p. 161 ••, Collation of Norris's Cornish Drama."
By Dr. Whitley Stokes.
p. 224. " Cornique Moderne." [The dialogues of
Andrew Borde, and William Bodenor's Letter;
with restored texts, translations, and notes.]
By Prof. Loth.
16. Grammatica Celtica e monulnentis vetustis tam

Hibernicae linguae quatn Britannicarum dialectorum
Cambricae Cornicae Aremoricae conlparatis Gallicae
priscae reliquiis. Construxit I. C. Zeuss. Editio altera.
Curavit H. Ebel. Berolini, 1871. 4to.
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Mr. DAVID NUTT'S
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS AND
IMPORTATIONS
FOR THE STUDY OF THE LANGUAGE,
LITERATU RE, HISTORY, ARCHAEOLOGY, AND FOLK-LORE OF
TH E CELTIC PEOPLES.

"Periodicals.
ARCHIVES OF CELTIC LEXICOGRAPHY, edited
by \VHITLEY STOKES and KUNO MEYER. Issued in volunles of four
parts each (averaging a couple of hundred pages a part) at irregular
intervals. Each part costs 6s. net. Vols. I. and 11. are out (Sept. 1904).
*** The contents of the ARCHIVES are of varied range, but all lexicographical or linguistic in character. It is a publication intended essenlially for serious students of the language, but for such it is indispensable,
as lhe following list of contents of the parts already issued will show :\VHITLEY STOKES:-The Lecan Glossary; A List of Welsh Plantnames; A Glossary to the Cornish Drama Beunans Meriasek;
O'l\fu1conrj'S-Glossary ;"'-A-eoUation- of Norris'"" Ancient Cornish
n .. alnn; .Three Irish Medical Glossaries; CoUation of the Second
l·:dition of O'Clcry's Irish Glossary; O'Davoren's Glossary.
]. STRACHAN : The Notes and Glosses in the Lebor Da h-Uidre; Old
Irish ell,it", el1dd, Ail, AJrltlzirsi.
E. O'GRO\VNEY: Spoken Irish of Aran and Meath.
A. ANSCOMDE: Indexes to Old Welsh Genealogies.
J. LOTH: Additions to the Dictionary of the Welsh Language of
Silvan Evans; ~omique moderne.
E. ERNAULT: Les antiques Bretons du D9ctrinal.
KUNO MEYER: Contributions to Irish Lexicography (pages 1 to 440,
A i-(011,",or).
.
\Vhen completed, Professor Meyer's Contributions will form, with
Professor Windisch's WOrterlJucll, and Professor Atkinson's Glossaries
appended to his edition of the Lebar Brecc religious texts, the groundwork of a scientific dictionary of Old and Middle Irish.

MR. NUTT'S CELTIC LIST
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR CELTISCHE PHILOLOGIE.

Ilerausgeg~hen von KUNU MKYKk und L. Cu. STKkN. Issued in c.lemy
8vo parts oC upwards oC 180 pp. each. costing. net. 61. Three parts forol
a volunle.
Vols. I., 11., Ill., IV., and V. out Sept. 190+

••• The ZKITSCIIRIFT consists for the most part of Irish texts, with
accompanying English translations, or of articles in English or French
on various points of Celtic literature, history, or archaeology. The
leading Contents oC the five volumes which have appeared 50 Car may be
grouped as follows:IRISH TEXTS (pre-medireval and medi~val) : -

WHo STOKES (E"".rl. trailS.): Cuimmfn's Poem on the Saints of
Ireland.
K. MEYER (E"gl. 'ra"s.): The Christening oC Conall Cernach, and
the Deaths oC Ailill and Conall Cernach.
WHo STOKES (Eng/. tra"s.): The Gaelic Marco Polo.
K. MXYKR (/!,"'..r/. tram.): Finn and Grainne. The Death of Finn
ltfac Cumaill.
WHo STOKES (E"KI. tram.): The Gaelic Maundeville.
K. MKYKR (r.'''.r/. trails.): The Birth of Brandub, Son of Eochu,
and oC Aedan, Son of Gahnin.
K. ~fKYER (E'''gl. trails.): The Colloquy of Column Cille and the
Youth.
WHo STOKES (Eng/. tram.): The Destruction of Dind lUg.
WHo STOKES (EnSI. tra,".): The Battle of Carn Conaill.
WHo STOKES (EnKI. trans.): Amra Senain.
R. HENKBRY (Engl. tra"s.): Manus O'Donnell: The Life of
Coluntb Cille.
CH. STERN: Fled Bricrend.
MODERN IRISH TEXTS (including Manx and Scotch·Gaelic) : -

J. STRACHAN (Engl. tram.):

A Manx Folk-Song.
D. O'FOIIARTA (ElIgi. trans.): The White I-Iound of the Mountain.
J. MACDOUGAI4L (EIIK'I. traIlS.): The Urrisk of the Corrie of the
llowlings.
D. O'FOHARTA (E"g/. trans.): The Shining Sword, &c.

.ARTICLES IN ENGLISH:-

ProC. E. AN\VYL z The Four Branches oC the Mabinogi.
Grammatical Notes.
WHo STQKES: Notes on the St. Gallen Glosses.
E. W. B. NICHOLSON: The Origin of the Hibernian Collection of
Canons.
E. W. B. NICHOLSON : The Language of the Continental Picts.
A. ANSCOMHE: The Date of the First Settlement of the Saxons in
Britain.
W. A. CRAIGIE: Gaelic Words and Names in the Icelandic Sagas.

J. STRACIIAN:

Also articles in German and French by ProCessors Zianmer, Stern,
and Thurneysen, Monsieur 11. Gaidoz, Monsieur E. Ernault, Monsieur
]. Loth, &c.; and numerous short articles, notes and book notices
(mostly in English) by the editors, Father llenebry, Professor Strachan,
ProCessor Rhys, &c.
2

PERIODICALS
ARCHJEOLOGICAL REVIEW (The). A Journal of
Historic and Pre-historic Antiquities. Edited bv G. L. GOMl\f1t, F.S.A.
4 vols. (24 parts). Royal 8vo. 1888-1889. £1, IS. net.
(Each part
separately, 2S. 6d. net.)

** * Nunlerous articles of interest to Celtic students, amongst others
Prof. KUNO MEYER'S translation of the Tocnl1lare ./!,'11Ier, Mr. Al.FRED
NUTT'S Celtic Myth and Saga, 1888-89, Mr. Al.FRED NUTT'S The
Buddha's Alms Dish and the Legend of the Holy Grail, &c. &c.

DANA: An Irish Magazine of Independent Thought.
Edited by JOHN EGLINTON and F. RVAN. Issued monthly, in demy
8vo numbers averaging 36 pp., and costing 6d. net (7d. post free) each.
Subscription for year, 7s. post free.

THE CELTIC REVIEW.

Edited by D.

MACKINNON,

Professor of Celtic in the University of Edinburgh, and Miss E. C.
CARMICHAEL. Issued in quarterly numbers, costing 2S. 6d. each net.
SUbscription price for year, 8s. post free (Part I., July 1904).

REVUE eELTIQUE.

Founded by

HENRl

GAIDOZ,

continued by H. n'ARBols DE JUBAINVII.I.E, with the co-operation of
WHITI.EY STOKES, J. LoTH, KUNO MEYER, and the leading Celtic
Scholars of Great Britain, Ireland, and the Continent. Vols. I.-XXV.
Paris, 1870-1904. Demy 8vo, sewed. A few copies sre offered
st £21 Instesd of £25.

* * * No single publication save the GRAMMATICA CELTICA has done
so nluch to promote Celtic studies. In addition to a great variety of
Articles covering every section of Celtic Philolo~y, Archreolo~y, Literary
History, &c., it contains an unrivalled series of important Texts,
furnished with English translations, by the greatest living Celtic
scholar, Dr. Whitley Stokes. Arilong these lnay be mentioned:-The
Annals of Tigernach; the Bor6ma; the Voyages of Maelduin and of
Snegdus and MacRiagla; the Battle of Moytura; the Destruction of
Da Derga's Hostel; the Death of Cuchulainn; the Dinnshenchas, and
numerous snlnller texts.
No Celtic Library is cOlnplete without a set of the REVUE CELTIQUE.
The price of £21 for a set is only valid for a short time.

HOLDER, A.'

Celtic Thesaurus).

Alt-Celtischer Sprachschatz (Old-

Issued since 1891 in royal 8vo parts, averaging
each 250 pages, double columns, and costing 8s. Parts I.-XIII.
(A-Sacri-lIo-s) are out, and the work will probably be completed in two
more parts, and within the next two years.

* * * The ALT-CELTISCHER SPRACHSCHATZ is a collection, alphabetically arranged, of the materials available for the oldest history of the
Celtic languages: Inscriptions; Names of Persons, Places and Things,
preserved by the writers of Greece and Rome; Place names in their
earliest recorded post-classical form, &c. Passages from the classical
authors are given in full. In the 1280 pages of the work so far as issued,
about 26,000 words (chiefly personal and place nalnes) are dealt with.
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*

Irish Gaelic Literature.
TEXTS, TRANSLATIONS, GRAMMARS, ETC.

IRISH TEXTS· SOCIETY. Inedited Irish Texts with
Demy

accompanying English Version, Notes, and Introduction.
Cloth. Net jrices.

~vo.

Vo}. I. The Adventures of the Lad of the Ferule.
The Ad\·entures of the Children of the King of Norway. Two
Irish Romantic Tales of the 16th and 17th Centuries, edited and
translated for the first time by DOUGLAS HVDE, LLD., with
Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. 1899. xvi, 176 pp. 6s.
Nearly Ollt ofpn·"t.

Vol. 11. Fled Bricrend; The Feast of Bricriu.

An

early Gac:lic Saga, edited, with Translation, Introduction. an(1
Notes by GSORGS IIKNJ>KRSON, M.A., PII.D. 1899- lxvii,
209 pp. 6s. Nearly out ofpr,·"t.

Vol. Ill. The Poetical Works of Eogan O'Rahilly.
For the first time edited, with accompanying English version,
Introduction, Notes, and Glossary, by the Rev. Father DINItKN,
S.]. 1900. lxiii, 304 pp. Out ofpnOnt.

Vol. IV. History of Ireland.
Edited by DAVIU COMYf\.

By

Vol. I.

Vol. V. Dhuanaire Fhinn.

GEOFFREY KEATING.

1901.

los.6d.

Narrative Poems of Finn

Mac CUlnail and his Chanlpions. Edited from the Franciscan
Library MS. of 1619, hy J. MAcNsILL. III tne /Wess.
*** The oldest Irish MS. of Ossianic narrative poetry.

The jO//MtJing are in preparation for early issue:-

Keating's History of Ireland. Vo!. 11. Edited by
DAVID CoMVN,

M.A.

. Leabar Gabala (,e Book

of Invasions.")

Edited, from

three recensions. by }{. A. S. MACALISTEK, M.A., It'.8.A.

Caithreim Congal Claringnigh, from
MS. of the Seventeenth Century.
MAcSwSSNKY.

The Flight of the Eafls.
(1607).

23 H.

By ,TEAGUE

e.,

a

O'KBBNAN

Edited by Miss AGNKS Q'}4'ARRBLLV, M.A.

4:.'

I

Edited by PA1·RICK M.

IRISH GAELIC
FACSIMILES OF IRISH MSS.
Academy Series, comprising : -

The Royal Irish

Leabhar Na H-Uidhri: A Collection of Pieces in

Prose and Verse, in the Irish Language, transcribe~ about A.D•
. 1100. With Account of the Manuscript, Description of its Contents, Index, and Facsimiles in colours. £3, 3s.
The oldest volume now known entirely in the Irish Language.

The Book of Leinster-sometime called l"he Book of
cc (ilendalough." A Collection of Pieces in the Irish Language,
compiled in part about the middle of the twelfth century. With
Introduction, Analysis of Contents, and Index.- By ROBERT
ATKINSON, M.A., LL.D. £6,6s.

Leabhar Breac.

The

cc

Speckled Book," otherwise

styled cc The Great Book of Dun Doighre." A Collection of
Pieces in Irish and Latin, transcribed. towards the close of the
fourteenth century. Parts I. and II. in 1 vol. £4, 4S•
•• The oldest and best Irish MS. relating to Church History now
preserved." -GEORGE PETRIE.

'The Book of Ballymote: A Collection of l>ieces in
the Irish Language, dating from the end of the fourteenth century.
With Introduction, Analysis of Conlents, and Index. By ROBER'r
ATKINSON, ~l.l\" LL.D. £5, Ss.

The Yellow Book of Lecan: A Collection of Pieces
(Prose and Verse) in the Irish Language, in part compiled at the
end of the fourteenth century. With Introduction, Analysis of
Contents, and Index. By ROBERT ATKINSON, LL.D. £4, 4s.
*** This magnificent series of facsimiles of the oldest and most importnnt Irish vellum MSS. is the indispensable basis of an)· serious
Celtic library. At least three-fourths of Irish medireval literature is
contained in these five MSS., the contents of which would make up
.about ten volumes of Encyc10predia Britannica size. The Introduction
and very full Analyses of Contents enable the volumes to be used by
non-Irish students of medirevalliterature.
Only Two Hundred copies have been struck off, and the remaining
:stock is a very small one.

The Oxford Series.

\Vith Introduction by

KUNO

Vol. I, (Rawlinson, B. 5(2), the oldest Irish MSS,
in the Bodleian Library. containing, ;"fer alia ..- Tigemach's
Annals; the Saltair na Rann; Brehon Law Tracts, and many
poems and stories, tribal histories and genealogies.
S,,!Jscr;ption Pn'ce. £4, 4S. net.
*** It is intended, if 200 subscribers can be found ready to take up
-copies of the first volume of the proposed series (Rawl. B. 502), to
proaeed with facsimiles of Rawl. B. 512, Laud. 610, Rawl. B. 503,
and Rawl. B. 514, These contain the Tripartite Life of St. Patrick
(one of two known extant copies); the Lehar Gabtlla, ~r cc Book of
Conquests"; the Annals of Innisfallen, from the Creation to the year
1319 A.D.; O'Donnell's Life of St. Columb·kill, and many interesting
legends, poems, and tracts,
All these Manuscripts will, like Rawl. U. 502, if undertaken, be
I'eproduced by the collotype process in the exact size of the originals.
MEYRR.
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MR. NUTT'S CELTIC LIST
IRISH TEXTS. Edited by

ERNST WINDISCH

and

WHITLBY

STOKES. Demy 8vo. Net.
VOL I. (xvi, 886 pp.) contains the following texts: The Hymns of
the Liber llymnorum j Longes t.fac-n- Usnig; Scel Mucci Mic
Dath6: Tochmarc Etaine; Compert Conculaind; the earliest
Finn Poenls; Fis Adamn~Un j Fled Bricrend: the Irish Poems in
the eighth-century Irish MS. of the Monastery of St. Paul. Thesetexts are edited by Professor \Vindisch without translation, but
with a glos.4;ary of 500 pages in double columns, which still
remains the must extensive and valuahle list of early Irish words,
phrases. and const ructions. £ I, 4s.
VOL. 11. Part I. (1884. iv, 216 pp.). The Destruction of Trar, from
li. 11. 17, edited and translated into En~lish by Whitley Stokes;
the ninth-century Irish Glosses to the Sohloquia of St. Augustine,
edited by E. Windisch j Hricriu's .'east and the Exile of the
Sons of. Doel Dermait, edited and translated (into German) by
Windisch. Ss.
VOL 11. Part 11. (1887. iv, 256 pp.). The Alexander Story, from
Leb. Brecc, edited and translated (into German) by K. Meyer;
the J )eath of the Sons of Visnach, edited from the Glen Masain
MS., and translated into Enl!lish by Whitley Stokes; Four
smaller Tdins (T~iin h6 Dartada- Tain b6 J4"lidais- Tun b6
Regamain - Tain 1>6 Regamna), edited and translated (into.
German) by E. \Vindisch. 6s.
VOl•• Ill. Part I. (1891. iv, 281 pp.). Middle Irish Metrical "exts,
edited by R. Thurnefsen; the Irish Ordeals, Connac'. Adventurein the Land of PromIse, and the Decision as to Cormac's Sword,
edited and translated (into English) by Whitley Slokes; The
Engendering ~f the Two Swineherds, edited and translated (into
German) by E. Windisch. 8s.
VOJ4. Ill. Part 11. (1897. iv, s96 pp.).
The Coir Anmann (the
~Iedireval Irish Dictionary uf I-Ieroic Hiography), edited and
translated (into English) by Whitley Stokes; Tochmarc Ferbe,
edited and translated (into German) by E. Windisch. I os.
VOL.' IV. (1900. xiv, 438 pp.). The Acallamh na Sen6racb, edited
by Whitley Stokes.· \Vith translation of such portions as were
omitted by Dr. Standish Hayes O'Grady in his edition, and translation of this text (Silva Gadelica). Index of Names, of Person~
of Things, of Places, nnel Glossarial lndex (of 60 pp., double
columns). 12S.
*it * This is the first complete and accurate edition of the longest
and 1l10st ilnportant prose text of the :Finn or Ossianic Cycle.
VOLe V. (Ready sllortly). The Tain b6 Cuailnge, edited from theBook of Leinster and allied MSS., and translated (into Gennan)
by Ernst Windisch.

IRISH SAGA LIBRARY (Thet Translations of Early
Irish Heroic and hfythic Romances. with Introductions and Notes. A
pocket-size Series (square 16mo), attractively printed, illustrated and
bound.

Vo!' I. The Courtship of Ferb.

Translated by A. H.

rvf.A. \Vith frontispiece, decorative title-page, and cover
hy C. Walls. 1902. Net, 25.
.
. * One of the most attractive and characteristic of the $maIJer tales.
belonging to the Ulster Heroic Cycle.
.

LltAJlY,

*..
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IRISH GAELIC
THE

CATTLE

RAID

OF

CUALNGE

(Tain

bcS Cuailnge). An Ancient Irish Prose Epic translated, (or the first
time, fronl CC Lehar nn h·Uidhri," hy L. WINJFRED FARADAY, AI.A.

With Introduction. 1904. 5s.
*•• The first complete and close rendering of the oldest version of
this famous story.

THE CUCHULLIN SAGA IN IRISH LITERA-

TURE, being a collection of stories relating to the Hero Cuchullin,
translated from the Irish by various scholars; compiled and edited with
Introduction and Notes by ELEA~OR HULL. 1898. lxxx, 316 pp. 7s.6d•
Nearly out of print. The fullest collection of genuine texts relating to the nlost famous hero of early Ireland available to the English
reader. It comprises a full sunlmary of the Tdi" IJtJ Cftai/n~ according
to the Book of Leinster version.

•*.

MACCONGLINNE, THE VISION OF.

A twelfth-

century Irish Wonder·tale. Edited and translated by KUNO MEVER,
with literary Introduction by W. WOLl.NER. Crown 8vo. 1892.
liv, 212 pp. Cloth. Net, 7s. 6d.
••* No more amazing, no more amusing, fancy is to be found in the
whole range of medireval fiction. . . • To students of comparative
literalure, to students of folk.lore, above all, to students of the Irish
lan~lInge and literature, this will be a preciolls possession.

THE VOYAGE OF BRAN, SON OF FEBAL,

to the Land oC the Living. An old I rish Saga, now first edited,
with Translation, Notes, and Glossary by KUNO MEVER. With an Essay
upon the Irish Vision of the I-Iappy Otherworld, and the Celtic doctrine
of Rebirth, by ALFRED NUTT.
Vol. I. The Happy Otherworld. 1895. xviii, 331 pp. los.6d.
Vol. 11. The Celtic Doctrine oC Rebirth. 1897. xii, 352 pp.
lOSe 6d.
•** 1\lr. Nutt's essays form practically the first, and, up to now, the
sole examination of Celtic nlythic literature on anthropological historical
lines. They endeavour to correlate Irish myth with that of Greece,
India, and Scandinavia, and to assign to it its proper place in the evolution of general Aryan Mythology.

MERUGUD UILIX MAICC LEIRTIS.

The Irish

Odyssey, a twelfth-century Irish text, edited, with Notes, Translation,
and Glossary, by KUNO MEYER. 16mo. 1886. xii, 36 pp. Sewed.
Net, Is. 6d.

MEYER (Kuno).
lated by K. M.

Early Irish Texts. Edited and Trans-

8vo.

Sewed.

I. King 'and Hermit.

A Colloquy between King

Guaire of Aidne and his Brother Marban. An Irish Poem of the
Tenth Century. Demy 8vo. 1901. Net, 2S. 6d.
.

11. Liadain and Cuirither.
Ninth Century.

1902.

An Irish Love-Story of the

Net, IS. 6d.

Ill. Four Old Irish Songs of Summer and Winter.
1903.

Net,

2S.·
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MR. NUTT'S CELTIC LIST
STOKES (Whitley). The Edinburgh Dinnshenchas.
Edited, translated. and annotated.

8vo.

1893.... Net, 25. 6<1.

- - The Bodley Dinnshenchas. Edited, translated, and
annotated. 8vo. .892. Net. 25. 6d•
••• The Dinnshenchas, a dictionary of early Irish topographical
l~ends, is one of the most valuable sources extant (or the study of
Irish myth and legend.

- - A· Criticism of Dr. Atkinson's Glossary to
Vols. I.-IV. of the Ancient Laws of Ireland.
So pp. Sewed. Net, IS.

!leally 8vo.

1903.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE SCHOOL OF IRISH
LEARNING:-

No. I. Selections from the Old Irish Glosses.
With Notes and Vocabulary by JOHN STRACIlAN.
Sewed. net, 3s. 6d.

CORMAC'S GLOSSARY.

1904-

16n10.

The oldest Irish Glossary of

phrase and fable, translated and annotated by the late JOHN O'DONOVAN,
Edited, with notes and indices, by WHITLKY S·roKKS. 4to. Calcutta.
1868. xii, 204 pp. Cloth. 'fhe few remaining copies net. £2, Ios.

MACALISTER (R. A. S.). Studies in Irish Epigraphy.
A Collection of Revised Readings of the Anoient Inscriptions of Ireland.
With Introduction and Notes.
Part I.: The Ogham Inscriptions of the Barony of Corkaguiney, and
of ltfayo, Wicklow, and Kildare. DenlY 8vo. 1897. 96 pp. Cloth.
Net, 3s. 6d.
Part I I.: The Ogham Inscriptions of the Counties oC Kerry (not included in Part I.), Limerick, Cavan. and King's Co.: as well as the
Ogham Inscriptions of the Irish Type in Scotland and the Isle of Man.
With an Appendix on the Ogham Tablets of Biere, Saxony. Demy
8vo. 1902. 188 pp. Numerous illustrations. Cloth. Net, 10I.6d.

HYDE (Douglas). Beside the Fire. Gaelic Folk-Stories.

Collected, edited (Irish Text facing English) and translated, by D. H.
With Introduction, Notes on the Irish text, and Notes on the Tales, by
the Editor and AI.FKKU Nun'. Crown 8vo. lviii, 204 pp. 1891.
Cloth. 7s. 6d.
Sg~uluidhe Gaedealach.
Gaelic Folk-·fales
with French Translation. Demy ~vo. 1902. 558 pp. Net, IOS. 6d.

- - An

WAIFS AND STRAYS OF CELTIC TRADITION.
Inedited Scotch Gaelic texts, with accompanying English translations and
Argyllshire series. 8vo. Cloth. A ·'1 prieu.

explana~ory notes.

I..Craignish Tales.

1889.

11. Folk and Hero Tales.

Out ofprint.
Collected, edited (in Gaelic),

and translated by the Rev. D. MACINNKS; with a Study on the
Development o( the Ossianic Saga and copious Notea by ALPRKD
NU17. 1890. xxiv, 497 pp. Portrait of Campbell of Islay, and
two illustrations by E. GRlsa·r. 125. 6d. J\!ear/y tIUI-tjri"l.
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IRISH GAELIC
WAIFS AND STRAYS-Continued.
Ill. Folk and Hero Tales. Collected, edited, translated,
and annotated by the Rev. J. MACDoUGALL; with an Introduction
by ALFRED NUT....

1891. xxx, 31 I pp.

7s. 6d.

IV. The Fians, or Stories, Poems, and Traditions of Fionn
and his warrior band. Collected entirely from oral sources by the
Rev. J. G. CAMPHELL; with Introduction and Bibliographical
Notes by ALFRED NUTT. 1891. xxxviii, 292 pp. 75. 6d.

V.

Popular Tales and Traditions. Collected in the
Western Highlands by the late Rev. J. G. CAMPBELL of Tiree,
with Portrait and Memoir of the Author, arad Illustrations by E.
GRISKT. 8vo. 1895. xx, ISO pp. Ss. Nearly Ol"t of/,riltt•

•* * Vols. II.-V. form the fullest and most valuable collection of ScotchGaelic traditional lore save Campbell of Islay's Popfllar la/est

CURTIN (Jeremiah).

Legends of the Fairies and

Ghost-World. Collected from oral tradition in South-West Munster.

Crown 8vo.

1895.

DEENEY (D.).
Second Edition.

xii, 204 pp.

Sewed. 25.6d.

Peasant Lore from Gaelic Ireland.
Crown 8vo.

1901. xvi, 80 pp.

Sewed.

Net,

JACOBS (JOSEPH) and ALFRED NUTT.
Fairy Tales.

IS.

Celtic

Third edition, 1902. xvi, 274 pp. Eight (ull-page
plates, numerous illustrations in text by]. D. BATTEN. 6s.

- - More Celtic Fairy Tales.

1894. xvi, 234 pp. Eight

full-page plates, numerous illustrations in text. 6s.

* * * These two volumes form the most representative and attractive
collection of Celtic romantic and legendary literature ever issued. The
very ample notes give full information respecting the literary history and
folk-lore value of each tale.
Mr. Batten's exquisitely fanciful and
humorous illustrations have won universal praise.

- - The Book of Wonder Voya~es. Small 4to. 1896.
xii, 224 pp. Photogrnvllre frontispiece, SIX full-pnge plntes, eighteen
illuslrntions in text hy J. D. BATTEN. Cloth. 6s.
Contents: The Argonauts - Tne VO)'agt tJJ Mae/till;" - Hasan of,
Ba.c;sorah-The Journeyings of Thorkill and of Eric the Far-travelledNotes.

HULL (Eleanor).
1904.

Epochs of Irish History.

16mo.

Each, net, 3S. 6d•

.I. Pagan Ireland. Part I. Social Life in Pagan Ireland. Part 11.
The Romance of the Early Kings. xvi, 228 pp. Read7'
II. Early Christian Ireland. Part I. Ireland Under Her Native
Rulers. Part 11. The Island of Saints. Ready s!ltJrtl7.
Ill. Ireland Under the Northmen. In Prelarat;tJ".
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MR. NUTT'S CELTIC LIST
THE HOME OF THE EDDIC POEMS, with
especial reference to the IIelgi Lays. Hy I)rofessor SOPIIUS BUGGK~
translated by W. 11. SCHOFIKLI>. 1899- lxxx, 408 pp. £1, IS.

Nearly fJIIt ofprint•

•** Contains the fullest presentment of Profe,sor Bugge'. theory of
the influence exercised hy Irish upon Norse mythic literature.

THE WIFE OF BATH'S TALE; its Sources and
Analogues.
OIlt

0//Wi"t•

By G. F. ~{AYNADIKR.

1901.

xii,

222

pp.

ISS.

Nttlr/y

• •• In this exhaustive study of the U Transformed Hag" theme, Mr.
Maynadier has conclusively demonstrated the dependence of Chaucer'&
tale upon the earlier Irish versions. It is thus of great importance to~he
theory of the influence of Irish upon general medirevalliterature~
..

SOHRAB AND RUSTEM.

The Epic Theme of a

Combat between Father and Son. A Study of its Genesis, Use in
Literature and Populnr Tmdition. By J.fURRAY A. POTTER, A.~f. 1902.
xii. 2~4 pp. 6s.

••* Amongst other examples of the theme the Geltic story of Cuchu.
lainn and Conlaoch is fully discussed..

TH E

INVISIBLE ·COMMONWEALTH OF
)sychical Research. Text by R. KIRK, A.D. 1691. Comment by

ELVES, FAUNS, AND FAIRIES. A Study in Folk-Lore and

ANDRKW LANG, A.D.

1893. lxv, 92 pp.

71. 6d. Nmrl7 tJUI tJjjr;lII.

** * The earliest systematic account of the Celtic fairy world. With avaluable comparative introduction hy

~fr.

HAMLET IN ICELAND.

Lang.

The Ambales Saga, being

the Icelandic romantic Ambales Saga, edited and translated, with
extracts from five Ambales Rimur and other illustrative tracts, for the
most part now first printed, and an introductory essay by I. GOLLANcz.
1898. xcviii, 284 pp. I Ss.

** * The Introduction discusses the identity of the hero of th~ Hamlet
story with Anlaf Cuaran, the Viking lord of Dublin," and is of much
interest as hearing upon the relations between Irish and Norse heroic
Saga.

MACLAGAN (R. C.). Evil Eye in the Western Highlands.

Demy 8vo.

1901.

~ . The Games
compiled by R. C. rtf.
los.6<1.

viii, 232 pp.

Cloth.

Net, 7s. 6d.

and Diversions of Argyleshire,
I)emy 8vo.
10

-1902.

viii,

270

pp.

Cloth.

IRISH GAELIC
POPULAR

STUDIES

IN

MYTHOLOGY,

ROMANCE, AND FOLK-LORE. 16mo. Stiff wrapper. Each.

net, 6d. (post free, 7d.).

***

A senes, issued fl11der tlte general direction of Mr. Alfred
Nutt, illteluted to ilnpart ill a concise and accuraie, bllt tltorougltly
popular Inan1ter, inforlltation concerning tlte subjects of wlii,4h it treats.
Earh study ..t;'ives a broad survey of tlte tlte1l1e, unel1tbarrassed by notes
or references. Filii biblio,t;rapltictll appendices are providedfor those
'luno 'luisk /0 carry lite .rttldy of the subject jilrllier. Tlte followingnU1nbers are ofinterest to students of Celtic literature :I. Celtic and Medizval Romance.
By ALFRED NUTT.
3. Ossian and the Ossianic Literature. By ALFRED
NUTT.

4.
6.

King Arthur and his Knights. By ]ESSIE L. WESTON.
The Fairy Mythology of Shakespeare. By ALFRED
NUTT.

1900.

Cuchulainn, the Irish Achilles. By ALFREP .NUTT.
14. The Legends of the Holy Grail.
By ALFRED NUTT.
O'FARRELLY (Agnes). Leabhar an Atar Eogan.
8.

The O'Growney Memorial Vohlnle. Edited by AGNES O'FARRELI..Y.
4to. xvi, 388 pp. (in' Irish and Engli~h). With 9 (ull-page plates,
and 79 illustrations in the text. In boards, with designed cover, Ss. net
<Ss. 6d. post free); or in art linen, 7S. 6<1. net (8s. post free).

ZIMMER (H.). The Early Celtic Church in Britain
and Ireland. Translated by A.

MKYKR. 1902. Crown 8vo. xvi, 131
Cloth. Net, 3~. 6 0 . '
.
*** Of especial hnportance in view of the author's theory of the·
Patrick Ai ission and the nature of the Irish Church in the fifth and sixth
centuries.

pp.

DINEEN (S. P.).

An

Irish - English Dictionary.

Crown 8vo, upwards of 1000 pages.

LANE (T.. O'Nei11).
Demy 8vo.

1904.

800 pp.

IIt tile Press.

An English -Irish Dictionary.
Cloth.

Net, 12S. 6d.

·GILLIES (H. Cameron). The Elements of, (Scotch)·
Gaelic Grammar. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

1902.·

Cloth. 35. 6d.

- - - A Class Book of Gaelic (Exercises to accompany
the preceding).

~rown

8vo.

1896.

Sewed.

Net, IS.

- - Gaelic Names of Diseases and of Diseased
States. Demy 8vo.

1898. 40 pp. Sewed.

Net, IS.

HOGAN' (F. Eel. -Irish and Scotch Gaelic Names of
Herbs, Plants, Trees, Bee. Crown 8vo. 1900. xii, 137 pp. Cloth.

Net,3s•
I1

MR. NUTTS CELTIC LIST
McALPINE (Neil).

A Pronouncing (Scotch) Gaelic

DictiOlUU'J, to which is prefixed a concise hut comprehellsive Gaelic

Grammar.

Eleventh Edition.

Crown 8vo.

1898. Cloth.

12S.

MeKAY (J. Gel. Easy Gaelic Syntax, popularly treated
for Beginnen.

8vo.

18c}9.

iv, 92 pp.

Net,

IS.

6d.

Welsh Language and
Literature
(including the ARTHURIAN ROMANCE).
GILDAS. Works: (De Excidio Britanniz,

fr~enta,

Liber de penitentia, Lorica Gilde. Accedunt et Vita Gilde ftL et
Vita ITA). A new edition with English Translation, Introduction.
Philological and Exegetical Conlmentary by the Rev. H. WILI.IAMS,
M.A. Royal8vo. (3 Parts.) 1899-1904- Net, £1, IS.

"MABINOGION (The). Mediceval Welsh Romances.
Translated by Lady CIlARJ.on·g GUK£T. With Notes by ALFRKD
Nun'. Frontispiece, title-page, and cover by NORMAN AULT. 16mo.
1902. 360 pp. Cloth, top gilt, net, 2S. 6<1.

. *.

**. Mr. Nutt's edition i. the only one which gives concise but accurate
information about the origin, literary hi~tory, and significance of these
tales, the Inasterpiece of nledireval story-telling, and one of the finest
collections of stories in the whole of literature•
See also Popular Studies, No. 11, THE MABINOGION.
IvoR B. JOHN, B.A. 1901.

By

MALORY (Sir Thomas). The Morte Darthur. Verbatim reprint of Caxton's original edition, with Introduction, Variants,
Notes, Glossarial Index, and Study of the sources of ltfalory, by H. O.
SOMMKR, Ph. D., and a Study of Ptfl1lory by A. LANU. 3 .011. 4to.
x, 861 ; viii, 230; xxvi, 338 pp. 1889-91. Net, £2, 108.
The same, 2 vols. Roxburghe, net, £3; or in 3 vols. Roxburgbe, net,
£3,3s •

Vol. I. (Text) separately, in paper wrapper (800 pp.), Det, , .. 6d.

**. This is the only edition which can be used (or scholarly study of
the Arthurian romances.

MERLIN. Le Roman de Merlin; or, The Early History
of King Arthur. Faithfully edited frODl the French PtIS. Add. 10,292 in
the British Museum (about A.D. 1316) by Professor H. OsKAll SO•••• KI,
Ph.D. Privately printed (or Subscribers. 1894. 4to. xxii, 498 pp.
Printed on hand-made paper. Cloth, uncut. Net, i.-I, 161**. The lIfer/i" is one of the most important of the prose Arthurian
romances. This is the only accessible text.
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WELSH AND ARTHURIAN
ARTHURIAN ROMANCES UNREPRESENTED
IN MALORY. Minuscule 4to volumes. Printed on hand-made paper.
Net prices.

Bound in special art linen, with design in three colours.

I. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.

A Middle-

English romance retold in modern prose, with Introduction and
Notes by JESSIE L. WESTON. With designs by ~I. M. CRAWFORD. Third Edition, 1903. 2S.

II. Tristan and Iseult.

Rendered into English from

the German of Gottfried of Strassburg by JESSIIt L. WESTON.
\Vith designs by CAROLINE WATTS. Two vols. 1899. 4S.

Ill.

Guingamor; Lanval; Tyolet; Le Bisclaveret.
Four Lais rendered into English prose from the French of
l\fARIJf~ ))E FRANCfl: and others by }ESSIR L. WKSTON. With
designs by CAROI..INE WATTS. 1900. 2S.

IV. Morien.

'I'ranslated for the first time from the original

Dutch by JESSIE L. \VESTON. With frontispiece and designed
title-page by CAROLINK ~ ATTS. 1901. 2S.

V.

Le Beaus Desconnus. Cliges. Two Old English
Metrical Romances rendered into prose by }ESSI~ L. WasToN.
\Vith designs by CAROLINE ~1. WATTS. 1902. 2S.

\'1. Sir Gawain at the Grail Castle.

1"hree Versions

from the Conte nel Graal, Diu Crone, and the Prose Lancelot.
1903. 2S.

WOLFRAM VON ESCHENBACH.

Parzival.

A

Knightly Epic. For the first time translated into English verse from the
original German by }ESSIE L. WRSTON. With Notes and Excursus. 2
vols. Crown 8vo. 1894. xvi, 329 pp. Cloth. Net, £1, IS. Nearly
Ollt

ofprint.

* ** Wolfranl's PtlYsival, adapted from a lost French Grail romance,
is one of the Inost interesting and valuable works in all mediseva1
literature.

MARIE DE FRANCE. Seven Lais done into English for
the first time, with Introduction and Notes by EDITH RICKERT. With
Frontisr.iece and designed Title-page by CAROLINE WATTS.. Miniscule
4to. xli, 196 pp. In the binding of I. Arthurian Romances." Net, 35.
Contents: Guigemar-The Ash Tree-The Honeysuckle~The Nightingale-The Two Lovers-Yonec-Eliduc.
** * See also Arthurian Romances, No. Ill. ·
*** A/at-ic de r1'allCe is not only one of the most graceful .and
interesting French writers of the 12th Century, but her Lays, written
in England, represent a ~ery early stage in the process of adapting
Celtic fairy tales into nlediseval courtly romances.
.

THE LEGEND OF SIR GAWAIN.
it~

oriRinal scope and significance.
xvi, 117 pp. N ct, 4S.
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Studies upon

By ]E.C;SIB L. WESTON.

1897.

MR. NUTT'S CELTIC LIST
THE

LAC.

LEGEND

OF SIR

LANCELOT DU

Studies upon its Origin, Development, and Position in the
Arthurian Romantic Cycle. By Jassllt L. WasTON. 1901. xii, 252 pp.
Net, 7s. 6<1.

THE THREE DAYS' TOURNAMENT.

A Study

in Romance and Folklore. Being an Appendix to the Legend of
Sir Lancelot. By JESSIE L. WSSTON. 1903. xvi, 59 pp. Net, 25.
••• In these three volumes of the Grimm Library, Miss Weston has
made a most important and valuable contribution to the study of what
is perhaps the most ~rplexing of all bodies of romance-the Arthurian
Cycle.

BUND (J. Willis). The Celtic Church in Wales. Demy
8vo. 1897. 533 pp. Cloth. Net, I2S. 6<1.
Contents: Characteristics of the Celtic Cburch-The Tribal SystemThe Christian Settlement - l\Ionasteries - Bishops - The ClergyChurches-Endowments-Saints-The Conflict

OWEN (Henry).

Gerald the Welshman.

A revised

and enlarged edition. With l\lap of l\ledireval Wales, Pedigree of
Gerald's connection with the Royal IIuuse of Wales, and Index of
Place-names. Crown 8vo. 1904. vii, 207 pp. Cloth. Net, 35.6d.

WINDLE (B. C. A.). Life in Early Britain. Being an
account of the early inhabitants of this island, and the memorials which
they have left behind thenl. With maps, plans, and illustrations. Crown
8vo. 1897. viii, '244 pp. Cloth. 3s.6d.

EMERSON (P. H.).
Stories.

161no.

DANTE.

Welsh Fairy Tales, and other

1897. 84 pp.

Hoards.

2S.

La Divina Commedia di Dante Alighieri

yn Gymraeg.

(;ao DANIEL RSES.
Z Darlunian gan ].
4to. 1903. 475 pp. Buckram. £1, lOS•
••• The first and as yet the only conlpJete version of the
COl1led)' in any Celtic language.

KKLT

EI>WARUS.

ROWLANDS (Th.).

A Grammar of .the Welsh

Language, with copious examples.

302 pp.

Cloth.

Dwi,"

Fourth Edition.

12mo.

xv,

Net, 4S. 6<1.

- - - Welsh Exercises, adapted to the Grammar, with
copious explanatory notes.

SPURRELL (W.).
Welsh Dictionary.
7s.6<I.

JENNER (Henry).

12mo. x, 262 pp.

Cloth.

Net, 41. 6d.

Welsh - English and EnglishI6mo.

1903.

436, 304 pp.

Cloth.

Net,

A Handbook of the Cornish

Language, chiefly in its latest form, with an account of its history and

literature.

Delny 8vo.

1904.

208 pp.
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Cloth.

Net, 45.
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